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Political traction for nature-based solutions (NbS) is rapidly growing as governments 

recognize their role in addressing the simultaneous climate and biodiversity crises. At the 

same time, recognition for the role of Indigenous Peoples in advancing ‘life-enhancing’ 

climate solutions has also increased. Despite this rapid growth, the exploration of the 

intersection of NbS and Indigenous Peoples has been much slower, as questions remain 

about the ability of NbS to be implemented while respecting Indigenous rights, 

governance, and knowledge systems. This thesis, oriented around the question What are 

Indigenous visions for nature-based solutions? offers the first academic review of NbS 

from the perspective of Indigenous Peoples. It begins with an exploration of how the 

Government of Canada’s conceptualization of NbS either supports or prevents 

Indigenous sustainable self-determination using a novel four-dimensional sustainable 

self-determination policy lens. The lens is used to review a total of nine federal climate 

policy, planning, and science documents, concluding that despite growing recognition of 

Indigenous rights, participation, and knowledge, an unwillingness to engage with 

Indigenous jurisdiction and understandings of Land remains. To address this knowledge 
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gap, seventeen conversational interviews with Indigenous leaders, youth, men, women, 

technicians, and knowledge keepers from what is currently known as Canada are used 

to: i) explore Indigenous conceptualizations of nature, nature-based solutions, and the 

joint biodiversity and climate crisis; and ii) introduce a set of seven principles for 

Indigenous-led NbS, honouring the diversity of cultures, histories, and languages of 

Indigenous Peoples. Drawing on this foundation, I explore how Indigenous Peoples 

navigate their own NbS by examining the concept of Indigenous guardians using a 

systematic review of peer-reviewed literature from Australia, Canada, Aotearoa-New 

Zealand, and the United States. Combined, this thesis represents the first explorations of 

Indigenous visions of NbS, opening space for the advancement of Indigenous climate 

solutions for a just, equitable, and resilient future.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Context 

The evidence is clear: we are facing a joint climate and biodiversity crisis. The most-up-

to-date science, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 

(2021), unequivocally confirms that human influence has warmed the atmosphere, land, 

and ocean at least 1.07°C since 1850. It is projected that we have less than ten years, 

until around 2030, to avoid locking in a future of catastrophic climate change. The IPCC’s 

second working group report furthered this warning, noting that “…any further delay in 

concerted anticipatory global action on adaptation and mitigation will miss a brief and 

rapidly closing window of opportunity to secure a liveable and sustainable future for all” 

(IPCC, 2022, p. 35). With similar urgency, the Global Assessment Report of the 

Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 

(2019) detailed the biodiversity crisis, suggesting that human activities threaten one 

million species with extinction, including some within decades. Combined, these crises, if 

unaddressed and unmitigated, will cause serious, cascading impacts on humans, 

animals, and society due to extreme weather events, ecosystem collapse, and rising 

temperatures (United Nations Environmental Programme [UNEP], 2021). 

In Canada, the situation is urgent. Irreversible warming trends have now been confirmed 

by the Canada’s Changing Climate Report (Bush & Lemmon, 2019), which states that 

Canada’s climate has warmed by 2.3°C since 1948 and will warm further, on average, at 

about double the magnitude of warming globally. Far from abstract, the implication of this 

warming is being felt across the country today. Over ten days in June 2021, a ‘heat-dome’ 

descended on British Columbia (B.C.), resulting in the highest temperature ever recorded 

in Canadian history (49.6°C) in Lytton on June 29th, followed quickly by a wildfire that 

swept through the village in a matter of minutes. This heatwave, according to an analysis 

by the World Weather Attribution (2021), was virtually impossible without human-caused 

climate change. For two months afterwards, a devastating wildfire season hit B.C., the 

third provincial-wide emergency in five years, burning over 86 000 square kilometers and 
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costing over $570 million dollars.1 To top it off, multiple atmospheric rivers – an extreme 

precipitation event – resulted in hundreds of millimeters of rainfall, washing out highways 

and destroying livelihoods in Hope, Merritt, and Princeton. The atmospheric rivers 

contributed to the reflooding of Sumas Lake: a lake that had been drained by engineers 

for farming, displacing Sumas First Nations and their Semá:th stewards.2 These trends 

will only increase across the country unless urgent and transformative action is taken.3 

To mitigate the most severe impacts, a growing number of national and international 

pledges, declarations, and funding commitments have been made recognizing the role of 

nature-based solutions (NbS) to address these joint crises simultaneously (Seddon et al, 

2020a). The concept of NbS – solutions that work with nature to address societal 

challenges – has rapidly gained traction within academic, political, and corporate 

discourses (Griscom et al, 2019; Chausson et al, 2020; Seddon et al, 2021). Hanson et 

al (2020), for instance, conducted a systematic review of peer-reviewed literature to 

explore the emergence of NbS, demonstrating a rapid growth of articles, increasing from 

112 articles in 2018 to 648 papers in 2020. The potential for NbS to offer integrative 

solutions was captured in a scientific outcome joint report from the Intergovernmental 

Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) and the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), noting that “… [a] sustainable global 

future for people and nature remains possible but requires rapid, radical, and 

transformative societal change” (Pörtner et al, 2021, p. 11).  

The global health pandemic, albeit unintentionally, offered a glimpse of what ‘rapid and 

radical’ transformative change would look like in the context of greenhouse gas emission 

reductions. During the peak of lockdowns in 2020, greenhouse gas emissions decreased 

between 4 and 7.5%, with a peak decrease of 17% during the month of April (Le Queré 

et al, 2020). To meet our commitments to the Paris Agreement, the upper percentage of 

 

1 More here: https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/bc-wildfires-2021-timeline-1.6197751 
2 Article 1: https://fvcurrent.com/article/sumas-lake-flooding-history/ and Article 2: https://globalnews.ca/news/8385289/sumas-lake-
reflection-first-nations/ 
3 To visualize the impacts of rising global average temperatures on First Nations, Inuit, and Métis communities, as well as its impact 
on Canadian municipalities, please refer to the Climate Atlas found here: https://climateatlas.ca/ 
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these reductions (7.6% to be exact) would need to be sustained over the next decade – 

reductions that appear to directly contradict calls to ‘restart the economy’ and ‘return to 

normal’ (UNEP, 2021). Nowhere is this contradiction more evident than in the Federal 

Government’s recent approval of the Bay du Nord offshore oil development. The project, 

estimated to produce up to 200,000 barrels of oil per day when it comes online in 2028 

and around 300 million barrels over its lifetime, stands in stark contrast to the reductions 

required for Canada to become compliant with the Paris Agreement; greenhouse gas 

emission levels that Calverley and Anderson (2022) project must fall by 74 percent by 

2030, with a complete phaseout by 2034 for all high-emitting nations. 

Nevertheless, Canada continues to make progress in the development of climate policy. 

Their updated greenhouse emissions reduction target includes a reduction of 40 to 45 % 

by 2030, with a goal of net-zero emissions by 2050. Building on the Pan-Canadian 

Framework for Clean Growth and Climate Change (‘Pan-Canadian Framework’), the 

Government introduced a second climate plan entitled A Healthy Environment and A 

Healthy Economy in December 2020 and released the first 2030 Emission Reduction Plan 

in March 2022 as part of the legislative requirement of the Canadian Net-Zero Emissions 

Accountability Act (2021). Within these policy documents, there is an increasing reliance 

on the role of NbS in climate action, believing NbS “…can make a significant and cost-

effective contribution to the global emission reductions needed by 2030 to hold warming 

to well below 2°C” (Environment and Climate Change Canada [ECCC], 2020, p. 52). At 

the same time, the unique role of Indigenous Peoples in advancing climate and 

biodiversity solutions, has also been increasingly acknowledged in Canadian climate 

policy (Zurba & Papadopoulos, 2021; Reed et al, 2022). For example, the Pan-Canadian 

Framework explicitly recognizes the contribution and leadership of Indigenous Peoples, 

committing to “…recognize, respect and safeguard the rights of Indigenous Peoples as 

we take actions under these pillars” (Environment and Climate Change Canada [ECCC], 

2016, p. 3). This contribution was further strengthened in A Healthy Environment and A 

Healthy Economy which acknowledged the importance of self-determination by, and for, 
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Indigenous Peoples: “[s]upporting self-determined climate action is critical to advancing 

Canada’s reconciliation with Indigenous [P]eoples” (ECCC, 2020, p. 68). 

While these references are constructive, there is little to suggest that, without drastically 

changing their approach, Canada will be able to meet these targets, both in the context 

of emission reductions and the commitment to support self-determination for Indigenous 

Peoples (Bush & Lemmen, 2019; Indigenous Climate Action, 2021a). On climate, the 

Canadian government has failed to meet any of its climate targets throughout the last 30 

years; Instead, emissions have risen by approximately 20 percent (Bhavnani, Foran, 

Kurian & Munshi, 2019; MacNeil, 2019). On Indigenous self-determination, despite the 

growing recognition of Indigenous Peoples in climate action, little meaningful progress 

has been made to address colonialism, reduce the disproportionate climate impacts on 

Indigenous Nations, and advance Indigenous-led solutions (Reed et al, 2021; Deranger 

et al, 2022). In this light, as McGregor, Whitaker, and Sritharan (2020) note: “[i]t is 

therefore simply not rational for Indigenous peoples to rely on these global, national, and 

regional economic and political frameworks for climate justice and a sustainable future” 

(p. 36). 

This reality is especially important in the context of NbS: solutions that are about working 

with nature, or more appropriately, the Land. To date, Indigenous Peoples have not been 

well represented within the literature and within the development of NbS solutions 

(Indigenous Climate Action, 2021b; Reed & Gobby, 2021). Townsend et al (2020) 

highlight that “…how NbS are developed, on whose territories, and with what outcomes 

matter deeply to the success of climate change policy as well as to the rights of 

Indigenous Peoples” (p. 3). When Indigenous Peoples are represented in the literature, 

a deep ontological disjuncture between ‘conventional’ conceptions of NbS and those of 

Indigenous Peoples emerges (see more discussion in Chapter 3). Indigenous Peoples 

are guided by a system of reciprocal relations and obligations taught by living in relation 

to one another and the natural world in non-dominating and non-exploitative ways 

(Coulthard, 2014). This connection extends to more than just physical territory, 

represented by the interconnected concepts of land, water, air, governance, spirituality, 
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social structures, and law itself (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996). During 

the Nature-Based Climate Solutions conference hosted in Ottawa, Canada (2020), 

members of the Indigenous Caucus delivered a statement which thoughtfully articulated 

this gap: “…the current framing of [nature-based] solutions continue to conceptualize 

humans as separate from nature, commodify nature in terms of balance sheets and 

offsets, and views the land and water as void of Indigenous Peoples and open for 

development. Clearly, we need a complete rethink.”4  

A complete rethink requires “…not only imagining but demanding other possible worlds” 

(MacNeil, 2019, p. 165). As the federal government embarks on a new plan for achieving 

net-zero emissions by 2050, based heavily on NbS, now is precisely the right time to 

embark on an alternative journey to (re)imagine an entirely new approach to climate that 

simultaneously addresses colonialism, capitalism, and (de)carbonization: advancing what 

Simpson refers to as “dancing a new world into existence” (2011, p. 149). A new, 

Indigenous-led world requires a clear understanding of how the current world interacts 

with Indigenous Peoples. Despite numerous public commissions and inquiries describing 

the colonial relationship between Canada and Indigenous Peoples (see the Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996; Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 2015; 

Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls Inquiry, 2019), the history of 

colonialism, land dispossession, and systemic racism is rarely considered in climate 

discourse (Cameron, 2012; Deranger et al, 2022). Indeed, for Indigenous Peoples, the 

environmental and climate crises are inseparable, and thus symptomatic of an ongoing 

process of colonialism – resulting in a “colonial déjà vu’ (Whyte, 2016, 2018). 

Furthermore, the climate crisis, much like the health pandemic, exacerbates many of the 

resulting impacts of colonization such as the housing crisis on-reserve, the suicide crisis, 

and the crisis of values (Wildcat, 2009; Cameron et al, 2021). In view of this reality, and 

 

4The Indigenous Caucus was made up of representatives who identified as Indigenous or work for Indigenous organizations that attended this 

meeting. A member, Diandra Bruised Head from the Blood Tribe First Nation, read a Statement developed by the Caucus in the conference 

plenary. A written version of the Statement can be found here: 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statemen

t.pdf and the recording can be found here beginning at 00:35 and ending at 5:15: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgvKD2nLBoE  

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statement.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statement.pdf
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the overwhelming tendency for dominant climate discourse to victimize Indigenous 

Peoples (Cameron, 2012; McGregor, Whitaker, & Sritharan, 2020), Indigenous Peoples 

have been advancing Indigenous-led climate strategies (for example, Inuit Tapiriit 

Kanatami’s National Inuit Climate Strategy), and declaring climate emergencies. The 

Assembly of First Nations (AFN), an advocacy organization representing First Nation 

citizens in what is currently known as Canada, passed a resolution in 2019 entitled 

Declaring a First Nations Climate Emergency, recognizing that: 

“First Nations have been active leaders, both domestically and internationally, 

drawing on the science, knowledge, and way-of-life shared by Elders, knowledge 

keepers, women, youth, and leadership.” 

These assertions of Indigenous climate strategies are only increasing, offering new 

windows into how Indigenous Peoples address climate change issues from the local to 

global scales on their own terms. This is explored more in Section 1.4.7.  

1.2 Aims and research objectives  

This dissertation aims to support the development of Indigenous solutions to the climate 

and biodiversity crisis by focusing on the concept of NbS from policy and academic 

dimensions. Contributing to the growing body of Indigenous-led literature on climate 

action (Reed et al, 2021; Deranger et al, 2022; Galway et al, 2022), this research operates 

within an Indigenous Research Paradigm, “being in” Indigenous sovereignty in order to 

deconstruct the dominant assumptions underlying colonial systems of NbS (Neville & 

Coulthard, 2019) and advance Indigenous solutions, grounded in Indigenous knowledge, 

legal orders, and governance (McGregor, Whitaker, & Sritharan, 2020). This work also 

draws on my positionality as an Anishinaabe-European scholar and my involvement in 

national and international Indigenous climate movements to ask the question: What are 

Indigenous Peoples’ visions for nature-based solutions? 

To respond to this question and facilitate the ‘ethical’ space for Indigenous visions for 

NbS, my research focuses on the following objectives:  
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- To understand and deconstruct how the federal government’s 

conceptualization of NbS supports, or prevents, Indigenous sustainable self-

determination (Chapter 2).  

 

- To explore Indigenous conceptualizations of nature, NbS, and the joint 

biodiversity and climate crisis (Chapter 3). 

 
- To develop a set of principles for advancing Indigenous approaches to NbS 

and, by extension, climate policy at the federal scale (Chapter 4).  

 
- To explore how Indigenous Peoples advance and navigate their NbS drawing 

on the example of Indigenous guardians (Chapter 5). 

 

These objectives are advanced within the context of mino bimaadiwizin (or mino-

mnaamodzawin – McGregor, 2018) in order to ethically engage in conversation with 

Indigenous leaders, knowledge-holders, academics, and community-members. 

Combined, this work contributes to climate solutions grounded in the restoration of 

balance with Mother Earth and all living beings, supporting the resurgence of Indigenous 

collective continuance (Whyte, 2018; Estes, 2019). 

1.3 Thesis structure 

This is a manuscript-style dissertation, where each chapter is an article prepared for 

publication in a peer-reviewed journal. As a result, there is a small degree of unavoidable 

repetition between the chapters in order to adequately outline the context and literature, 

and to describe the research method. References cited in the text are listed at the end of 

each chapter and the full reference list is found at the end of the thesis.  

I organized this thesis as follows:  
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Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to the research, explaining the context, 

literature, and research methods, as well as some general comments on the research 

journey.  

Chapter 2 explores how the Government of Canada’s conceptualization of NbS either 

supports, or prevents, Indigenous sustainable self-determination. Drawing on past policy 

frameworks, it develops a four-dimensional sustainable self-determination policy lens 

focused on: Indigenous knowledge systems; Indigenous jurisdiction over land; the full and 

effective participation of Indigenous Peoples; and Indigenous Peoples as rights-holders 

to review a total of nine federal climate policy, planning, and science documents. The 

analysis shows that despite a growing recognition of Indigenous rights, knowledge, and 

participation, there remains an unwillingness to recognise Indigenous jurisdiction and 

Indigenous understandings of Land as systems of reciprocal relations. The chapter closes 

by calling for a reframing of NbS in order to advance the self-determination of Indigenous 

Peoples and create space for Indigenous visions of NbS. 

Chapter 3 picks up on this thread by exploring Indigenous conceptualizations of nature, 

NbS, and the joint biodiversity and climate crisis. It draws on conversational interviews 

with Indigenous leaders, including youth, men, women, technicians, and knowledge 

keepers from what is currently known as Canada to identify three drivers of the 

biodiversity and climate crisis: the structural legacy of colonization and capitalism; a 

problem of human values; and climate change as a cumulative impact from industrial 

disturbances. This frames the context in which NbS operate, allowing the exploration of 

Indigenous conceptualizations of ‘nature’ in NbS. The findings indicate that a shift towards 

Indigenous conceptualizations of NbS would challenge the dichotomization of humans 

and nature, advance the inseparability of land and identity, internalize the principle of   

responsibility, and invest in the revitalization of Indigenous knowledge systems. The 

paper closes with four reflections for academics and policymakers.  

Chapter 4 proposes a set of seven principles for Indigenous-led NbS. The chapter opens 

with an exploration of different sets of existing NbS principles, including the Global 

Standard for Nature-Based Solutions, finding a limited engagement with Indigenous 
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Peoples and their knowledge systems. Using the seventeen conversational interviews, 

seven new principles are introduced: i) embrace humility; ii) restore and express 

relationality; iii) uphold rights and responsibilities; iv) embed spirituality; v) support 

reconnection; vi) incorporate interconnectivity; and vii) ensure Indigenous leadership. 

These principles are then applied to discussions on NbS, resulting in the recommendation 

to end the dichotomization and instrumentalization of nature, embed a relational 

framework into NbS discussions through engaging with Indigenous conceptualizations of 

Land, and reframe NbS using Indigenous self-determination.  

Chapter 5 approaches the research objectives from a different angle, digging deeper into 

the concept of Indigenous guardians (or rangers) to explore their contributions to the field 

of environmental governance, a process of decision-making that underpins how NbS are 

decided on, and implemented. To do this, a systematic review is used to explore how the 

peer-reviewed literature considers the evolution of Indigenous guardian programs in 

Australia, Canada, Aotearoa-New Zealand, and the United States – the only countries to 

vote against the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN Declaration). 

The chapter responds to two questions: How is the emergence of Indigenous guardians 

represented in the literature? Are the guardian approaches discussed in the literature 

representative of Indigenous approaches to environmental governance?  

The final chapter, Chapter 6, returns to the research objectives presented in this first 

chapter, describes the key findings in each results chapter, and offers some specific 

reflections for academic and political discussions on NbS. This transitions into three 

concrete recommendations, as well as a discussion of the study’s strengths and 

limitations, and then concludes with four areas of future work for Indigenous-led NbS.   

In the following section, the thesis and the research objectives are broadly situated within 

the fields of Indigenous governance, Indigenous resurgence, and Indigenous climate 

change studies, while contributing to the emerging discussion on NbS. The section begins 

with an overview of the concept of NbS in international and domestic discussions, 

canvassing their development, emergence, popularization, and limitations. It then shifts 

focus, taking a deep dive into the Indigenous governance and self-determination literature 
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to construct the foundation for Indigenous climate change studies and the development 

of the sustainable self-determination policy lens. Finally, the section closes with some 

comments on my own positionality, and a description of the methods used throughout the 

chapters, including a discussion of my research partnership with the Assembly of First 

Nations.  
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1.4 Literature Review 

1.4.1 Context  

Globally, despite an unrelenting number of pledges, declarations, and policies promising 

ambitious greenhouse gas emission reductions, emissions continue to rise at a pace 

inconsistent with a stable climate (MacNeil, 2019). Nowhere is this more evident than in 

Canada. In 2015, the election of the majority Trudeau government brought great optimism 

to Canadian climate policy through the introduction of the first-national climate plan, the 

‘Pan-Canadian Framework’. The plan was welcomed by environmentalists, governments, 

and businesses, signaling a reemergence of Canada in the global fight against climate 

change after ten years of climate denial epitomized by the Harper Government’s 

withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol after ratification, its muzzling of scientists, its 

disruption of progress at the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), 

and its criminalization of Indigenous land defense (Harb & Henne, 2019; MacNeil, 2019; 

Spiegel, 2021). This optimism was overshadowed three years later in 2018 when a 

federal House of Commons climate emergency declaration was immediately followed by 

an announcement of the (re)approval of the Trans Mountain pipeline. As discussed in the 

introduction, another recent federal decision - the federal government’s approval of the 

Bay du Nord offshore oil project in March 2022 – similarly challenged the initial climate 

optimism of the Trudeau government. The Bay du Nord project is projected to produce 

300 million barrels of oil over its lifetime beginning in 2028. In both contexts, the decisions 

of the federal Government highlight a deep contradiction within Canadian climate policy: 

a purported effort to be climate leaders while maintaining a steadfast commitment to the 

growth of the oil and gas industry. Carter and Dordi (2021) find that the projected growth 

in oil and gas production by the Canadian Energy Regulator5 will have global implications, 

exhausting nearly 16 percent of the world’s remaining carbon budget.  

 

5 https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analysis/canada-energy-future/2020/results/index.html 
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From this perspective, the Government’s strategy is clear: “…introduce half-measures as 

a cover for the uninterrupted extraction and transportation of gas, coal, and oil.” (Foran, 

Grosse, & Hornick, 2019, p. 223). This demonstrates a fundamental flaw in the current 

neoliberal approach to climate policy: no amount of ‘tweaking’ of the current system will 

get us to an equitable and abundant model of prosperity for all of humankind (Klein, 2014). 

Too often governments, businesses, and non-government organizations pour time, 

resources, and advocacy into this model of ‘tweaking’ whereby “…[t]hey seek to escape 

the consequences of what [they] are doing, without changing what [they] are doing.”  

(Rodriguez Acha, 2019, p. 252, emphasis added). The result of this inaction 

disproportionately impacts Indigenous Peoples, given the unique climate risks associated 

with colonialism, in conjunction with capitalism, which shapes where Indigenous Peoples 

live, their socio-economic conditions, and how they exercise their relationships with 

Mother Earth (Whyte, 2016, 2018). Behn and Bakker (2019) and Norman (2019) argue 

that the solutions to climate and environmental problems are rendered technical, 

attempting to de-politicize the issues and focus on the technological arrangements 

required to solve them. In mainstream climate discourse, this is recognized as the 

problem of climate change: “…to look on the phenomenon simply as a one-dimensional 

challenge: How do humans achieve a reduction in their emissions of greenhouse gases 

(GHGs) in the coming few decades?” (Chakrabarty, 2019, p. 21). One growing ‘solution’ 

in climate discourses are the concept of nature-based solutions (NbS), touted for both 

their mitigation and adaptation benefits. 

1.4.2 Conceptualizing nature-based solutions 

Nature-based solutions are not new: indeed, Indigenous Peoples have been practicing 

NbS since time immemorial. Concepts such as ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA), 

natural infrastructure, and ecosystem-based disaster risk reduction have been around for 

decades (Seddon et al, 2021), yet the concept of NbS, as an umbrella term, has received 

growing amount of academic, political, and corporate interest in recent years (Chausson 

et al, 2020; Hanson et al, 2020). To capture this growth, the International Union for the 

Conservation of Nature (IUCN) developed a series of eight best practice principles and a 
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definition: “…actions to protect, sustainably manage and restore natural or modified 

ecosystems, that address societal challenges [(e.g., climate change)] effectively and 

adaptively, simultaneously providing human well-being and biodiversity benefits.” 

(Cohen-Shacham et al, 2016, p. 2). Since this time, other definitions have emerged, 

including from the European Commission (2015) as “…[solutions] inspired and supported 

by nature, and they maintain and enhance natural capital. They are positive responses to 

societal challenges, and can have the potential to simultaneously meet environmental, 

social and economic objectives” (p. 24) and by Baustian et al (2020) as simply those 

solutions created by humans. During the writing of this thesis, an updated definition was 

adopted at the United Nations Environment Assembly: “…actions to protect, conserve, 

restore, sustainably use and manage natural or modified terrestrial, freshwater, coastal 

and marine ecosystems which address social, economic and environmental challenges 

effectively and adaptively, while simultaneously providing human well-being, ecosystem 

services, resilience and biodiversity benefits, and recognizes that nature-based 

solutions”.6   

While these definitions are each unique, they highlight the role of nature, the ability to 

deliver co-benefits, and the connection to humans and their well-being. At the same time, 

the diversity in definitions demonstrates a key flaw in the concept, an ambiguity that 

depends on the specific context (Melanidis & Hagerman, 2022) and the designer’s 

ontological orientation (see Chapter 3). The simplicity of each definition – the perception 

of solutions inspired and supported by nature (EU Commission, 2015) – has been 

discussed as both a strength (Seddon et al, 2021) as well as a weakness, as the concept’s 

vagueness has also enabled instrumentalist framing of NbS (i.e. nature provides benefits 

to people) that reinforces a human-nature dichotomy (Maller, 2021; Welden, Chausson, 

& Melanidis, 2021; Melanidis & Hagerman, 2022). Osaka et al (2021), furthers these 

criticisms by arguing that the dominant framing of NbS obscures the reality that they can 

 

6 The resolution on Nature-based Solutions for Supporting Sustainable Development was adopted in Nairobi in March 2022. The full resolution 
can be found here: https://www.unep.org/environmentassembly/unea-5.2/proceedings-report-ministerial-declaration-resolutions-and-decisions-

unea-5.2?%2Fproceedings-report-ministerial-declaration-resolutions-and-decisions-unea-5_2= 
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be “…just as risky, expensive, immature, and technocratic” (p. 5) as ‘unnatural’ solutions. 

In response to this uncertainty, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature 

(IUCN) embarked on the development of a Global Standard for Nature-Based Solutions, 

comprised of 8 best practices (described in Chapter 4), to provide conceptual clarity on 

NbS in order to support effective implementation on the ground, as well as accelerate 

research and policy development (IUCN, 2020). Supplementary sets of principles have 

also been developed for urban environments (Kabisch et al, 2022), for planning of NbS 

(Albert et al, 2020), and for the assurance of societal benefit (Seddon et al, 2021). An 

overview of each of these sets of principles can be found in Chapter 4. 

1.4.3 Emergence of nature-based solutions  

The digestible notion of ‘nature providing solutions’ has led academics, politicians, and 

corporations to increasingly tout NbS as a tool for transformative change (Woroniecki et 

al, 2020). Although out of scope for this literature review, a comprehensive review of the 

term and its recent scientific basis can be found in Seddon et al (2021: see in particular 

Table 1 and Table 2 for more detail on its political and private sector emergence). In a 

Canadian context, Reed et al (2022) reviews a total of nine federal climate policy, 

planning, and science documents to explore how NbS emerged within Canadian climate 

policy, concluding that the Liberal Government was influenced by national and 

international partners, such as the Global Commission on Adaptation, leading to a rapid 

uptake within climate policy following the 2019 election (see more in Chapter 2). Outside 

of the political sphere, academic interest in NbS has also grown exponentially in recent 

years, as confirmed by systematic reviews conducted by Hanson et al (2020) and 

Chausson et al (2020). A subset of NbS focuses on natural climate solutions (NbCS) 

which focuses more on climate change mitigation activities (Griscom et al, 2019; Schulte 

et al, 2021). 

Although politics, culture, and history shape what counts as ‘nature’ (Escobar, 2001), in 

the context of NbS (and its derivative NbCS) ontological tensions arise when considering 

the relationship between humans and nature. Jasanoff (2010), for example, describes 
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how the dominant imaginary of climate change, endorsed by Western science, “…takes 

over from the subjective, situated and normative imaginations of human actors engaging 

directly with nature.” (p. 235). From an Indigenous perspective, Mairena Cunningham and 

Araúz (2020) problematize this dichotomization of humans and nature, extending it to the 

disregard for the rights of Indigenous Peoples (including land tenure) and the devaluing 

of Indigenous knowledge systems and cultural practices. In light of this ontological 

tension, international organizations and scholars have developed sets of principles that 

intend to enhance public understanding of NbS, advance rigorous science and policy 

action, as well as improve the implementation and operationalization of NbS on the 

ground (Cohen-Shacham et al, 2019; Kabisch et al, 2022). The most prominent of such 

exercises was the Global Standard developed by the IUCN (Cohen-Shacham et al, 2019), 

who proposed eight principles to support the implementation, development, and 

understanding of NbS, including their benefits, evidence-base, and integrative-attributes, 

to deliver biodiversity and conservation benefits. Other principles, such as those by 

Seddon et al (2021), are discussed in Chapter 4. Of all the principles, only two directly 

reference Indigenous Peoples; one in a specific principle (Seddon et al, 2021); and 

another in sub-indicators of the Global Standard. This reality is indicative of the absence 

of meaningful engagement with Indigenous knowledge systems.  

1.4.4 Indigenous perspectives of nature-based solutions  

Despite the rapid growth of NbS within policy and academic discussions, exploration of 

the intersection of NbS and Indigenous Peoples has been much slower (Townsend et al. 

2020; ICA, 2021b). Internationally, Indigenous Peoples have also been sharing their 

perspectives on NbS, asserting that “Indigenous Peoples knowledge systems are nature-

based and honor the complex interdependence of all life forms. This is the root of success 

for the develop[ment] of effective solutions and practices for biodiversity conservation and 

climate change adaptation and mitigation” (A proposal by Indigenous Peoples in the 2019 
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Climate Summit).7 Domestically, Reed et al (2022) found that despite a growing 

recognition of Indigenous rights, knowledge systems, and participation in federal climate 

policy, the study identified an unwillingness to recognize Indigenous jurisdiction and 

Indigenous conceptualizations of land as systems of reciprocal relations. In this way, 

questions remain about the ability of NbS to be implemented without upholding 

Indigenous rights, governance, and knowledge systems (Townsend et al. 2020). This 

limited recognition not only contributes to the uncertainty of the concept, but also risks the 

justification of further violence – and dispossession of – Indigenous Peoples under the 

guise of anthropocentric ‘nature-based’ solutions (Whyte, 2018; Dominguez & Luoma, 

2020). Furthermore, Indigenous Peoples are concerned that NbS will replicate many of 

the problems with carbon markets, such as Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and 

Forest Degradation (REDD+), and uphold a belief that the joint climate and biodiversity 

crisis can be dealt with using markets, technology, and science (Forest Peoples 

Programme, 2021; Seddon et al, 2021). Whyte identifies a problem with this approach: 

“[t]hese solutions are being designed by non-Indigenous People[s] based on their 

conceptions of ‘nature’, and their understandings of the causes of climate change.” 

(Whyte, cited in ICA, 2021b, p. 13).   

Indigenous Peoples play a central role in protecting, sustainably managing, and restoring 

land and water ecosystems, generating co-benefits for mitigation, adaptation, and 

biodiversity (Reed et al, 2021). In the context of NbS, Reed et al (2022) shared three 

lessons for implementation of NbS from the perspective of Indigenous Peoples: i) uphold 

Indigenous Peoples as Nations with an inherent right to self-determination; ii) consider 

NbS within Indigenous-settler government relationships, including colonization; and iii) 

center Indigenous knowledge systems and their conceptualization of Land. These three 

lessons offer a unique opportunity to explore the literature on Indigenous governance, 

self-determination, and Indigenous knowledge systems. 

 

7 Indigenous Peoples Forum on Climate Change and Indigenous Peoples Major Group (n.d.) Indigenous Peoples’ Proposed Action on Nature 

Based Solution Climate Summit. Available at: https://wedocs.unep.org/ bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/28890/Securingrights.pdf   
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1.4.5 Indigenous governance  

Indigenous governance incorporates the concept of Indigeneity and the role of Indigenous 

Peoples as Nations who use their rights, knowledge, and jurisdiction as a tool to develop 

solutions for their emancipation (Corntassel, 2008; Smith, 2012). It encompasses a wide 

variety of topics, including: inherent, Treaty, and constitutionally protected rights 

(Borrows, 2002, 2016); decolonization (Smith, 2012); Indigenous knowledge (Latulippe, 

2015; McGregor, 2004, 2018); and self-determination (Corntassel, 2012; Alfred, 2009; 

Coulthard, 2014). While each Nation’s governance, legal orders, and traditional teachings 

are distinct, they have a common message and guiding beacon: respect (Alfred, 2009). 

Using the example of the Blackfoot Nation (Siikisikaawa), Ladner (2003) describes how 

governance is not limited to people, nor their non-authoritative, non-hierarchical and non-

coercive relations between one another. Rather, governance is about a relationship that 

extends to all beings within a territory and is “about people establishing a relationship with 

a territory and learning from that relationship” (Ladner, 2003, p. 125). Whyte (2018) 

describes the relationship between the ecosystem and Indigenous governance systems 

as being “…physically manifest[ed]…through origin, religious and cultural narratives, 

ways of life, political structures, and economies” (p. 10).  

In this literature, particularly in Canadian scholarship, Indigenous Nations are considered 

sovereign (von der Porten, 2012), possessing sui generis rights due to their occupation 

of, and sovereignty over, the land prior to the assertion of sovereignty by Canada or its 

predecessors Britain and France (see Borrows, 2002 for a more in-depth discussion). 

Mackey (2016) criticizes nation-state legitimacy as a “fantasy of entitlement”, believing 

“…their sovereignty is necessarily superior, stronger and deeper than any claims of 

Indigenous People because underlying title belongs to the Crown” (p. 9). The ‘fantasy of 

entitlement’ has been critiqued extensively by Indigenous legal experts (such as Borrows, 

2002; Mills, 2016), arguing that Canada does not have underlying title or overarching 

sovereignty in traditional Indigenous territories. Alfred (2009) asserts, “Indigenous 

nationhood is about reconstructing a power base for the assertion of control over Native 

land and life” (p. 70).   
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The work of Mohawk scholar Taiaiake Alfred (2009, 2017) has been critical to this 

understanding, exploring the complex issue of Indigenous sovereignty in lieu of a colonial 

government’s agenda of power retention and governance. He frames Indigeneity and 

sovereignty (especially Westphalian conceptions of sovereignty) as being fundamentally 

opposed values systems, arguing that “any progress made toward justice will be marginal; 

in fact, it will be tolerated by the state only to the extent that it serves, or at least does not 

oppose, the interests of the state itself” (Alfred, 2009, p. 81). Other Indigenous and non-

Indigenous scholars (Dennison, 2017; Asch, Borrows & Tully, 2018; Diver, 2018) do not 

outright disagree with this analysis, but question Alfred’s zero-sum framing by recognizing 

the often-messy nature of sovereignty: “…sovereignty is not freedom from external control 

but is, rather, an inescapable web of negotiation, contention, and concession that leads 

to further entanglement” (Dennison, 2017, p. 684). This is not to say that concepts of 

sovereignty are neutral towards Indigenous governance; rather it is an acknowledgment 

that there are points of interconnection and negotiation implicit in the pursuit (Nuttall, 

2009; Dennison, 2012).  

According to von der Porten (2012), drawing on the results of a systematic review, 

Indigenous self-determination refers to the aspects of Indigenous governance related to 

sovereignty, autonomy, and assertions of Indigenous nationhood.8 The shift away from 

sovereignty towards Indigenous self-determination is best exemplified in the preparation, 

and eventual adoption, of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN 

Declaration, 2007). This process challenged traditional Westphalian understandings of 

sovereignty through a re-conceptualization of Indigenous Peoples’ right to self-

determination that emphasized a process without exclusive dependence on states 

(Lightfoot, 2016; Neville & Coulthard, 2019). Despite this landmark declaration, 

Indigenous Peoples continue to experience significant resistance from states, indicating 

that self-determination requires ongoing negotiation and relationship-building (Anaya, 

 

8 To be clear, this right is affirmed in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN 

Declaration), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights. 
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2009). Lightfoot and Macdonald (2017) capture this idea of continuity, asserting that self-

determination “…moves beyond a discrete moment of political decision, like a declaration 

of independence or a referendum, but rather, is conceptualized as part of an ongoing set 

of relations and obligations—political, cultural and spiritual” (p. 35).  

For many states, there is fear that the advancement of Indigenous Peoples’ self-

determination corresponds to a loss of sovereignty or territorial integrity (Lightfoot & 

Macdonald, 2017). As a result, states have actively repressed exercises of Indigenous 

self-determination through, for example, the forced resettlement of Indigenous Peoples 

onto reserves (or reservations) (Corntassel, 2008; Alfred, 2009) and the intentional 

starving of First Nations during the clearing of the plains (Daschuk, 2013). These 

experiences are not unique to Canada. Similar injustices were perpetrated against 

Indigenous Peoples in South America (Gudynas, 2011; Lostarnau et al, 2011), Australia 

(Carter, 2008; Austin et al, 2018), and elsewhere.  

Scholars (Corntassel, 2008; Coulthard, 2014) have differentiated the politics of 

recognition and self-determination, noting that ‘recognition’ is often used as a tool to 

sustain systems of domination over Indigenous Peoples. In Canada, according to Dene 

scholar Glen Coulthard, the ‘politics of recognition’ is used by Canada and the provinces 

to “…reproduce the very configurations of colonial power that Indigenous peoples’ 

demands for recognition have historically sought to transcend” (Coulthard, 2014, p. 52). 

Asch, Borrows, and Tully (2017) further this consideration: “…[r]ecognition can be a 

Trojan horse-like gift: state action often operates to overpower or deflect Indigenous 

resurgence” (p. 5). The concern these authors raise is significant as efforts for self-

determination under a politics of recognition often get reduced to self-governance, which 

is only a small component of a sustainable, community-based process that works to 

reclaim, restore, and regenerate homeland relationships. Viewed this way, self-

determination must be asserted and acted upon, and is not something that can be 

negotiated or offered by the state (Muller, 2014). 
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1.4.6 Indigenous self-determination 

In his seminal article, Towards sustainable self-determination: Rethinking the 

contemporary Indigenous-rights discourse, Cherokee scholar, Jeff Corntassel (2008) 

summarizes the main critiques of the Indigenous rights discourse over the last 30 years. 

He identifies four interrelated themes: i) the compartmentalization of Indigenous powers 

of self-determination by separating questions of land and natural resources from political 

and/or legal recognition under the existing framework of the state; ii) the denial of the 

existence of Indigenous Peoples by reframing their existence as minority populations or 

other terms (such as local communities) under international law; iii) the de-emphasis of 

cultural responsibilities and relationships that Indigenous Peoples have with their families 

and the natural world; and iv) the establishment of ad-hoc restrictions that attempt to limit 

Indigenous Peoples’ ability to decolonize institutions. To address these limitations, he 

believes Indigenous views of self-determination need to be reframed to address 

contemporary challenges to Indigenous nationhood; namely that any self-determination 

effort must be sustainable to avoid becoming another venerated paper right.  

Much of the scholarship on sustainable self-determination has been advanced by Jeff 

Corntassel (2008). He defines sustainable self-determination as both an individual and 

community-driven process that ensures “…indigenous livelihoods, food security, 

community governance, relationships to homelands and the natural world, and 

ceremonial life can be practiced today locally and regionally, thus enabling the 

transmission of these traditions and practices to future generations” (Corntassel, 2008, p. 

156). An important component of this approach is to de-center the state, and refocus the 

discussion on the cultural, social, and political mobilization of Indigenous Peoples 

(Corntassel, 2012). By doing this, Indigenous Peoples are often required to act in conflict 

with the political rights of the state in order to achieve the community-based powers of 

sustainable self-determination. For this to be successful, Corntassel (2008) says 

Indigenous Peoples need to reposition their focus away from a state-driven, narrowly 

constructed rights discourse and towards “…a responsibility-based movement centered 

on sustainable self-determination” (p. 124). In an environmental context, reconnecting to 
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the land is seen as a rejection of the colonial-capitalist agenda that is causing loss of 

biodiversity and environmental imbalance, enabling Indigenous Nations to practice 

sustainable self-determination (Alfred, 2009; Corntassel & Bryce, 2012; Cameron et al, 

2019).  

There have been few studies exploring sustainable self-determination in practice 

(Corntassel & Bryce, 2012; Cameron et al, 2019; Reed et al, 2020). A recent article used 

the Turtle Lodge International Centre for Indigenous Education and Wellness in 

Sagkeeng First Nation, Manitoba, founded by Elder Dave Courchene, as a case study to 

explore some of the challenges and nuances of sustainable self-determination (Cameron 

et al, 2019). The authors believe the concept aligns well with Anishinaabe traditional law 

and use this to explore how the Turtle Lodge exemplifies the principal goal that underpins 

their relationships, cultural and stewardship activities, and governance: “…working 

towards independence of their community and others with consideration to the 

environment, community well-being, sustainability, and transmission of cultural 

knowledge and values for future generations” (Cameron et al, 2019, p. 15). For instance, 

the Turtle Lodge governance structure is autonomous and rooted in traditional 

Anishinaabe law and governance. This includes using culturally appropriate protocol and 

ceremony, such as the pipe and water ceremony, to open all gatherings and guide how 

the Lodge interacts with their diversity of projects and partners. Through a sustainable 

self-determination lens, the practice of traditional ways of governance combats attempted 

erasure by colonial governments and acts as “…the antidote to… the disempowerment 

of our people and communities.” (Alfred, 2009, p. 5). 

1.4.7 Indigenous governance and self-determination in climate change 

Climate research by Indigenous Peoples (and their allies) has grown in recent years (ICA, 

2021a, 2021b), having evolved from a participatory role in the development of local, 

regional, national, and international climate change responses led by non-Indigenous 

Peoples towards one of leadership based in their knowledge systems, governance, and 

self-determination. Central to the assertion of these strategies is the reclassification of the 
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key drivers of the biodiversity and climate crisis. Cameron et al (2021), for example, 

explain that climate change is not simply a technical and scientific issue but a deeply 

human story about the relationality between humans and the planet. Huntington et al 

(2019) propose the re-framing of climate change in policy and research, away from 

greenhouse gas reductions towards people, in order to ensure that health, poverty, 

education, cultural vitality, equity, and justice get the attention they deserve in research 

on global and regional environmental change. In the Assembly of First Nation’s National 

Climate Gathering Report, Chief Dana Tizya-Tramm from Vuntut Gwichin First Nation 

frames this well, describing climate change as a people issue and “…calling on all of us 

to look into our past to see our future: a future where we are all part of the solution” (2020, 

p. 7). 

Work by Kyle Whyte has been particularly important to the field of Indigenous climate 

change studies, articulating the role that Indigenous Peoples play in advancing decolonial 

and just approaches to climate action (2016; 2017; 2018). He uses the concept of ‘colonial 

déjà vu’ to characterize how climate injustice is imbedded within a cyclical and larger 

history of anthropogenic change driven by colonialism, industrialism, and capitalism 

(2016). This foundation has informed the framing of Indigenous climate justice towards 

justice for all beings (including more-than-humans),  something McGregor (2018) believes 

is a central component of reconciling with the natural world.  

A growing number of scholars are analyzing climate policy from a decolonial lens. 

Johnson, Parson, and Fisher (2021), for example, articulate three tenets of decolonizing 

scholarship: i) naming settler colonialism and vulnerability; ii) ensuring pluralistic 

approaches to climate change; and iii) advancing Indigenous capacities and Indigenous-

led adaptation. Whyte (2020) picks up on this point, describing the simultaneous 

ecological and relational tipping points that must be addressed together to avoid the most 

severe impacts of climate change and the associated perpetuation of systemic and 

structural injustice. The work of Indigenous Climate Action, an Indigenous-led climate 

justice organization, on decolonizing climate policy has been particularly important in this 

regard (ICA, 2021a, 2021b). Reed et al (2021) applied their work to the Pan-Canadian 
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Framework and the Québec ZéN (zero émissions nette, or net-zero emissions) Roadmap 

created by Quebec-based environmental organizations, highlighting six key calls-to-

action for climate policy:  

- Climate policy must prioritize the land and emphasize the need to rebalance our 

relationships with Mother Earth 

- Indigenous Nations must be positioned as nations that have an inherent right to 

self-determination 

- Indigenous Nations, Peoples, and Representative Organizations must be 

positioned as leaders with direct decision-making 

- Prioritize Indigenous knowledge systems and make space for the equal 

consideration of diverse knowledge systems 

- Reflect the diversity of Indigenous Nations 

- Advance climate-solutions that are interconnected, interdependent, and multi-

dimensional to simultaneously advance decarbonization and decolonization 

These calls help articulate a relational approach to climate change, acknowledging the 

problem as a problem of human values (Cameron et al, 2021), as well as one that is 

indistinguishable from the longer history of settler colonialism facing Indigenous Peoples. 

The Yellowhead Institute (2019) summarizes this context and points to the role of 

Indigenous Peoples in asserting alternative futures for life on this planet:  

And yet given the denial of the climate crisis and ongoing erasure of Indigenous 
jurisdiction by states, and especially settler states, we also have to acknowledge 
that solutions might have to be realized outside of state processes. In fact, they 
may be more conducive to asserting alternative futures for life on this planet. (p. 
12) 

The assertion of alternative futures (or more aptly, truly transformative climate action) can 

only be attained when “…they are based on the gift-reciprocity relationship of 

interdependency and mutual aid learning from Mother Earth” (Tully, 2018, p. 116). These 

aspirations are central to advancing Indigenous climate futures, and thus Indigenous-led 

climate action, while at the same time dismantling settler colonialism, capitalism, and 
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heteropatriarchy (Whyte, 2018). Indigenous climate futures, then, emphasize the 

interpretation of Indigenous histories and futurities with the ultimate goal of supporting 

future generations (Wildcat, 2009; Whyte, 2017). These reflections, however, must be 

nuanced: taking a page from Sarah Hunt (referenced in Simpson, 2016), what does 

‘justice’ look like within a government-led climate plan, when colonial violence against 

Indigenous Peoples, and in particular Indigenous women and girls, continues to be a daily 

reality?. It is therefore not enough to hypothesize futures without concrete action – in the 

words of Simpson (2017): “I don’t want to imagine or dream futures. I want a better 

present” (p. 246). She notes that these futures are “…entirely dependent upon what we 

collectively do now as diverse Indigenous nations, with our Ancestors and those yet 

unborn” (p. 246, emphasis added). 

1.4.8 Land  

Throughout this thesis, the word Land will often be capitalized. This is to emphasize that 

there is no more central relationship than that between Indigenous Peoples and the Land. 

Land, in this context, is more than just a territory or home; it requires the “…[u]npacking 

and [t]hinking…to understand the physical and metaphysical in relation to the concepts 

of place, territory, and home” (Goeman, 2015, p. 72). By contrast, the Oxford dictionary 

defines land as “the part of the earth’s surface that is not covered by water” and “an area 

of ground, especially in terms of its ownership or use” (Stevenson, 2010). Styres and 

Zinga (2013) challenge this definition by encouraging researchers to think about Land 

also as a spiritual and relational place that is grounded in interconnected and 

interdependent relationships embedded within a context and cultural position. Through 

the idea of journeying, land-based research can be conceptualized as a model for 

sovereignty and self-determination that requires research and decision-making to be led 

by Indigenous Peoples and the Land itself (Styres & Zinga, 2013). 

Indigenous Peoples in Bawaka Country capture the complexity of this word: Land 

“…includes not just the territorial, land-based notion of a homeland, but encompasses 

humans as well as waters, seas and all that is tangible and non-tangible and which 
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become together in a mutually caring and multidirectional manner to create and nurture 

a homeland.” (Bawaka Country et al, 2013, p. 186). These relationships are also central 

to the design of Land-based governance systems that manifest in culture, ways of life, 

political structures, and economies (Whyte, 2018). This grounding is quite distinct from 

Western concepts of superiority, dominance, and control, often neglecting the agency of 

the Land itself, a belief that is central to Indigenous ontologies and epistemologies (Watts, 

2013). When management or governance regimes are built on these ideologies, the 

inherent rights of Indigenous Peoples are dominated, overshadowed, and marginalized 

(Walsey & Brewer, 2018). Unfortunately, when Indigenous Peoples do participate, it has 

been limited due to power imbalances and differences in worldviews: western science 

emphasizes facts, whereas Indigenous Peoples emphasize relationships (Littlechild, 

2014). Watts (2013) captures this belief by introducing the concept of Indigenous Place-

Thought, a concept that believes where you are located possesses thought, 

acknowledging that the “…land is alive and thinking and that humans and non-humans 

derive agency through the extensions of these thoughts” (p. 2). Hunt (2014) echoes this 

definition, arguing that Indigenous ontologies cannot be separated from Land and more-

than-human thought. The restoration of understanding this symbiotic relationship cannot 

be overstated. For example, Yunkaporta (2019) shares teachings from his Elders 

describing how you must work with the land, or the land will move you: a reality that is 

facing Indigenous Peoples today as they confront the implications of forced relocation 

due to severe climate impacts. 

In the next section, I shift my focus to the research approach and methods used 

throughout this thesis. I conclude with some reflections on the concept of writing a thesis 

during a global health pandemic and the citation politics built into the academic 

experience.   
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1.5 Research approach  

The advancement of Indigenous climate futures in policy and practice is not just a 

theoretical abstraction; it is fundamentally linked to my own efforts in the national and 

international Indigenous climate movement. My positionality requires me to take a 

different approach to research: instead of attempting to separate myself from the 

research, I approach it holistically with the intellectual, spiritual, and physical aspects of 

the whole self (Absolon, 2010). Acknowledging these aspects of my whole-self require a 

discussion of my personal ontological, epistemological, and methodological approach to 

research, which combined represents an Indigenous Research Paradigm (IRP) or more 

aptly, an Anishinaabe Research Paradigm (Kuokkanen, 2000; Wilson, 2008). Under this 

paradigm, it is protocol to briefly introduce myself and my relationship to the research:  

Aanii. Graeme Reed nindizhinikaaz. Makwa dodem. Ottawa nindoonjibaa. I was born and 

raised in Ottawa with mixed ancestry from England, Scotland, Germany, and mnidoo-

gaamii (Georgian Bay). My great-grandfather was born in Wiikwemkoong Unceded 

Territory on Odaawaa-minis (Manitoulin Island) with family ties to Thessalon First Nation. 

Growing up, I remember whispers of our identity at the family table, in trips to the local 

pow-wow, and sema (tobacco) offerings to our four-legged brothers and sisters. However, 

I grew up in a typical white, middle-class Canadian family environment. It wasn’t until my 

early teens when my Nan (maternal grandmother) began speaking more about her father, 

his family, and our history. This journey has evolved over the course of this dissertation 

as we reclaim our history, impacting the ways in which I identify as Anishinaabe (and how 

my sister and cousins do as well). For the last six years, my work with the Assembly of 

First Nations has helped me on this journey, fully immersing me in First Nations culture, 

struggle, and politics, and allowing me to focus on issues related to the land, water, air, 

and animals. I have had the privilege of developing relationships with Elders, First Nations 

leadership and technicians, community-members, and Indigenous relatives from around 

the world. These relationships have been instrumental to my understanding and assertion 

of my identity, though my journey of decolonization and reconciliation is far from over 

(Borrows, 2016). 
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I share this context because of how it influences my perception, interaction, and analysis 

of the world around me, as well as how it informs the operationalization of an IRP. For 

more clarity, an IRP aims to empower Indigenous Peoples to drive research, shape 

ethical protocols, and define culturally relevant and accountable methodologies (Wilson, 

2008; Kovach, 2010a; Smith, 2012). It also seeks to decolonize the academy through the 

re-centering of research by, instead of on, Indigenous Peoples (Smith, 2012). This sort of 

decolonizing praxis moves beyond symbolic gestures, and academic articles to advance 

“…everyday practices of resurgence” (Corntassel, 2012, p. 89). By drawing on, and 

embodying, Indigenous ontologies and epistemologies, I seek to highlight the 

“…relationships within and between human beings and the natural world build[ing] on 

principles of reciprocity, nonexploitation, and respectful coexistence” (Coulthard, 2014, p. 

11). Furthering this perspective, I draw on the work of Styres and Zinga (2013) to prioritize 

the 5 “Rs” of Indigenous Land-first research: relationships, respect, relevance, reciprocity, 

and responsibility. 

Wilson (2008) believes that researchers fulfill their roles and responsibilities through the 

development and implementation of their methodology, which essentially represents 

“constructing more knots in the web of relationships that produce knowledge” (p. 79). As 

an Anishinaabe-European scholar, it is particularly important “to make positive differences 

in the condition or lives of people” (Smith, 2012, p. 130). In this way, the research can be 

perceived as a form of Anishinaabe action research where it requires contributions to 

‘community life’ (McGregor & Plain, 2014). In doing this, I recognize how decolonization 

requires a change in the order of the world, contributing to Indigenous sovereignty and 

futurities. Tuck and Yang (2012) urge scholars to avoid conceptualizing decolonization as 

simply a metaphor, instead calling for the hard, unsettling work of decolonization. By 

advancing Indigenous futures and visions for nature-based solutions, my research helps 

simultaneously unsettle the settler colonial present (Weiss, 2018).  
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1.5.1 Research methods  

Simpson and Manitowabi (2013) note that theory must be learned through emotions, 

spirituality, and intellect. The major difference between theory in an Indigenous context 

and theory in a western academic context is that theories develop through the formation 

of relationships, which lose their integrity when taken out of context (Wilson, 2008). 

Therefore the ‘theory’ that I explore in this dissertation is not just written word – it is the 

daily experiences, systemic injustices, and resiliency of First Nations on the ground with 

whom I interact daily.  Being in these experiences require giving my whole self to the 

research, which as my age and proximity dictate acknowledges that I remain a learner 

and my teachers are those Indigenous leaders, Elders and knowledge keepers, youth, 

women, gender-diverse, and experts that I interact with (Simpson, 2014). Research under 

this Anishinaabe paradigm is most appropriately thought of as a story, where the story 

includes not only our own experience, but also our relationship with one another, with 

other beings, and with the Earth (McGregor, 2018). 

Métis scholar, Zoe Todd explains that “Indigenous thinking must be seen as not just a 

well of ideas to draw from but a body of thinking that is living and practiced by peoples 

with whom we all share reciprocal duties as citizens of shared territories (be they physical 

or the ephemeral)” (Todd, 2016, p. 17). This reciprocal duty, according to Kovach (2010a), 

is similar to what non-Indigenous researchers would consider their research purposes. In 

both contexts, there are similarities in their philosophical assumptions, including their 

relationality, interpretation, and interactivity (Creswell et al., 2007; Wilson, 2008; Kovach, 

2010a). But despite this shared conceptual space, the key difference between Indigenous 

and non-Indigenous research methods is found within its purpose: not only to generate 

or reveal new knowledge, but to decolonize, provide healing, and rebalance power 

(Walker, 2000; Debassige, 2010; Hall et al, 2015). Thus, the act of conducting this 

research is an act of protecting, upholding, and advancing Anishinaabe knowledge 

systems, and how they are linked to the advancement of self-determination, governance, 

and resilience.   
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Doerfler, Sinclair & Stark (2013) introduced the concept of stories as a foundation and 

framework for one’s methodological and theoretical approach to scholarship and 

understanding the world. In their eyes, Anishinaabeg stories are intended to do things, 

such as embody sovereignty, structure social and political institutions, and provoke action 

(Doerfler, Sinclair, & Stark, 2013). For Cunsolo-Willox (2012), the telling of a story is “…a 

responsibility of the highest order—a responsibility that I do not take lightly. I have always 

believed in the importance of moving research beyond academic circles …” (p. 5). 

Archibald (2008) has been credited with helping move the concept of stories into the realm 

of academia, and more directly into an Indigenous methodology. In her work, she 

describes a process of how to use stories to reflect, think deeply, and to act on our actions 

and reactions – a process she calls Storywork. At its core, this approach requires an 

ethics of continuity, relationality, and accountability where relationships are maintained 

and the researcher does not disappear once the project is completed (Kovach, 2010a). 

1.5.1.1 Research partnership  

This work is supported by a research partnership with the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) 

as they work to develop a National Climate Strategy, as directed by the Chiefs-in-

Assembly. The AFN is a national advocacy organization for First Nation citizens in 

Canada. The Climate Strategy – following the declaration of a First Nations Climate 

Emergency in 2019 – is intended to respond to the failure of all governments to 

adequately address the climate crisis. It calls for urgent and transformative climate action 

that reduces emissions in Canada by 60% below 2010 levels by 2030 and that reaches 

net-zero emissions by 2050, while simultaneously addressing income inequality within 

First Nations as part of the mobilization for a just transition. A letter of support from AFN 

is found in Appendix 1.  

This research partnership was grounded in the Ownership, Access, Control, and 

Possession (OCAP) framework, and the UN Declaration, supporting Indigenous Peoples 

as they “…[claim] the rights of self-definition, the right to tell their own histories, recover 

their own traditional knowledge and culturally-grounded pedagogies, epistemologies and 
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ontologies” (Stewart-Harawira, 2013, p. 41). The specific priorities of the National Climate 

Strategy align well with my research project focused on NbS, as well as the work I do 

professionally at the AFN. Members from the AFN team (and co-authors in Chapters 2, 

3, and 4) participated in the formulation of the research questions, the identification of 

interview candidates, and the analysis of the results (Wilson, 2008), a process described 

further in the next section.   

1.5.1.2 Overview of research methodologies 

Smith (2012) defines methodology as the “theory and analysis of how research does or 

should proceed” because “it frames the questions being asked, determines the set of 

instruments and methods to be employed and shapes the analyses” (p. 143). Following 

the recommendation of Nicoll, I approach this in a manner opposite to the traditional 

academic literature: that is, to refocus the analytical and evaluative lens on “the 

innumerable ways in which white sovereignty circumscribes and mitigates the exercise of 

Indigenous sovereignty” (Nicoll, 2004, p. 19). By focusing on ‘being in’ Indigenous 

sovereignty and considering the perspectives of Indigenous Peoples meaningfully, I 

challenge the dominant assumptions underlying colonial systems of climate ‘solutions’ 

(Neville & Coulthard, 2019) and work to advance Indigenous climate futures in policy and 

practice. Table 1 provides an overview of the research methodologies in each Chapter, 

which is then followed by an in-depth discussion on each.  

Table 1.1 Overview of research methods used in this thesis 

Method Policy analysis 
Participant 
observation 

Conversational 
interviews 

Systematic 
Review 

Chapter II  X X   

Chapter III  X X  

Chapter IV  X X  
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Chapter V    X 

1.5.1.2.1 Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 explores how Canada’s conceptualization of NbS supports or prevents 

Indigenous sustainable self-determination. To do this, we conducted a critical review of 

nine climate policy, planning, and science documents using a novel sustainable self-

determination policy lens that built on lessons in Reed et al (2020) and Reed et al (2021). 

Each document was reviewed to consider how they incorporated i) Indigenous knowledge 

systems; ii) Indigenous jurisdiction over land; iii) the full and effective participation of 

Indigenous Peoples; and iv) Indigenous Peoples as rights-holders. The exact selection 

process, as well as the data analysis (‘making meaning’) is described further in Section 

2.3.  

Policy analysis, in this context, is a form of research that involves the analysis of existing 

policy to understand, explain their strengths and weaknesses, and propose new policy 

(Geva-May et al, 1999). Extending this one step further, we drew on the concept of 

Intersectionality-Based Policy Analysis (Hankivsky et al, 2014) to pay attention to the 

complex contexts and root causes of the social problems that the policies aim to address 

(Wiebe, 2019). In doing so, we focused on the policy content of climate policy documents, 

while also referring to the policy process of preparing these documents (Vogel & Henstra, 

2015). This form of policy analysis was combined with participant observation to 

corroborate research findings, identifying points of convergence, complementarity, and 

divergence where possible. Participant observation aligns with a process of learning-by-

doing, drawing on my role and direct participation in various domestic and international 

climate policy discussions (including the First Nations-Canada Joint Committee on 

Climate Action and the International Indigenous Peoples Forum on Climate Change) to 

further understand the dynamics and approaches that Indigenous Peoples take to 

advance their worldviews into a framework for climate policy. This approach aligns well 
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with Anishinaabe pedagogy, where young people were ‘taught’ in a life-long process of 

embodied practice and participation (Simpson, 2017). 

Combined, this exploration of Canadian climate policy responded to two questions: i) how 

NbS emerged in Canadian climate policy; and ii) how the conceptualization of NbS either 

supports or prevents Indigenous sustainable self-determination. Responses to these 

questions helped create the ceremony ground for Indigenous-led solutions and laid the 

foundation for understanding Indigenous visions for NbS (topics explored in Chapters 3 

and 4).  

1.5.1.2.2 Chapter 3 and 4 

Chapters 3 and 4 drew on conversational interviews with seventeen Indigenous leaders, 

including youth, women, technicians, and knowledge keepers from what is currently 

known as Canada (Figure 1). These Experts were identified in partnership with AFN using 

a combination of purposive sampling (Creswell et al, 2007) and snowball sampling 

techniques, where each Expert was asked to identify an additional 1 or 2 Experts to be 

interviewed. A total of 17 interviews, out of 26 invitations, were conducted in English, 

taking between 36 minutes to 1.5 hours during the months of June to December 2021. 

 

Figure 1.1 Overview of geographic representation of Indigenous Experts (n=17) 
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The interviews used a conversational method broadly guided by an interview guide with 

questions and sub-question prompts organized into four general categories (described 

further in Chapters 3 and 4) (Kovach, 2010b). Although the original plan was to hold these 

conversations in person, COVID-19 changed the approach to online discussions via 

Zoom. Consent was given by participants either choosing to sign the consent forms or 

providing verbal consent on the online call. Each was recorded (with permission) using 

Zoom, transcribed by one co-author (GR), and analyzed using NVivo, a qualitative data 

analysis software (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Once the transcription was complete, it was 

shared with participants to ensure their message and intentions were appropriately 

characterized, as well as the correct spelling of any Indigenous language used. All quotes, 

preferred affiliation, and their specific Indigenous Nation was approved by each Expert 

prior to their inclusion in this study, in accordance with research ethics. Further detail on 

the participants can be found in Sections 3.4 and 4.4.  

The process of analyzing and coding this ‘data’ was particularly important. Working in line 

with the IRP, I drew on Absolon (2011) to describe a process of ‘making-meaning’ 

involving the spirit, heart, mind, and body (Absolon 2011; Archibald et al, 2019). For 

example, Chiblow (2021) in describing an Anishinaabe coding process, introduces the 

concepts of bizindaage (I listen to someone), ozhibii’igi (I wrote things down), 

naanaagadawendam (I consider, notice, think, reflect, realize) and nisidotaagwad (it is 

understood). Each transcription was reviewed, at least twice, to identify recurring themes, 

which were then analyzed, discussed, and modified in an iterative fashion using NVivo 

(Bennett et al, 2019). During this mean-making, it was challenging to identify specific 

themes in ways that compartmentalized the incredible insight that was shared. This was 

especially difficult when reflecting (naanaagadadwendam) on the interconnected and 

multi-faceted nature of many Indigenous ideas, and by extension Indigenous knowledge 

systems. To help with this process, the themes were discussed with the Author team, 

including those representatives from the AFN.   
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1.5.1.2.3 Chapter 5 

Chapter 5 conducts a systematic review of the emerging peer-reviewed, published 

literature on Indigenous guardians (or rangers), drawing on methodologies outlined by 

Berrang-Ford et al (2015), Kouril et al (2016), and Pullins and Stewart (2006). This 

process included the identification of search parameters (language, location, and time 

period), the selection of research databases (EbscoHost, Web of Science, ProQuest, 

Engineering Village and CAB Direct), and the identification of search terms using Boolean 

logic operators. The entire search strategy is described in Section 5.2.2. The software 

DistillerSR (Evidence Partners, Ottawa) was used to conduct a review of titles and 

abstracts based on the specific inclusion criteria, where those that fulfilled this criterion 

then went through a full-text review with an analytical framework, also described further 

in Section 5.2.4.  

1.5.2 Conceptual framework 

During this thesis, I developed an internal conceptual framework that informs how I think 

(and write) about the role of my work in decolonizing climate research.  The concept of 

this diagram (and the progression between the two figures) originated in my professional 

capacity when the experiences of the Gitga’at First Nation were presented by Spencer 

Greening to the Expert Panel on Environmental Assessment in Prince Rupert.9 In 

partnership with a friend and mentor of mine, Sara Mainville, we used this diagram to 

advance discussions with the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (now the 

Impact Assessment Agency) on what a collaborative assessment between First Nations 

and the Federal government should look like. Our discussions laid the groundwork for 

how I think about interactions between Indigenous Peoples and state governments on 

climate policy.   

 

9 A copy of his presentation can be found here: http://eareview-examenee.ca/wp-content/uploads/uploaded_files/dec.9-11h00-

spencer-greening-gitga27at-first-nat...ntation.pdf 

http://eareview-examenee.ca/wp-content/uploads/uploaded_files/dec.9-11h00-spencer-greening-gitga27at-first-nat...ntation.pdf
http://eareview-examenee.ca/wp-content/uploads/uploaded_files/dec.9-11h00-spencer-greening-gitga27at-first-nat...ntation.pdf
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In Figure 1.2, we see the conventional process of ‘integrating’ Indigenous Peoples into 

climate policy, where Indigenous Peoples are required to fit their rights, knowledge 

systems, and histories into a pre-defined, largely colonial, process. This is the regular 

way that participation within climate policy and governance works.  

 

Figure 1.2 Conventional climate research approach10 

Figure 1.3, however, shows the decolonial version of the process where Indigenous 

Peoples and state governments are considered on equal footing. This version builds on 

the thinking of Spencer and Sara by drawing on the thinking of Will Ermine, Elder Dr. Reg 

Crowshoe, and Danika Littlechild. The framework, drawing on the teachings embedded 

in the Two-Row Wampum (Kaswentha), uses parallel paths to signify an agreement that 

neither group will force their laws, traditions, customs, and language on the other, but will 

 

10 The logo representing Indigenous Peoples originates from the Indigenous Peoples Atlas of Canada designed by Vincent Design. 
A full description of the symbology of the logo can be found here: https://vincentdesign.ca/projects/canadian-geographic/ 
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co-exist as each group follows their own path. With full respect for Indigenous worldviews, 

philosophies, and theories, this maps out a relational process for thinking about – and by 

extension, acting upon – how Indigenous climate futures can interact with NbS (Latulippe, 

2015). Where co decision-making is considered, I draw on the concept of ethical space 

(Ermine, 2007) to demonstrate how two or more Parties can willingly enter the space, 

while maintaining flexibility to adjust to change, surprise, and chaos.  

 

Figure 1.3 Decolonial climate research approach11 

Building on the observations of Lambert (2014), this conceptual framework does not 

intend to homogenize all Indigenous Nations, or even to tell a single community’s story; 

rather, it works to empower the telling of their own story based on their own terms and in 

direction of their own purpose. This framework is intended to be adapted to fit local 

 

11 The logo representing Indigenous Peoples originates from the Indigenous Peoples Atlas of Canada designed by Vincent Design. 
A full description of the symbology of the logo can be found here: https://vincentdesign.ca/projects/canadian-geographic/ 
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contexts, histories, and realities, giving space for the individual approach that an 

Indigenous Nation may wish to take with respect to the governance of their lands, 

territories, and resources (Bennett & Satterfield, 2018). Furthermore, the framework can 

be adapted for multiple scales of interaction and analysis between Indigenous Peoples 

and Canada, whether at a governance level, or at a knowledge systems interaction level 

(Jabareen, 2009). Both these considerations were central to my use (theoretically and in 

practice) of the conceptual framework to guide the writing of this thesis, while creating 

space for those Nation-based processes. 

1.5.3 Citation politics  

Citation is a practice of valuation that prioritizes specific forms of impact, relevance, and 

importance, often focused on the reproduction of the world around certain bodies and 

perspective (Ahmed, 2013). To put it more directly, citations and their associated politics 

can reproduce popular myths that research is done exclusive by English-speaking, white, 

cis-gendered men (Liboiron, 2021). These politics are further reproduced when 

considering how (and in what capacity) human-generated and written knowledge is 

valued over other sources of knowledge (Burgess, Cormack & Reid, 2021). The 

implication of this reality is that oral, visual, and intergenerational knowledge traditions 

are often overlooked and undervalued (Kimmerer, 2013). In the context of this thesis, I 

had to balance the prioritization of Indigenous ways of knowing within a system built on 

extraction and, predominantly, non-Indigenous ways of knowing: practices that prioritize 

knowledge production, and in an academic context, peer-review for tenure and promotion 

(Todd, 2016; Lewis, Willams & Jones, 2020). Throughout the thesis, I center Indigenous 

Peoples, scholars, Elders and knowledge keepers, as well as ‘grey’ literature led by 

Indigenous Peoples in order to enact a decolonial academic practice that provide space 

for Indigenous Peoples and voices within the academy (Smith, 2012; Zavala, 2013).    

1.5.4 Reflections on COVID-19 

The weight and impact of the global pandemic on Indigenous Peoples, and the entire 

world, cannot be overstated, nor can it be ignored in the context of this thesis. COVID-19 
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has overwhelmed Indigenous Peoples in a number of ways, significantly impacting the 

context of this work. To start, I offer my deepest respects to all those who have been 

affected by the virus, including those six million lives that have been taken too soon. In 

an Indigenous context, the impacts are numerous: direct health impacts (physical, mental, 

spiritual, and emotional); impacts on availability of time and the capacity to respond and 

engage with work, outside activities, and other ongoing critical issues such as climate 

change; and disruptions in the delivery of essential community services. The structural 

determinants of health, such as lack of access to clean water and sanitation, overcrowded 

and substandard housing, food insecurity, and chronic underfunding of medical services, 

facilities, and transportation, has severely impacted Indigenous Peoples during the 

pandemic, overwhelming our communities in terms of the number of cases, 

hospitalizations, and deaths.  

Throughout the ongoing waves of the pandemic, the repetitive failures of federal, 

provincial, and territorial governments in prioritizing the ‘economy’ over the lives of those 

living in Canada has become even more apparent. In particular, the continued emphasis, 

and active facilitation of increased industrial and extractive activities (such as Bay du 

Nord), continue to impact the inherent, Treaty, and constitutionally protected rights of 

Indigenous Peoples. The idea of “building back better” and “re-opening the economy” for 

Indigenous Peoples will likely not be at the level of addressing the structural legacy of 

colonization on our infrastructure, governance, and ways of life. At the same time, over 

the last two years, Indigenous Peoples have re-asserted their jurisdiction through the 

enacting of borders around their communities, the implementation of strict quarantine and 

testing rules for returning community members, and the mobilization of mutual-aid and 

care economies. In the specific context of this thesis, the combined impacts of events 

during 2020-2022 including the pandemic, the growing number of extreme climate events 

(especially those in British Columbia), the “discovery” of thousands unmarked graves at 

residential schools (having at least two generations of my family attending them), and the 

violent occupation of downtown Ottawa, among other crises, impacted me on a level that 

I have yet to deal with.   
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Preface to Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 addresses two research questions: (i) how did NbS emerge in Canadian 

climate policy? and (ii) how does the conceptualization of NbS either support or prevent 

Indigenous sustainable self-determination? The chapter draws on nine federal climate 

policy, planning, and science documents, showing that despite a growing recognition of 

the role of NbS in climate policy, there is limited discussion of how current framings 

support or prevent Indigenous self-determination. This gap, along with a lack of 

recognition of Indigenous rights and jurisdiction, shows that NbS could risk perpetuating 

a form of climate colonialism by facilitating further violence and land dispossession 

against Indigenous Peoples. To address this issue, the chapter suggests that framings of 

NbS could benefit from Indigenous ontologies to reframe discussions on the reciprocal 

connection between humans and nature, advancing a relational framework of nature-

based solutions. This framework is the foundation for Chapters 3 and 4 as they draw on 

lessons from interviews with Indigenous Experts. It concludes with a recommendation for 

States to use the sustainable self-determination policy lens to reflexively examine how, 

and in what capacity, they are considering the rights of Indigenous Peoples, as required 

by the Paris Agreement and the UN Declaration.  

 

Research contribution: GR led the research design, collection, and analysis, as well as 

wrote the manuscript. N.B. supported the research design and provided critical feedback 

on early drafts. T.S, C.S., and J.L provided critical feedback to finalize the manuscript. 

S.L and D.M. reviewed the manuscript and also provided critical feedback. All authors 

reviewed the manuscript before publishing.   
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2 Toward Indigenous visions of nature-based solutions: An 
exploration into Canadian federal climate policy 

Reed, G., Brunet, N. D., McGregor, D., Scurr, C., Sadik, T., Lavigne, J., & Longboat, S. 
(2022). Toward Indigenous visions of nature-based solutions: An exploration into 
Canadian federal climate policy. Climate Policy, 22(4).  

Abstract: Political traction for nature-based solutions is rapidly growing as governments 

recognize their role in addressing the simultaneous climate and biodiversity crises. While 

there has been recognition of the role of Indigenous Peoples in nature-based solutions, 

there has also been limited academic review on their relationship. This paper explores 

how the Government of Canada’s conceptualization of nature-based solutions either 

support or prevent Indigenous sustainable self-determination. Drawing on past policy 

frameworks, we construct a novel four-dimensional sustainable self-determination policy 

lens focused on: Indigenous knowledge systems; Indigenous jurisdiction over land; the 

full and effective participation of Indigenous Peoples; and Indigenous Peoples as rights-

holders to review a total of nine federal climate policy, planning, and science documents. 

Our analysis shows that while there is growing recognition of Indigenous rights, inclusion 

of Indigenous knowledge, and commitments to include the participation of Indigenous 

Peoples in the implementation of certain climate activities, there is a clear unwillingness 

to recognize Indigenous jurisdiction and Indigenous understandings of land as systems 

of reciprocal relations. Reframing nature-based solutions in the context of Canadian and 

international climate policy is essential not only to advance the self-determination of 

Indigenous Peoples, but also to create the ceremonial ground for Indigenous visions of 

nature-based solutions in order to address these joint crises. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Political traction for nature-based solutions (NbS), also known as nature-based climate 

solutions, is rapidly growing (Griscom et al, 2019; Chausson et al, 2020; Seddon et 

al, 2021). Recent reports by the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 

Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES, 2019), the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC, 2019), and the Global Commission on Adaptation (GCAP, 2019) 

recognize the key role that NbS – solutions that work with nature to address societal 

challenges – play in addressing the simultaneous climate and biodiversity crises. Twin 

crises that, if not appropriately dealt with, are projected to cause a cascade of impacts, 

including thawing permafrost, the extinction of over one million species, rising sea levels, 

and increasingly severe weather (Bush & Lemmen, 2019; IPCC, 2019). In response, and 

to mitigate the most severe impacts from both crises simultaneously, proponents of NbS 

are highlighting their potential to deliver benefits for biodiversity, people, and the climate 

(Seddon et al, 2020a). 

For Indigenous Peoples, delivering ‘life-enhancing’ climate solutions is not new, but is 

rather a re-articulation of the multi-dimensional, interconnected, and interrelated 

approach they’ve been taking for centuries (Wildcat, 2009; McGregor, 2019). This 

approach, and the unique role of Indigenous Peoples in advancing climate and 

biodiversity solutions, has been increasingly acknowledged by governments, academics, 

and non-governmental organizations around the world. For instance, the IPCC Working 

Group 1 Report (2021) highlighted the role that Indigenous knowledge systems play in 

adaptation and mitigation, and the IPBES Global Assessment (2019) confirmed that 

nature is declining less rapidly in lands and forests stewarded by Indigenous Peoples. 

Indigenous Peoples, and their representative organizations, are also creating their own 

space in international discussions. At the 2021 World Summit of the International Union 

for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), an outcome document, Global Indigenous Agenda 

for the Governance of Indigenous Lands, Territories, Waters, Coastal Seas and Natural 

Resources, was released by Indigenous Peoples to highlight key priorities. At the top of 

the list was recognition and respect for Indigenous rights, implementation of Indigenous 
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solutions to the biodiversity and climate crises, and strengthening of Indigenous decision-

making.12  

The connection between Indigenous governance and NbS is becoming more common in 

policy contexts (Townsend et al., 2020; Indigenous Climate Action, 2021; Reed et 

al, 2021). For example, Seddon et al. (2021) include this Indigenous governance 

connection in their identification of four principles to ensure that NbS benefit society: (i) 

NbS are not a substitute for the rapid phase out of fossil fuels; (ii) they involve ecosystems 

wider than just forests such as those on land and in the sea; (iii) they are implemented 

with the full engagement and consent of Indigenous Peoples; and (iv) they are designed 

to tangibly benefit biodiversity. Despite the inclusion of Indigenous Peoples in these 

principles, they are not generally well represented within the literature and within 

development of NbS solutions, leading to a number of open questions. Notably, 

Townsend et al. (2020) highlight “… how NbS are developed, on whose territories, and 

with what outcomes matter deeply to the success of climate change policy as well as to 

the rights of Indigenous Peoples” (p. 3). Raising these how and what questions are 

particularly relevant as NbS is increasingly represented in international and domestic 

climate policy, particularly those countries with Indigenous Peoples. One such example 

is in Aotearoa New Zealand’s Biodiversity Strategy, Te Mana o te Taiao (2020), which 

sets a strategic direction for the protection, restoration, and sustainable use of 

biodiversity, with specific emphasis on Indigenous (Māori) biodiversity. 

When represented in the literature, a deep ontological disjuncture between ‘conventional’ 

conceptions of NbS and those of Indigenous Peoples emerges. Indigenous Peoples are 

guided by a system of reciprocal relations and obligations taught by living in relation to 

one another and the natural world in non-dominating and non-exploitative ways 

(Coulthard, 2014). This connection extends to more than just physical territory, 

represented by the interconnected concepts of land, water, air, governance, spirituality, 

 

12 The full Global Indigenous Agenda can be found 
here:   https://portals.iucn.org/union/sites/union/files/doc/global_indigenous_agenda_english.pdf 

https://portals.iucn.org/union/sites/union/files/doc/global_indigenous_agenda_english.pdf
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social structures, and law itself (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996). During 

the Nature-Based Climate Solutions conference hosted in Ottawa, Canada (2020), 

members of the Indigenous Caucus delivered a statement which thoughtfully articulated 

this gap: “… the current framing of [nature-based] solutions continue to conceptualize 

humans as separate from nature, commodify nature in terms of balance sheets and 

offsets, and views the land and water as void of Indigenous Peoples and open for 

development. Clearly, we need a complete rethink.” 13   

There has been no systematic review of NbS, in particular natural climate solutions, from 

the perspective of Indigenous Peoples. This paper begins this process by focusing on 

Canada, a country with a complicated and constitutional relationship with Indigenous 

Peoples (see section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982). Since the 2015 campaign and 

subsequent election of Justin Trudeau, the federal Government recommitted to climate 

action, announcing new plans to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050, and to a renewed 

‘nation-to-nation’ relationship with Indigenous Peoples (First Nations, Inuit, and Métis). 

While these commitments are welcome, an ongoing legacy of failure persists both for the 

climate and for Indigenous Peoples. On climate, Canada has not met a single climate 

target in the last thirty years (MacNeil, 2019), continues to rank in the top ten global 

greenhouse gas emitters over the last century (Bhavnani et al, 2019), and is projected to 

produce more oil and gas in 2050 than 2019 (Carter & Dordi, 2021). On Indigenous 

Peoples, the historical and ongoing impacts of colonization, land dispossession, and 

assimilationist policies are felt daily, highlighted most recently by the unearthing of 

thousands of unmarked graves at former Indian Residential ‘schools’14. Given this 

simultaneous promise, and deep frustration, Canada offers an illustrative case to explore 

the intersection between NbS and Indigenous Peoples. 

 

13The Indigenous Caucus was made up of representatives who identified as Indigenous or work for Indigenous organizations that attended this 
meeting. A member, Diandra Bruised Head from the Blood Tribe First Nation, read a Statement developed by the Caucus in the conference 

plenary. A written version of the Statement can be found here: 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statemen
t.pdf  and the recording can be found here beginning at 00:35 and ending at 5:15: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgvKD2nLBoE  
14 For background, refer to the National Center for Truth and Reconciliation: https://nctr.ca/ 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statement.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statement.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgvKD2nLBoE
https://nctr.ca/
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On the topic of NbS, the Government’s most recent climate plan, A Healthy Environment 

and A Healthy Economy, relies heavily on them, believing they “… can make a significant 

and cost-effective contribution to the global emission reductions needed by 2030 to hold 

warming to well below 2°C” (Environment and Climate Change Canada [ECCC], 2020, p. 

52). To understand how this conceptualization can either support or prevent Indigenous 

sustainable self-determination, we construct a novel four-dimensional sustainable self-

determination policy analysis framework based on Reed, Brunet and Natcher (2020) and 

Reed et al (2021). The analytical framework is focused on: (i) Indigenous knowledge 

systems; (ii) Indigenous jurisdiction over land; (iii) the full and effective participation of 

Indigenous Peoples; and (iv) Indigenous Peoples as rights-holders.15 Using this 

framework, we review a total of nine federal climate policy, planning, and science 

documents to answer two questions: (i) how NbS emerged in Canadian climate policy; 

and (ii) how does the conceptualization of NbS either support or prevent Indigenous 

sustainable self-determination. These questions have not been discussed in the climate 

change literature in Canada or elsewhere and may provide insights for other jurisdictions, 

especially those with Indigenous Peoples, as well as for the principles of Seddon et al 

(2021). We begin with a discussion of the emergence of NbS internationally, exploring 

some of the criticism in the literature. This is followed by our methods, results, discussion, 

and conclusion. 

2.2 Case description 

2.2.1 Background on nature-based solutions 

Nature-based solutions are not new; indeed, Indigenous Peoples have been practising 

NbS since time immemorial. The recent history of the emergence of NbS in policy and 

academic arenas, however, is out of scope of this paper: a comprehensive review of the 

term and its recent scientific basis can be found in Seddon et al (2021).16 Nonetheless, 

 

15 For clarity, these four criteria are also found within the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007), an 
international human rights instrument that took nearly 30 years to negotiate. Canada expressed its support, without qualification, in 
2016. 
16 For more information, see Table 1 and Table 2 for detail on the political and private sector emergence of NbS 
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the recent traction can be partly attributed to the United Nations Framework Convention 

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the momentous Paris Agreement, as Parties 

acknowledged “… the importance of the conservation and enhancement, as appropriate, 

of sinks and reservoirs of the greenhouse gases” (2015, p. 2) as well as note “ the 

importance of ensuring the integrity of all ecosystems, including oceans, and the 

protection of biodiversity, recognized by some cultures as Mother Earth” (2015, p. 2). This 

has helped to heighten growing uptake by governments, multi-lateral institutions, and 

private organizations alike. Despite this growth, there has been some conceptual 

discrepancies leading to the development of a Global Standard for Nature-Based 

Solutions by the IUCN (Cohen-Shacham et al, 2019; IUCN, 2020). The Global Standard 

includes a series of eight best practices to ensure rigour in the design, assessment, and 

scaling-up of NbS, while at the same time avoiding unanticipated negative outcomes for 

Indigenous Peoples and local communities (Cohen-Shacham et al, 2019). 

NbS is an umbrella term for efforts that include ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA), 

ecosystem-based disaster risk reduction, natural infrastructure, green and blue 

infrastructure, and forest and landscape restoration (Cohen-Shacham et al, 2019; 

Seddon et al, 2020a). In broad terms, according to the IUCN, these are “… actions to 

protect, sustainably manage and restore natural or modified ecosystems, that address 

societal challenges (e.g., climate change, food and water security or natural disasters) 

effectively and adaptively, simultaneously providing human well-being and biodiversity 

benefits” (Cohen-Shacham et al, 2016). Though not a new concept, recent academic, 

political, and corporate interest has grown exponentially in recent years confirmed by 

systematic reviews conducted by Hanson et al (2020) and Chausson et al (2020). In 

Hanson et al (2020), a review of peer-reviewed articles and reviews in Web of Science 

and Scopus showed strong growth in peer-reviewed articles on NbS, increasing from 112 

articles in May 2018 to 648 papers in August 2020. 

A growing body of literature examines both the challenges and opportunities of NbS 

(Chausson et al, 2020). At the top of the list of challenges is the fear that NbS are being 

used to distract from the continuation of business-as-usual consumption of fossil fuels. 
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There is, however, clear recognition that the potential for NbS to provide around 30 

percent of the cost-effective climate mitigation needed through to 2030 to achieve the 

targets of the Paris Agreement can only be reached if there is rapid decarbonization at 

unprecedented rates (Griscom et al, 2019; Seddon et al, 2020b). Other concerns include: 

the paradigm of growth driven by unsustainable patterns of consumption and production 

(Kabisch et al, 2016; Seddon et al, 2020a); the over-emphasis on tree planting as a ‘silver 

bullet’ solution (Seymour, 2020); the need to ensure the full engagement of Indigenous 

Peoples in the co-design and co-implementation of NbS (Townsend et al, 2020; Seddon 

et al, 2021); and the tendency to create an artificial dichotomy between people and nature 

by focusing exclusively on nature’s benefits to society (Welden et al, 2021). Clearly, there 

are benefits for prioritizing solutions grounded in nature, however, current ontological 

orientations may be contradictory to the transformative action necessary to address the 

multiple crises facing the planet. 

2.2.2 Climate policy in Canada 

Before the last seven years, Canada was considered an international laggard of 

international progress on both climate change and Indigenous issues. On climate change, 

the then Harper Government was the only one in the world to withdraw from the Kyoto 

Protocol after ratification, capping off a decade of muzzling scientists, disrupting progress 

at the UNFCCC, and criminalizing Indigenous land defence (Harb & Henne, 2019; 

MacNeil, 2019; Spiegel, 2021). During this time, a dynamic network of non-governmental 

organizations, sub-national governments, and Indigenous Peoples emerged to advance 

climate action at various levels (MacNeil, 2019). On Indigenous issues, Canada, 

Aotearoa New Zealand, Australia, and the United States (also known as CANZUS) were 

the only countries to vote against the adoption of the United Nations Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN Declaration) in 2007, largely due to their opposition to 

land rights, self-determination, and the minimum standard of free, prior, and informed 

consent (FPIC) (Lightfoot, 2016). Recognizing this, Prime Minister Trudeau, first on the 

campaign trail and then early in his tenure, made new commitments to act decisively on 

both Indigenous and climate related issues, largely guided by a commitment to the 
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implementation of the UN Declaration and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s 

Calls-to-Action.17 As the years progressed, a chasm emerged between this progressive 

rhetoric and action on the ground, illustrated by the federal purchase of the Trans-

Mountain Expansion (TMX) Project18 and the ongoing violence against Indigenous land 

defenders across the country (Gobby et al, 2021). 

Canadian climate policy thus offers a unique window into the policy arena in which NbS 

and Indigenous Peoples interact. Understanding these interactions may provide particular 

guidance for other CANZUS countries as they wrestle with the process of reconciliation 

(or more aptly, decolonization) and decarbonization. To explore this policy arena, we 

begin with an overview of key climate policies prepared by the Canadian federal 

Government. 

2.2.2.1 Overview of the Pan-Canadian Framework 

Following the Paris Agreement, in 2016, the First Ministers (leaders from provinces, 

territories, and the federal government) released the Vancouver Declaration on Clean 

Growth and Climate Change, launching a process to prepare a pan-Canadian approach 

to climate change. This led to the release of the Pan-Canadian Framework at a First 

Ministers Meeting in December 2016 to help meet Canada’s emissions reduction target 

of a 30 percent reduction in GHG emissions below 2005 levels by 2030 – a target left 

over from the Harper Government. It included all provinces and territories with the 

exception of Manitoba and Saskatchewan. In parallel, the government established a 

monitoring and reporting framework, summarized in the annual release of a Synthesis 

Report, having released them in 2017, 2018, and 2019. In addition, the government 

launched a number of discrete policy processes, covering adaptation and resilience, 

 

17 The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was established as part of a legal settlement for survivors of the Indian Residential 
School system. Three commissioners travelled across the country hearing stories from survivors, preparing a series of detailed reports 
and a set of 94 Calls-to-Action for governments, businesses, and Canadians. More information can be found here: 
https://nctr.ca/about/ 
18 On May 29, 2019, the Liberal Government entered into an agreement with Kinder Morgan to purchase the current Trans-Mountain 
Pipeline and ensure the construction and operation of the Expansion Project. While this decision received significant negative criticism 
by many environmentalists and Indigenous Peoples, it is worth noting that many First Nations signed agreements to derive some 
economic benefit from the Project’s development. The Authors take no position on these decisions made by self-determining Nations. 

https://nctr.ca/about/
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sustainable finance, climate science, just transition for coal-affected communities, and 

mitigation opportunities for transportation and buildings. A short description of these 

policy processes can be found in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Description of policy processes and their objectives, launched by the Pan-Canadian 
Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change 

 Overview 

Expert Panel on 
Climate 
Adaptation and 
Resilience 
Results 

The Expert Panel, comprised of academics, representatives of Indigenous organizations, 
industry, and environmental NGOs, was mandated to propose indicators to measure progress 
on adaptation, as related to the five priority areas within the Pan-Canadian Framework: human 
health and well-being; supporting particularly vulnerable regions; climate-related hazards; 
infrastructure; and translating science and Indigenous knowledge into action. Following eight 
months of intense work, the Expert Panel produced a report, Measuring Progress on Adaptation 
and Climate Resilience: Recommendations to the Government of Canada, proposing a suite of 
54 indicators across the five priority areas. Members identified a further sub-set of indicators, 
19 in total, that could start future discussion and work on measuring progress on adaptation and 
climate resilience. The full report can be found here: 
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2018/eccc/En4-329-2018-eng.pdf 

Advisory Council 
on Climate Action 

The Advisory Council, composed of co-chairs Tamara Vrooman and Steven Guilbeault, was 
created to support the government in identifying opportunities to reduce emissions in the 
transportation and building sectors, sectors that account for more than a third of Canadian 
emissions. The final report contained eight recommendations for the Government of Canada to 
act, and can be found here:  https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/eccc/documents/pdf/climate-
change/advisory-council-climate-action/acca-final-report.pdf 

Expert Panel on 
Sustainable 
Finance 

The Expert Panel, comprised of four financial experts, was mandated to explore global trends 
in sustainable finance, most notably climate-related risk disclosure, explore opportunities for 
sustainable finance in Canada, and propose recommendations for the government of Canada 
to advance the uptake of sustainable finance within its areas of jurisdiction. The report, 
Mobilizing Finance for Sustainable Growth, identified a suite of recommendations (15 in total) 
to shift climate change opportunity and risk management into the mainstream, business-as-
usual approach to business. The recommendations leverage Canada’s financial status to 
accelerate market activities, behaviors, and structures to support the transition to a climate-
smart economy. The full report can be found here: 
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2019/eccc/En4-350-2-2019-eng.pdf  

Climate Science 
2050: Advancing 
Science and 
Knowledge on 
Climate Change 

Climate Science 2050 was a national synthesis to understand the breadth of climate change 
science and knowledge needs that exist in Canada. The process was led by a federal 
department, Environment and Climate Change Canada, convening discussions with partners 
and stakeholders including through surveys and a national workshop held in Ottawa in February 
2019. The report identified four outcomes, as well as a fifth area of work: earth system climate 
science; healthy and resilient Canadians, communities, and built environments; a carbon-
neutral society; resilient terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems; and sustainable natural resources. 
In addition to these sections, the report began by recognizing the importance of Indigenous 
spaces in climate change science, emphasizing the mobilization of Indigenous leadership and 

http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2018/eccc/En4-329-2018-eng.pd
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2018/eccc/En4-329-2018-eng.pd
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/eccc/documents/pdf/climate-change/advisory-council-climate-action/acca-final-report.pd
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/eccc/documents/pdf/climate-change/advisory-council-climate-action/acca-final-report.pd
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2019/eccc/En4-350-2-2019-eng.pdf
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participation. The full report, and the description of this section, can be found here: 
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2020/eccc/En4-414-2020-eng.pdf 

2.2.2.2 Overview of A Healthy Environment  

The ‘strengthened climate plan’ builds on the Pan-Canadian Framework to scale up 

climate efforts to meet and exceed Canada’s 2030 GHG-reduction target. The plan 

focuses on five pillars: (i) energy efficiency in homes and buildings through a heavy 

emphasis on retrofitting existing homes, municipal and community buildings, and long-

term infrastructure planning; (ii) cleaner transport, including zero emission cars and 

trucks, and supporting clean energy and the electricity sector; (iii) an increased carbon 

price rising $15 per year, starting in 2023, and culminating at $170 per tonne in 2030; (iv) 

industrial support, including decarbonization with large-scale emitters and a low-carbon 

and zero-emission fuels fund; and (v) NbS, such as tree planting and better management, 

conservation, and restoration of natural spaces. In combination with the measures 

introduced by the Pan-Canadian Framework, the government projects that this plan will 

achieve reductions within the range of 32–40 percent below 2005 levels. While this article 

was being finalized, the government announced a new 2030 target: 40–45 percent below 

2005 levels. 

2.3 Materials and methods 

Our approach is based upon an Indigenous Research Paradigm (IRP) with the aim to 

refocus the evaluative lens on ‘ … the innumerable ways in which white sovereignty 

circumscribes and mitigates the exercise of Indigenous sovereignty’ (Nicoll, 2004, p. 19). 

Doing this enables the research to deconstruct the dominant assumptions underlying 

colonial systems of climate solutions by ‘being in’ Indigenous sovereignty (Neville & 

Coulthard, 2019) and contribute to advance Indigenous climate futures in policy and 

practice (Whyte, 2018). To do this, we use the concept of sustainable self-determination 

to assess how the federal government’s conceptualization of NbS supports or prevents 

Indigenous sustainable self-determination, building on a community-based monitoring 

study in the Oil Sands region of Alberta (Reed et al, 2020) and a conceptual analysis of 

http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2020/eccc/En4-414-2020-eng.pd
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2020/eccc/En4-414-2020-eng.pd
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the Pan-Canadian Framework and Québec Zéro émission Nette (ZéN) Roadmap (Reed 

et al, 2021). 

Sustainable self-determination advances an individual and community-driven process 

that ensures Indigenous livelihoods, knowledge systems, governance, relationships to 

land and the natural world, as well as ceremonial life that can be practiced today and into 

the future, facilitating their transmission to future generations (Corntassel, 2008). It 

emerged from four criticisms of the Indigenous rights discourse, namely: (i) the separation 

of land and natural resources from Indigenous assertions of self-determination; (ii) the 

restrictions to the participation of Indigenous Peoples in decolonization efforts; (iii) the 

reduction of Indigenous Nationhood to minority populations or stakeholders; and (iv) the 

disregard of Indigenous Peoples cultural responsibilities and relationships 

(Corntassel, 2008). Put another way, this identifies four important themes of analysis for 

any policy application of the sustainable self-determination lens: (i) Indigenous knowledge 

systems; (ii) Indigenous jurisdiction over land; (iii) the full and effective participation of 

Indigenous Peoples; and (iv) Indigenous Peoples as rights-holders. These four themes 

will be used to operationalize a move away from a focus on the nation state and towards 

the cultural, social, and political mobilization of Indigenous Peoples, building on the 

momentum from the UN Declaration (Corntassel, 2012). This sort of policy analysis is 

considered a form of research that involves interrogating existing policies to understand 

them, explain their strengths and weaknesses, and propose new policies (Geva-May & 

Pal, 1999). Extending this one step further, we draw on the concept of Intersectionality-

Based Policy Analysis (Hankivsky et al, 2014) to pay attention to the complex contexts 

and root causes of the social problems that the policies aim to address (Wiebe, 2019). In 

this way, we interrogate the discursive politics that accompany the concept of NbS 

(Schmidt, 2011; Mikulewicz, 2020). 

2.3.1.1 Methods 

We conducted a review of Canadian federal climate policy documents due to the unique, 

fiduciary relationship the Crown (i.e., Government of Canada) has with Indigenous 
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Peoples. Using the adoption of the Paris Agreement, as well as the election of Justin 

Trudeau as Prime Minister in late 2015 as a starting point, we manually surveyed all 

publicly available federal climate policy documents. This process began with the Pan-

Canadian Framework, released in 2016, followed by the yearly synthesis reports 

(communicated in 2017, 2018, and 2019 – the 2020 version having been replaced with 

the new climate plan), four expert policy processes launched by the Pan-Canadian 

Framework (described in Table 2.1), and the most recent plan launched in 2020. In total, 

this resulted in nine documents that were reviewed for both quantitative (described 

in Table 2.2) and qualitative content. In particular, we reviewed each document to 

consider how they incorporated the four themes identified above: (i) Indigenous 

knowledge systems; (ii) Indigenous jurisdiction over land; (iii) the full and effective 

participation of Indigenous Peoples; and (iv) Indigenous Peoples as rights-holders. In 

doing this, we focus on the policy content of climate policy documents, paying attention 

to how power and privilege are constructed as a result of socio-economic-political status, 

race, or education (Hankivsky et al, 2014), while also referring to the policy process of 

preparing these documents (Vogel & Henstra, 2015). A more detailed exploration of the 

policy process leading to the creation of the Pan-Canadian Framework, including the 

limitations for Indigenous participation, can be found in the Indigenous Climate Action 

report, Decolonizing Climate Policy in Canada (2021). Table 2.2 explains the specific 

phrases used to code for the four dimensions of sustainable self-determination. 

Table 2.2 Terms used for coding analysis 

 Coding terms   

Nature-based climate solutions Nature-based solutions  
Nature-based climate solutions  
Natural climate solutions  

Indigenous Peoples Indigenous  
First Nations  
Métis  
Inuit  

Indigenous jurisdiction  Indigenous jurisdiction  
Indigenous governments or Nations 
Treaty, modern land claims, and self-governing First Nations 
Inuit land-claim organizations  
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Full and effective participation of 
Indigenous Peoples 

Engage or engagement with…  
Partner or partnership with…  
Collaborate or collaboration with… 
Working with… 
Will be involved / involvement… 
Take into account… 
Advance 

Indigenous knowledge systems Indigenous knowledge systems 
Traditional knowledge 
Indigenous knowledge 

Indigenous Peoples as rights-
holders 

Rights and title holders 
Rights (constitutionally protected, Treaty, and title) 
Respect rights  
Recognition of rights, respect, cooperation, and partnership  
UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

Beginning with these four themes of sustainable self-determination as initial codes, we 

used NVivo 12, a qualitative data analysis software, to store texts and organize our 

systematic review. The documents were read in their entirety line-by-line by one author 

(GR) to identify how and where the themes were characterized in the text, taking care to 

consider how Indigenous identity and socio-economic status is characterized within 

individual climate policy documents (Hankivksy & Cormier, 2011). These themes were 

analyzed, discussed, and modified amongst the research team in an iterative fashion, or 

more aptly, Gaataa’aabing, introduced by elder Doreen Trudeau-Peltier from 

Wiikwemkoong, to ‘… [be] looking or searching in a circular fashion’ (Bennett et al, 2019, 

p. 4). Grounded in Anishinaabek values, practices, and ceremony, 

the Gaataa’aabing method is a qualitative method, first used to inform a culturally-

grounded photovoice project, that involves looking at all the possibilities and resources 

during research. This led to the emergence of a second research question: How did NbS 

emerge in Canadian climate policy? To do this, we re-read the policy documents looking 

for references and commitments to NbS using a combination of count data (tracking the 

number of references to ‘natur*’, ‘nature-based’, and ‘natural climate solutions’) and 

qualitative content analysis. Based on this, we determined that additional documents 

were required to understand the concept’s emergence, adding two new policy documents 

to the analysis: the Global Commission on Adaptation’s report (2019), Adapt Now: A 
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Global Call for Leadership on Climate Resilience (2019) and the Liberal Party of Canada's 

’Election Platform, Forward: A Real Plan for the Middle Class (2019). 

This policy analysis was combined with participant observation to corroborate research 

findings, identifying possible points of convergence, complementarity, and divergence. 

Indeed, direct observation, participation, and engagement in the establishment of several 

policy documents also served to enrich our findings. In particular, three co-authors (GR, 

CS, TS) who directly participated in the design, negotiation, and implementation of the 

Pan-Canadian Framework, from 2016 to the present, work to advance Indigenous rights, 

knowledge, and governance as a representative of a National Indigenous Organization 

(NIO). Another co-author (DM) participated in the ‘Circle of Experts’, supporting one NIO 

in this process. 

2.4 Results and discussion 

Following the iterative process described in the methods, we sought responses to two 

research questions: i) how nature-based solutions emerged in Canadian climate policy 

documents; and ii) how does the conceptualization of nature-based solutions either 

support, or prevent, Indigenous sustainable self-determination. We respond to each in 

turn.  

2.4.1 Emergence of nature-based solutions in Canadian climate policy 

In 2015, the newly-elected Trudeau Government introduced a collaborative process 

working with provinces and territories to complete a new pan-Canadian climate plan 

beginning with the Vancouver Declaration on Clean Growth and Climate Change. This 

declaration led to the creation of four federal-provincial-territorial working groups: specific 

mitigation opportunities; adaptation and climate resilience; carbon pricing mechanism; 

and clean technology, innovation, and jobs. Each working group produced a final report 

which led to the creation of the Pan-Canadian Framework (Indigenous Climate Action 

[ICA], 2021). The Pan-Canadian Framework had no direct reference to NbS, rather the 

text referenced the benefits of forests, wetlands, and agricultural lands in playing “… an 
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important natural role in a low-carbon economy by absorbing and storing atmospheric 

carbon” (p. 22). References to natural gas (n = 15), natural infrastructure (n = 2) and 

natural resources (n = 4) occupied the majority of space. While not directly relevant to our 

analysis on NbS, the presence of natural gas in the Pan-Canadian Framework is 

illustrative of Canada’s belief in its potential as a ‘transition’ fuel for Asian markets (Tindall 

et al, 2020), as well as the perception that it is more environmental-friendly than other 

fossil fuels (Hazboun & Boudet, 2021). This pattern continued in the first and second 

Synthesis Report of the Pan-Canadian Framework, the Expert Panel on Climate 

Adaptation and Resilience Results (EPCARR), the Advisory Council on Climate Action, 

and the Expert Panel on Sustainable Finance, with zero references to NbS (see Figure 

2.1 for more detail). This substantive absence begs an important question: When did 

Canadian climate policy begin discussing nature-based solutions?  

Figure 2.1 Percentage of References to ‘Nature-based solution’' in total ‘Natur*’ references in 
federal climate policies 
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Through a review of policy documents, the first substantial references to NbS were found 

in the Third Synthesis Report of the Pan-Canadian Framework (n = 6). The report, 

prepared in 2018, referenced Canada’s role in the Global Commission on Adaptation, 

taking a co-leadership role with Mexico on the NbS Action Track. The Global Commission 

launched an international report, Adapt Now: A Global Call for Leadership on Climate 

Resilience (‘Adapt Now’), with substantial reference to the benefits of NbS for both climate 

mitigation and adaptation, including a warning to humanity: “Humanity faces a stark 

choice: We can harness NbS to mitigate climate change and to better adapt – or we can 

continue with business as usual and lose the essential and myriad services nature 

provides” (p. 31). The combination of Canada’s co-leadership role, the stark language 

contained in Adapt Now, as well as efforts from environmental non-governmental 

organizations (Drever et al, 2021) likely contribute to the concept’s inclusion in the Liberal 

Platform in preparation for the 2019 federal election, including a commitment to natural 

climate solutions and the planting of two billion trees as a cornerstone of such efforts. 

The Liberal Party won the fall 2019 election, albeit in a minority government, leading to 

the increased consideration of nature-based climate solutions in the Speech from the 

Throne (both 2019 and 2020) and the mandate letters for the Ministers of Environment 

and Climate Change, as well as Natural Resources (Office of the Prime Minister, 2019a, 

2019b, 2021a, 2021b). This political direction influenced different policy documents, as 

well. In 2020, the Climate Science 2050 report was launched containing significant 

references to nature-based climate solutions (n = 31 or 24.5 percent of total natur* 

references in the document), calling for them to be done ‘in a way that protects Indigenous 

rights and that is integrated with work on Indigenous protected and conserved areas’ (p. 

32). While the Climate Science 2050 report was largely research-based, the new climate 

plan, A Healthy Environment, built on this foundation when it was released in late 2020, 

referencing NbS numerous times (n = 13, or 16.7% of total natur* references in the 

document) and making clear policy statements for their benefits to holding warming under 

2°C (p. 52). Unfortunately, these commitments left out the important caveats for 

understanding these proposed reductions: the rapid phase out of fossil fuels that must 
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accompany NbS (see Griscom et al, 2019; Chausson et al, 2020; Seddon et al, 2020a). 

At the time of writing (Sept 2021), further clarification of NbS commitments has not yet 

been released. 

2.4.2 How the conceptualization of nature-based climate solutions either support 
or prevent sustainable self-determination 

Based on this overview of NbS and their emergence in Canadian climate policy, we now 

shift our focus to how they considered the four themes of sustainable self-determination. 

Table 2.3 summarizes the number of references in each policy document.  

2.4.2.1 Indigenous knowledge systems 

Indigenous knowledge has been increasingly recognized by governments at the local, 

national, and international scale, offering unique contributions to discussions on climate 

and NbS (Maldonado et al, 2013; IPCC, 2019;). There has been a growing inclusion and 

recognition of Indigenous knowledge within the identified federal climate documents, with 

the greatest recognition contained in EPCARR (n = 120) and Climate Science 2050 

(n = 23) reports. The recent climate plan also has positive references to Indigenous 

knowledge, though only two in total, built around the conceptualization of Indigenous 

climate leadership (described below). During this time, there was a corresponding shift in 

the language used to describe the knowledge of Indigenous Peoples – beginning with 

traditional knowledge and ending with Indigenous knowledge, or in some circumstances 

Indigenous knowledge systems. For example, the Pan-Canadian Framework began with 

the exclusive reference to traditional knowledge (n = 9), which begins to transition in the 

First Synthesis (5 traditional knowledge and 3 Indigenous knowledge references), the 

Second Synthesis (6 traditional knowledge and 14 Indigenous knowledge references), 

and the Third Synthesis (6 traditional knowledge and 9 Indigenous knowledge 

references). By 2019, all documents exclusively use Indigenous knowledge or Indigenous 

knowledge systems, such as in EPCARR where 87 out of 120 references are to 

Indigenous knowledge systems. 
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Table 2.3 References to components of sustainable self-determination policy lens in federal policy documents 

 Indigenous 
Peoples 

Indigenous 
jurisdiction 

Full and effective 
participation of Indigenous 
Peoples 

Indigenous Peoples as 
Rightsholders  

Indigenous 
knowledge 
systems 

Pan-Canadian Framework 80 

- 59 Indigenous 
Peoples  

- 10 First Nation  
- 9 Inuit  

- 2 Métis 

0 31 

- 10 engagement 
- 1 consult 
- 4 partnership 
- 3 collaborate 
- 8 work with 
- 1 involvement 
- 2 take into consideration 
- 1 advance 

6 

- 4 rights of Indigenous 
Peoples (incl. UN 
Declaration)  

- 2 recognition of rights 

9 

- 9 traditional 
knowledge  

 

Pan-Canadian Framework 
First Synthesis Report 

98 

- 47 Indigenous 
Peoples  

- 28 First Nation  
- 11 Inuit  

- 12 Métis 

0 21 

- 8 engagement 
- 1 consult 
- 3 partnership 
- 1 collaborate 
- 6 work with 
- 2 involvement 

 

4 

- 1 rights of Indigenous 
Peoples  

- 3 recognition of rights 

8 

- 5 traditional 
knowledge  

- 3 Indigenous 
knowledge 

Pan-Canadian Framework 
Second Synthesis Report 

129 

- 39 Indigenous 
Peoples 

- 52 First Nation 
- 20 Inuit 

- 18 Métis 

2 

- 2 Indigenous 
Governments 

 

19 

- 5 engagement 
- 8 partnership 
- 2 collaborate 
- 4 work with 

*New section on Federal Engagement 

and Partnership with Indigenous 
Peoples 

2  

- 2 recognition of rights 

20 

- 6 traditional 
knowledge  

- 14 Indigenous 
knowledge 
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Pan-Canadian Framework 
Third Synthesis Report 

124 

- 22 Indigenous 
Peoples  

- 60 First Nation 
- 29 Inuit  

- 13 Métis 

1 

- 1 Indigenous 
Government 

 

14* 

- 3 engagement 
- 2 partnership 
- 2 collaborate 
- 5 work with 
- 1 take into consideration 
- 1 advance 

* Modified section on Federal 
Engagement with Indigenous Peoples 

4 

- 2 recognition of rights  

- 1 rights-bearing 
communities 

15 

- 6 traditional 
knowledge  

- 9 Indigenous 
knowledge 

Expert Panel on Climate 
Adaptation and Resilience 
Results 

282 

- 230 
Indigenous 
Peoples  

- 28 First Nation  
- 14 Inuit 
- 10 Métis 

6 

- 5 Indigenous 
Governing Bodies 

- 1 governance 
structure 

15 

- 2 engagement 
- 1 co-development 
- 3 collaborate 
- 5 work with 
- 1 take into consideration 
- 3 include 

9  

- 1 recognition of rights  
- 1 recognition of 

constitutionally protected 
rights  

- 3 rights-holders  

- 1 UN Declaration 

120  

- 87 Indigenous 
knowledge 
systems 

Advisory Council on 
Climate Action 

0 0 0 0 0 

Expert Panel on 
Sustainable Finance 

6 

- 3 Indigenous 
Peoples  

- 1 First Nation  
- 1 Inuit  
- 1 Métis 

0 3 

- 1 consult 
- 1 partnership 
- 1 involvement 

0 0 

Climate Science 2050 113 

- 42 Indigenous 
Peoples  

- 10 First Nation 
- 54 Inuit  

- 7 Métis 

4 

- 1 Indigenous 
Government 

- 1 Indigenous Nation 
- 2 Indigenous 

governance 
structures 

15 

- 7 partnership 
- 5 collaboration 
- 3 co-development 

13 

- 4 rights of Indigenous 
Peoples (incl. UN 
Declaration)  

- 2 Aboriginal and Treaty 
rights  

- 1 inherent rights  

23  

- 6 Indigenous 
knowledge 
systems 
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- 1 Indigenous rights  

A Healthy Environment 
and A Healthy Economy 

81 

- 35 Indigenous 
Peoples  

- 20 First Nation  
- 15 Inuit 
- 11 Métis 

2 

- 1 Indigenous 
Government 

- 1 governance 

 

26* 

- 7 engagement 
- 2 co-development 
- 1 consult 
- 5 partnership 
- 7 work with 
- 2 take into consideration 
- 2 advance 

*New section Canada’s Partnership 
with Indigenous Peoples 

4 

- 1 inherent rights  
- 1 rights-holders  
- 1 recognition of rights  

- 1 UN Declaration 

2  

- 1 Indigenous 
knowledge 
systems 
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This is likely a result of the successful advocacy of Indigenous Peoples to move away 

from static conceptualizations of knowledge towards one that engages as a complex and 

dynamic system with spiritual, legal, governance, and spatial elements (McGregor, 2004; 

Cameron et al, 2021). A shift towards understanding Indigenous knowledge as a system 

that is diverse, holistic, and place-based is central to the advancement of Indigenous 

sustainable self-determination. Only the Climate Science 2050 report referenced the 

importance of Indigenous decision-making and protocols: “[r]esearch by and with 

Indigenous Peoples should also respect their protocols, policies, governance structures, 

and Aboriginal or treaty rights. In many cases, Indigenous Peoples of Canada have 

protocols and policies guiding consultation, research, or the inclusion of Indigenous 

Knowledge” (p. 10). 

Beyond recognition, there is limited application of knowledge frameworks, such as Ethical 

Space (Ermine, 2007), that support the equitable treatment and application of diverse 

knowledges in the context of climate policy. Both the Pan-Canadian Framework and A 

Healthy Environment reference efforts to recognize, to ground, or to guide decision-

making, but do not go as far as referencing the unique and equally valid role that 

Indigenous knowledge systems play in climate solutions. For example, the Pan-Canadian 

Framework recognizes their importance in regard to understanding impacts and 

adaptation measures but makes no reference to its consideration in decision-making. Not 

only does this disregard the role of Indigenous Peoples in climate governance, but it also 

perpetuates a framing of Indigenous knowledge that can be integrated only when 

convenient, disregarding the power, rights, and governance imbalances raised in 

knowledge integration literature (Cruikshank, 2005; Nadasdy, 2007). Furthermore, this 

disregard for Indigenous knowledge is amplified in the context of fossil fuel development, 

where, for example, efforts by the Tsleil-Waututh First Nation (on the coast of British 

Columbia, Canada) to support intergenerational knowledge sharing between Elders and 

youth is imperilled by the proposed construction of the Trans-Mountain Pipeline 

Expansion (Spiegel et al, 2020). 
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The use of the concept of braiding knowledge systems may be more appropriate to 

understand the multiple ontological and epistemological foundations that enter into 

knowledge valuation and co-production in a process of mutual respect, kindness, and 

generosity (Reed et al, 2020b). The concept of co-production, as a first step to braiding 

knowledge systems, is only recognized within the Climate Science 2050 report, where 

there is explicit recognition of “…both ways of knowing can be used in parallel and are of 

equal value and complementary” (p. 16). The report continues to recognize the 

importance of Indigenous leadership, Indigenous data governance and self-

determination, as well as consensual data management practices, such as the First 

Nations principles of OCAP® (ownership, control, access, and possession of knowledge). 

In a NbS context, the same report recognizes how this braiding approach would also 

benefit their growing recognition and implementation, noting how “… interdisciplinary 

research that integrates different knowledge systems to understand and minimize the 

barriers to implementation would be beneficial, particularly given that Indigenous Peoples 

have been practising NbS since time immemorial” (p. 33). 

2.4.2.2 Indigenous jurisdiction over land 

Indigenous jurisdiction over land receives limited attention in the documents reviewed, 

with most references being to Indigenous governments (n = 5, total) and Indigenous 

governing bodies (n = 5). There is a slight increase in the references to Indigenous 

jurisdiction (Climate Science 2050 and A Healthy Environment have 4 and 2 references, 

respectively), but there continue to be regular references to the ‘Nation-to-Nation, Inuit-

to-Crown, and government-to-government’ relationship that was committed by the 

Trudeau Government in 2015. When jurisdiction was referenced, it is never referenced in 

the context of Indigenous jurisdiction, but rather in the context of provincial and territorial 

jurisdiction and a “… deep respect for, and recognition of, shared constitutional 

jurisdiction” (A Healthy Environment, p. 64). While this speaks to the assumed authority 

over natural resources as between federal and provincial governments (Harrison, 2020), 

it also continues to perpetuate a legacy of colonization, rendering invisible Indigenous 

Peoples’ jurisdiction in Canada. This is not exclusive to Canada; at the international level, 
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Ford et al (2016) found that histories of colonialism, oppression, and racism are only found 

in two paragraphs out of thirty chapters of the Fifth Assessment Report on the IPCC 

Working Group II. Failing to acknowledge this history reveals a clear case of the politics 

of recognition, where governments only recognize Indigenous rights (or in the Canadian 

case, the ‘Nation-to-Nation’ relationship) to the extent that it does not disrupt colonial 

power relationships (Coulthard, 2014). 

In the context of NbS, the near erasure of Indigenous jurisdiction and the separation 

between land, natural resources, and political recognition results in the continued threats 

to Indigenous lands and territories (Corntassel, 2008; Whyte, 2018). In sections on 

forestry, agriculture, and waste in the Pan-Canadian Framework, as well as the Pan-

Canadian Framework’s First and Second Synthesis reports (the precursor to nature-

based climate solutions), there are no references to Indigenous jurisdiction, rights, 

participation, or knowledge systems. As NbS involve authority or decision-making over 

lands, waters, and territories, the approach to jurisdiction taken in the climate documents 

discredits, extinguishes, and circumscribes Indigenous forms of governance 

(Nicoll, 2004; Mackey, 2016). In this way, the true understanding of NbS requires an 

examination of the power relations between ‘jurisdictional’ holders, as well as the legacy 

of colonialization that manifests in – and is upheld through – the laws, policies, and 

jurisprudence enabling ongoing assaults on Indigenous lands and lives (Whyte, 2017). 

While not ironic given Canada’s original opposition to the UN Declaration, it is surprising 

given the federal support for the growing movement of Indigenous Protected and 

Conserved Areas (IPCAs). IPCAs, such as the Equator-prize winning Thaidene Nëné 

National Park in the Northwest Territories,19 have been increasingly used by Indigenous 

Peoples to re-assert authority over land, water, resources, and territory (Moola & 

Roth, 2019) by giving Indigenous Peoples back the authority to determine the objectives, 

boundaries, and governance structures as part their right to self-determination 

(Indigenous Circle of Experts Report [ICE Report], 2018). If Indigenous exercises of 

 

19 For more information on Thaidene Nëné, refer tohttp://www.landoftheancestors.ca/ 

http://www.landoftheancestors.ca/
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authority and the history of colonization are overlooked, NbS risk perpetuating a form of 

climate colonialism. 

2.4.2.3 Full and effective participation of Indigenous Peoples  

As a result of the limited consideration of Indigenous Nations as jurisdictions, the 

participation of Indigenous Peoples is often downgraded to that of ‘engagement’ rather 

than shared decision-making. In Table 2.3, we see a consistent number of references to 

participation from 31 in the Pan-Canadian Framework to 26 in A Healthy Environment. 

Following the Synthesis Reports (n = 21, n = 19, n = 14, respectively), EPCARR and 

Climate Science 2050 had the most references to Indigenous participation (n = 15 for 

both). Interestingly, we see the introduction of a new section in the Second Synthesis 

Report entitled Federal Engagement and Partnership with Indigenous Peoples, which 

continues into the Third Synthesis Report with a slight modification, entitled Federal 

Engagement with Indigenous Peoples. In both these sections, the government began 

reporting on ‘Federal Engagement with Indigenous Peoples’, updating on the distinctions-

based senior bilateral technical tables created following the Pan-Canadian Framework. 

These tables were created to have a collaborative approach for ongoing engagement with 

Indigenous Peoples on the implementation of the Pan-Canadian framework and on 

Indigenous-specific climate priorities (Second Pan-Canadian Framework Synthesis). 

Challenges emerge, however, when Indigenous-specific priorities originate from a 

different ontological and epistemological framework. For example, the First Nations 

Peoples Statement on Climate, released by Indigenous Peoples on the lands of Gimuy, 

Walubarra Yidinji and Yirraganydji (also known as Cairns, Australia), highlighted the 

linkages between the health of land, health of people, and climate solutions – connections 

rarely discussed in mainstream climate policy (Morgan-Bulled et al, 2021). 

Digging slightly deeper, there is an interesting trend in the usage of the 

term engagement, beginning with 10 references in the Pan-Canadian Framework, none 

in Climate Science 2050, and 7 references in A Healthy Environment. This may reflect 

the approach leading to the creation of the Pan-Canadian Framework directing federal-
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provincial-territorial working groups to work with Indigenous Peoples; and the Pan-

Canadian Framework commits to engage or collaborate with Indigenous Peoples or take 

into account their unique circumstances. For example, governments at the federal, 

provincial, and territorial level will “…continue to engage and partner with Indigenous 

Peoples as actions are implemented and progress is tracked” (p.47). Beginning in 2020, 

there is a growing usage of the term partnership, which was highlighted in the most recent 

climate plan (A Healthy Environment), dedicating an entire section to Canada’s 

Partnership with Indigenous Peoples. Among other statements, Canada commits to work 

in partnership to address their unique circumstances (p. 66). This is done largely by the 

concept of Indigenous Climate Leadership, which builds on eight foundational principles 

(p. 69-70), with a specific reference to the advancement of co-developed solutions. In 

other documents, there seems to be upward trend in the references to co-development, 

emerging first in EPCARR (n = 1), continuing with Climate Science 2050 (n = 3), and most 

recently in the new climate plan (n = 2). 

While these are positive developments, no document references the role of Indigenous 

Peoples in decision-making, perpetuating a model of ‘consulting’ Indigenous Peoples by 

incorporating Indigenous knowledge into the decision-making process, thereby being 

“… let off the hook with regard to Indigenous rights” (Littlechild, 2014, p. 37). Indigenous 

Peoples, however, are challenging environmental decision-making both in the courts and 

on-the-ground through grassroots Indigenous-led land and water defence (Cohen et 

al, 2021), as well as through Indigenous-led monitoring such as Indigenous Guardians 

(Reed et al, 2020a). Ironically, the section on Canada’s Partnership with Indigenous 

Peoples is followed by a section on Working Together Across the Federation, with zero 

reference to Indigenous Peoples and their jurisdiction (a point discussed above). This 

speaks to Alfred and Corntassel’s (2005) belief that decolonization must simultaneously 

dismantle settler-colonial systems and restore Indigenous Nationhood, aligning with what 

others have termed an Indigenous Doctrine of Recovery. This doctrine repudiates the 

Doctrine of Discovery by advocating for the simultaneous advancement of place-based 
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responses to ongoing colonial violence, as well as the reconnection and revitalization of 

Indigenous relationships with land, culture, and community (Corntassel, 2008, 2012) 

2.4.2.4 Indigenous Peoples as rights-holders 

After significant lobbying from Indigenous Peoples around the world, the Paris Agreement 

recognized the importance of the rights of Indigenous Peoples in climate, stressing that 

Parties “… should, when taking action to address climate change, respect, promote, and 

consider their respective obligations on human rights … including the rights of Indigenous 

peoples” (p. 2). Indigenous Peoples leveraged this in Canada, resulting in a clear 

commitment to Indigenous rights in the Pan-Canadian Framework text: “Our governments 

will continue to recognize, respect and safeguard the rights of Indigenous Peoples as 

we take actions under these pillars” (p. 3: emphasis in original). Commitments that have 

laid the foundation for a rights-based approach to Canadian climate policy align with 

McGregor et al’s (2020) assertion that climate policy “… must consider the rights and 

interests of Indigenous [P]eoples as well as historical and ongoing processes of 

colonization” (p. 139). These connections have also been discussed at the Turtle Lodge 

International Centre for Indigenous Education and Wellness found in Sagkeeng First 

Nation Manitoba (Cameron et al, 2019). Grounded in Anishinaabe traditional law and 

ceremony, the Turtle Lodge led by founder Elder Dave Courchene hosted an International 

Climate Summit in 2017, as part of their Onjisay Aki (‘Our Changing Earth’) Initiative.20 At 

the conference, participants identified five-areas for Indigenous-led climate action centred 

on connection: connection with Indigenous nationhood, spirit, traditions, the land, and 

each other (Cameron et al, 2021). 

In the Pan-Canadian Framework, there were 6 references to Indigenous rights (and their 

derivatives), which happened to be the most references in all four Pan-Canadian 

Framework documents (the number in the First, Second, and Third Synthesis reports 

were 4, 2, and 4, respectively). EPCARR had the second most references (n = 9), 

 

20 For more information on the Onjisay Aki International Climate Summit, please refer to this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqPKCQCcjiU 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14693062.2022.2047585
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqPKCQCcjiU
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including a reference to the constitutionally protected nature of Indigenous rights, and 

Climate Science 2050 had the most references with 13 in total. These references included 

the first and only reference in all documents to Aboriginal and Treaty rights (2 in total) and 

the first to inherent rights. A Healthy Environment also referenced inherent rights (n = 1). 

Of the total references to rights across all policy documents (n = 42), nearly a quarter 

(n = 11) stem from standardized language concerning the renewed relationship between 

Canada and Indigenous Peoples, based “… on the recognition of rights, respect, 

cooperation, and partnership.” These references were largely found in the introduction 

(for example, the Pan-Canadian Framework) or call-out boxes, such as Box 2 in 

EPCARR. 

Despite recognition of the rights of Indigenous Peoples in all the policy documents, these 

rights are rarely respected or safeguarded in the design or implementation of the plans. 

For example, the federal government failed to include Indigenous Nations in the design, 

implementation, and revenue generation of the carbon pricing systems resulting in the 

failure to design mechanisms that avoid disproportionate cost impacts (Bubna-Litic & 

Chalifour, 2012; Assembly of First Nations, 2018; Campney, 2021). A recent report by 

Indigenous Climate Action (2021) chronicles the systematic exclusion of Indigenous 

Nations in the decision-making process of both federal climate plans. It was for this reason 

that Indigenous scholars urged Indigenous Peoples to refocus away from a state-driven, 

narrowly constructed rights discourse towards one centred on sustainable self-

determination (Cameron et al, 2019). This shift was not well-recognized in the Pan-

Canadian Framework, but seems to transition as the most recent plan makes explicit 

commitments to self-determination (five references in total) in climate and its broader 

connection to reconciliation: “[s]upporting self-determined climate action is critical to 

advancing Canada’s reconciliation with Indigenous peoples” (p. 68). Climate Science 

2050 extends this recognition to climate change research, acknowledging that it is 

“… holistic, place-based, and responsive, and that respects Indigenous sovereignty and 

ownership of data and Indigenous knowledge” (p. 7). In a NbS context, this 
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conceptualization is essential to counter the erasure of Indigenous jurisdiction, though the 

full results are yet to be seen given the infancy of the commitments 

2.4.3 Path forward: support for Indigenous sustainable self-determination in 
nature-based solutions 

It is clear that Canada’s approach to Indigenous Peoples has evolved over the last five 

years. This is in large part due to the constructive relationships held with First Nations, 

Métis, and Inuit through the senior-level bilateral tables created in the wake of the Pan-

Canadian Framework, as well as Indigenous advocacy such as the AFN Chiefs-in-

Assembly Declaration of a First Nations Climate Emergency. Indeed, this evolution was 

explicitly recognized in A Healthy Environment resulting in progressive commitments to 

an Indigenous climate leadership agenda that means “… investing in the agency of 

Indigenous peoples and communities, supporting Indigenous-led and delivered solutions, 

equipping Indigenous peoples with equitable resources, and ensuring appropriate access 

to funding to implement self-determined climate action” (p. 69). However, our analysis 

shows that while there is growing recognition of Indigenous rights, inclusion of Indigenous 

knowledge, and commitments to include the participation of Indigenous Peoples in the 

implementation of certain climate activities, there is a clear unwillingness to recognise 

Indigenous jurisdiction, and by extension address the replication of the politics of 

recognition (Coulthard, 2014). Given the emphasis of sustainable self-determination on 

the cultural, social, and political mobilization of Indigenous Peoples, an unwillingness to 

engage these responsibilities may require Indigenous Peoples to act in conflict with the 

state, such as the Tiny House Warrior Movement in unceded Secwepemc Territory21, in 

order to achieve the community-based powers of sustainable self-determination. Other 

efforts, loosely framed under the ‘Land Back’ movement, have been advancing 

Indigenous authority and jurisdiction through reconnection, rejecting the colonial-capitalist 

agenda that is causing loss of biodiversity and environmental imbalance (Alfred, 2009; 

Corntassel, 2012; Cameron et al, 2019). 

 

21 For more information, please see: http://www.tinyhousewarriors.com/#about 

http://www.tinyhousewarriors.com/#about
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In a context of NbS, the unwillingness to discuss the land (and the reciprocal and 

governance relationships held by Indigenous Peoples) perpetuates the framing of climate 

as a techno-managerial activity that focuses exclusively on one question: ‘How do 

humans achieve a reduction in their emissions of greenhouse gases in the coming few 

decades?’ (Chakrabarty, 2019). This is highlighted by the selective articulation of the 

mitigation benefits of NbS without the requisite reference to deep decarbonization 

(Seddon et al, 2021). Indeed, the Canadian Energy Regulator’s recent Energy Future 

2020 projects a contradictory view to Canada’s oil and gas development: crude oil 

production increases by 20 percent and in situ bitumen production grows 37 percent until 

2040.22 Carter and Dordi (2021) find that this projected growth in oil and gas production 

would exhaust nearly 16 percent of the world’s remaining carbon budget. Others (Welsby 

et al, 2021) calculated that 83% of Canadian oil is unextractable to allow for a 50 percent 

probability of limiting warming to 1.5°C. Given this incongruence, the federal government 

should drastically change its approach to NbS and climate policy more broadly (Bush & 

Lemmen, 2019). Lessons from Indigenous-led approaches that simultaneously address 

colonialism, capitalism, and (de)carbonization are needed. Such lessons can also be 

applied in international settings, such as CANZUS, as many current approaches have not 

addressed the underlying, root causes of climate change. 

This approach requires a conceptualization of NbS that supports Indigenous sustainable 

self-determination, grounded in an Indigenous understanding of land as a system of 

reciprocal relations and obligations. Borrows (2018), drawing on teachings from Elder 

Basil Johnston, describes this as akinoomaagewin, meaning that “… we learn how to live 

well by giving our attention to the Earth and taking direction from her” (p. 51). In a similar 

framing, Kimmerer (2021) describes an alternative approach to economic organization 

when discussing her relationship with the Serviceberry (Bozakmin in Potawatomi), a gift 

economy that “… arise[s] from the abundance of gifts from the Earth, which are owned by 

no one and therefore shared.” In both circumstances, the shift away from organizing 

 

22 https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analysis/canada-energy-future/2020/results/index.html 

https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analysis/canada-energy-future/2020/results/index.html
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principles of extraction (colonization) and scarcity (capitalism) towards abundance and 

relationality enables NbS to be concerned with healing relationships among people and 

the land, both at an individual and societal level (McGregor et al, 2020). Reframing NbS, 

both in the context of Canadian and international climate policy, is essential to advance 

the sustainable self-determination of Indigenous Nations. Truly transformative climate 

action can only be attained when based on a reciprocal, interdependent, and learning 

relationship with Mother Earth (Tully, 2018).  

2.5 Conclusion 

In this article, we analyzed multiple Canadian climate policy, planning, and science 

documents to determine their consideration of Indigenous sustainable self-determination. 

Our review found that despite aspirational language, current policies and policy processes 

in Canada fail to support Indigenous sustainable self-determination. It provides lessons 

for Canada and for other countries as they consider the intersection of Indigenous 

Peoples and the implementation of NbS. First, Indigenous knowledge systems offer an 

alternative and transformative conceptualization of NbS, one that centers land and 

prioritizes rebalancing reciprocal relationships with the land, water, and more-than-human 

beings. Second, climate policy’s use of NbS will only be transformative if it recognizes 

Indigenous Peoples as Nations with an inherent right to self-determination. Implementing 

the minimum standards of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 

drawing example from the Canadian legislation Bill C-15: An Act respecting the United 

Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, may be an opportunity to review 

past climate policy decisions and investigate how NbS upholds these minimum standards. 

Third, NbS cannot be considered outside of the broader Indigenous-settler government 

relations, recognizing the ongoing legacy of colonization, land dispossession, and 

environmental harm. Failure to do this may result in NbS propagating a form of climate 

colonialism instead of opening up institutional space for Indigenous-led decision-making 

to design, evaluate, and implement NbS. Examples such as IPCAs and Indigenous 

guardians offer great potential to simultaneously advance decolonization and 

decarbonization. 
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We stress that additional research and leadership for Indigenous-led nature-based 

climate solutions must come directly from rights- and title-holders on the ground in all 

jurisdictions. Our analysis seeks to create the space for Indigenous-led solutions to enter 

the discourse on nature-based climate solutions as one of many approaches to restore 

balance to the land (Simpson, 2011; McGregor, 2018). In a Canadian context, given their 

relative infancy, we see great opportunity to apply the four principles of sustainable self-

determination to shift course towards the development of true nature-based solutions. At 

an international level, as an increasing number of academics, international organizations, 

and non-governmental institutions advocate for the uptake of NbS, discussions must not 

lose sight of the crisis they are attempting to solve, nor the primacy of Indigenous Peoples 

in leading true NbS. 
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Preface to Chapter 3  

Chapter 2 closed with some clear recommendations for reframing NbS: the full 

consideration of Indigenous knowledge systems in the conceptualization of NbS; the 

recognition of Indigenous Peoples as Nations with an inherent right to self-determination; 

and the importance of considering NbS within the broader framework of Indigenous-

settler government relations, including the ongoing legacy of colonization. Using these as 

starting points, Chapter 3 draws on conversational interviews with Indigenous leaders, 

including youth, women, technicians, and knowledge keepers to explore Indigenous 

conceptualizations of nature, NbS, and the joint biodiversity and climate crisis. This is the 

first exploration of these concepts from an Indigenous perspective, and one of a few that 

unpack the implications of the term ‘nature’ in NbS. To situate these discussions, the 

chapter begins with an exploration of three drivers of the biodiversity and climate crises 

that were identified by the Experts. These are then used to explore Indigenous 

conceptualizations of NbS, which were seen as embedded within these broader 

challenges. This chapters aligns closely with the findings of Chapter 2, calling for a shift 

towards Indigenous conceptualizations of NbS that considers: the inseparability of land, 

water, and identity; the incorporation of the principles of humility and responsibility; and 

investment in the revitalization of Indigenous knowledge systems. It closes with four 

reflections for academics, advocates, leaders, activists, and policymakers in this area.  

 

 

Research contribution: GR led the research design, collection, and analysis, as well as 

wrote the manuscript. N.B. supported the research design and provided critical feedback 

on early drafts. T.S, C.S., and J.L supported the identification of participants and provided 

critical feedback to finalize the manuscript. S.L and D.M. reviewed the manuscript and 

provided critical feedback. All authors reviewed the manuscript before publishing.   
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3 There’s no word for ‘nature’ in our language: rethinking 
nature-based solutions from the perspective of Indigenous 
Peoples located in Canada. 

Reed, G., Brunet, N. D., McGregor, D., Scurr, C., Sadik, T., Lavigne, J., & Longboat, S. 
(submitted). There’s no word for ‘nature’ in our language: rethinking nature-based 
solutions from the perspective of Indigenous Peoples located in Canada. Climatic 
Change.   

Abstract: Support for nature-based solutions (NbS) has grown significantly in the last five 
years. At the same time, recognition for the role of Indigenous Peoples in advancing ‘life-
enhancing’ climate solutions has also increased. Despite this rapid growth, the 
exploration of the intersection of NbS and Indigenous Peoples has been much slower, as 
questions remain about the ability of NbS to be implemented while respecting Indigenous 
rights, governance, and knowledge systems, including in their conceptualizations. To 
address this knowledge gap, we draw on seventeen conversational interviews with 
Indigenous leaders, including youth, women, technicians, and knowledge keepers from 
what is currently known as Canada to explore Indigenous conceptualizations of nature, 
nature-based solutions, and the joint biodiversity and climate crisis. Three drivers of the 
biodiversity and climate crisis were identified: structural legacy of colonization and 
capitalism, a problem of human values, and climate change as a cumulative impact from 
industrial disturbances. Building on this understanding, our findings indicate that shifting 
towards Indigenous conceptualizations of NbS as systems of reciprocal relationships 
would: challenge the dichotomization of humans and nature; emphasize the inseparability 
of land, water, and identity; internalize the principle of humility and responsibility; and 
invest in the revitalization of Indigenous knowledge systems. As the first exploration of 
Indigenous conceptualizations of nature within NbS literatures, we close with four 
reflections for academics, advocates, leaders, activists, and policymakers to uplift 
Indigenous climate solutions for a just, equitable, and resilient future.  
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3.1 Introduction 

Support for nature-based solutions (NbS) has grown significantly in the last five years 

(Hanson et al, 2020) as supporters highlight their ability to work with nature for 

biodiversity, people, and the climate in the face of indivisible societal challenges (Griscom 

et al, 2019; Chausson et al, 2020; Seddon et al, 2021). Indeed, the joint crisis of 

biodiversity collapse and climate change are expected to cause a series of cascading 

impacts ranging from increasingly severe weather, rising sea levels, to the extinction of 

over one million species, among many other unknown impacts (IPBES, 2019; Bush & 

Lemmen, 2019). To mitigate the most severe impacts, a growing number of national and 

international pledges, declarations, and funding commitments have been made 

recognizing the role of NbS to address these joint crises simultaneously. One example, 

the Leaders’ Pledge for Nature at the United Nations Summit on Biodiversity (September 

2021), captured this as Parties committed to “…step up global ambition for biodiversity 

and to commit to matching our collective ambition for nature, climate and people with the 

scale of the crisis at hand” (p. 1). 

At the same time, recognition for the role of Indigenous Peoples in advancing ‘life-

enhancing’ climate solutions has been rising significantly (Wildcat, 2009; Zurba & 

Papadopoulos, 2021). The Glasgow Climate Pact at the twenty-sixth Conference of the 

Parties (COP 26) 23, for example, has six references to Indigenous Peoples including an 

emphasis on the role of their cultures and knowledges in effective action on climate 

change. This built on strong statements from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change Working Group II Report (2022), the World Summit of the International Union of 

Conservation of Nature (2021), and the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 

Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (2019). Internationally, Indigenous Peoples have 

also been sharing their perspectives on NbS, asserting that “Indigenous Peoples 

knowledge systems are nature-based and honor the complex interdependence of all life 

forms. This is the root of success for the develop[ment] of effective solutions and practices 

 

23 The decision can be found here: https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/resource/cma2021_L16_adv.pdf 
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for biodiversity conservation and climate change adaptation and mitigation.” (A proposal 

by Indigenous Peoples at the 2019 United Nations Climate Summit).24 Clearly, Indigenous 

Peoples play a central role in protecting, sustainably managing, and restoring land and 

water ecosystems, generating co-benefits for mitigation, adaptation, and biodiversity 

(Reed et al, 2021).  

Loosely known as solutions inspired and supported by nature (European Commission 

[EU Commission], 2015), the rapid growth in NbS has been attributed to the easily 

digestible notion of ‘nature providing solutions’ (Cohen-Shacham et al, 2019; Hanson et 

al, 2020). This has supported its usage in policy and corporate decision-making, despite 

criticism for the variable definition of NbS, often depending on the specific context 

(Welden et al, 2021). From this perspective, the vagueness of the concept has enabled, 

on one hand end-users and practitioners to build a shared understanding of ‘nature’ and 

‘solutions’ through their ontological framework (enabling some constructive ambiguity); 

while on the other, perpetuated the dominant instrumentalist framing of ecosystem 

services (i.e., nature provides benefits to society) that reinforces a human-nature 

dichotomy (Maller, 2021; Welden et al, 2021). Mairena-Cunningham and Araúz (2020), 

from an Indigenous perspective, problematize this dichotomization between humans and 

nature, extending it to the disregard for the rights of Indigenous Peoples (including land 

tenure) and the devaluing of Indigenous knowledge systems and cultural practices. 

Furthermore, Indigenous Peoples are concerned that NbS will replicate many of the 

problems with carbon markets, such as REDD+, and uphold a belief that the joint climate 

and biodiversity crisis can be dealt with markets, technology, and science (Forest Peoples 

Programme, 2021; Seddon et al., 2021). Instead, Cameron et al (2021) view these 

problems as “…a deeply human story about the relationality between humans and the 

planet, and the consequences associated with colonial ideologies and actions that 

subjugate humans, ecosystems, and ultimately planetary balance” (p. 17). 

 

24 Indigenous Peoples Forum on Climate Change and Indigenous Peoples Major Group (n.d.) Indigenous Peoples’ Proposed Action on Nature 

Based Solution Climate Summit. Available at: https://wedocs.unep.org/ bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/28890/Securing_rights. pdf 
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Despite this rapid growth, the exploration of the intersection of NbS and Indigenous 

Peoples has been much slower (Townsend et al., 2020;  Indigenous Climate Action [ICA], 

2021b). In a Canadian context, Reed et al (2022) found that NbS only emerged in federal 

climate policy in 2019, following the election victory of Justin Trudeau’s Liberal Party. 

Despite a growing recognition of Indigenous rights, knowledge systems, and participation 

in federal climate policy, the study identified an unwillingness to recognize Indigenous 

jurisdiction and Indigenous conceptualizations of land as systems of reciprocal relations. 

In this way, questions remain about the ability of NbS to be implemented without 

upholding Indigenous rights, governance, and knowledge systems (Townsend et al, 

2020). This limited recognition not only contributes to the uncertainty of the concept, but 

also risks the justification of further violence and dispossession against Indigenous 

Peoples under the guise of anthropocentric ‘nature-based’ solutions (Whyte, 2018; 

Dominguez & Luoma, 2020). In this way, Whyte identifies a problem with “[t]hese 

solutions are being designed by non-Indigenous People[s] based on their conceptions of 

‘nature’, and their understandings of the causes of climate change” (Whyte, cited in ICA, 

2021b, p. 13).   

This paper uses an Indigenous Research Paradigm (IRP) to explore Indigenous 

conceptualizations of ‘nature’ in nature-based solutions to provide insight into Indigenous 

visions of NbS and the root causes of the joint biodiversity and climate crisis. In 

partnership with the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) and as a team of predominantly 

Indigenous authors,25 we used an IRP to center Indigenous Peoples knowledge and 

experience in the research process to ensure the five Rs – respect, responsibility, 

reciprocity, relationality, and relevance – were appropriately included (Styres & Zinga, 

2013). Although there have been critical explorations of the acceptance of ‘nature’ from 

the perspective of Indigenous Peoples (Ferguson & Weaselboy, 2020), this specific 

exploration has not yet been conducted in the NbS literature, despite calls for research 

on the political implications of nature (and the natural) (Osaka et al, 2021). We conclude 

 

25 The author team is predominantly First Nations from Anishinaabe, Algonquin, and Mohawk backgrounds. The other two authors have 

collaborated closely with Indigenous Peoples for several decades.  
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with four reflections for academics, advocates, leaders, activists, and policymakers to 

uplift Indigenous climate solutions in the NbS discourse, contributing to the growing body 

of literature on Indigenous-led climate policy according to Indigenous ways of knowing, 

doing, and being (Reed et al, 2021, 2022; Deranger et al, 2022).  

3.2 Conceptualizing nature-based solutions  

Working with nature to address societal challenges is not new for Indigenous Peoples 

(ICA, 2021b), nor is it new to climate discourse. Concepts such as ecosystem-based 

adaptation (EbA), natural infrastructure, and ecosystem-based disaster risk reduction 

have been around for decades (Seddon et al, 2021), yet academic, political, and 

corporate interest in NbS has grown in recent years (Chausson et al, 2020; Hanson et al, 

2020). To capture this momentum, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature 

(IUCN) developed a series of eight best practice principles and a definition: “…actions to 

protect, sustainably manage and restore natural or modified ecosystems, that address 

societal challenges (e.g., [climate change]) effectively and adaptively, simultaneously 

providing human well-being and biodiversity benefits” (Cohen-Shacham et al, 2016, p. 2). 

Since this time, other definitions have emerged, including from the European Commission 

(2015) as “…[solutions] inspired and supported by nature, and they maintain and enhance 

natural capital. They are positive responses to societal challenges, and can have the 

potential to simultaneously meet environmental, social and economic objectives” (p. 24), 

and by Baustian et al (2020) as simply those solutions created by humans. A subset of 

NbS focuses on natural climate solutions (NbCS) which focus more on climate change 

mitigation activities (Griscom et al, 2020; Schulte et al, 2021). A detailed review of NbS 

and NbCS emergence and scientific basis can be found in Seddon et al. (2021), as well 

as their challenges and opportunities (Chausson et al, 2020; Fleischman et al, 2020; 

Seymour, 2020).  

Scholars recognize the potential for NbS to introduce a new human-nature relationship to 

an international stage dominated by Western scientific worldviews (Welden et al, 2021), 

however, there is little to suggest that dominant efforts, including those represented by 
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the IUCN, are attempting to do this. For example, Principle 7 of the Global Standards 

highlights the role of trade-offs between a few immediate economic benefits for the 

development and production of the full range of ecosystem services: a concept that has 

received criticism for its instrumentalist framing of biophysical and economic benefits of 

natural systems for people (Costanza et al, 2017). This has influenced also how human-

nature relationships are conceptualized in NbS (Hanson et al, 2020), moulding around 

instrumental and technocratic perspectives that dominate international, national, and 

corporate policy-making (Bieling et al, 2020). If the concept of NbS does expand past 

these perspectives, its “…potential to support transformative change towards 

regenerative, healthy landscapes for people and nature will inherently be limited” (Welden 

et al, 2021, p. 973). 

3.2.1 ‘Nature’ in nature-based solutions 

Although politics, culture, and history shape what counts as ‘nature’ (Escobar, 2001), in 

the context of NbS, and their derivative NbCS, ontological tensions arise when 

considering the relationship between humans and nature. Jasanoff (2010), for example, 

describes how the dominant imaginary of climate change, endorsed by Western science, 

“…takes over from the subjective, situated and normative imaginations of human actors 

engaging directly with nature” (p. 235). On the contrary, at the Nature-Based Climate 

Solutions conference hosted in Ottawa, Canada (2020), members of the Indigenous 

Caucus called for a “…transformation that shifts the paradigm away from a hyper-

consumerist culture to a paradigm rooted in relationships that value the nexus of people, 

land and reciprocity”.26 These competing conceptual definitions have real-world 

implications for the design and implementation of NbS. For example, Osaka et al (2021) 

critically examined the ways natural solutions to climate change have been conventionally 

framed, concluding that the dominant framing of these solutions can obscure the reality 

 

26 A member, Diandra Bruised Head from the Blood Tribe First Nation, read the statement developed by the Caucus in the conference plenary. A 

written version of the Statement can be found here: 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statemen
t.pdf  and the recording can be found here beginning at 00:35 and ending at 5:15: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgvKD2nLBoE 

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statement.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statement.pdf
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that they can be as risky, expensive, and technocratic. Outside of this study, there have 

been limited discursive exploration of NbS, or its constitutive parts – ‘nature’, ‘nature-

based’, and ‘solutions’.  

3.2.2 Land, Country, and Indigenous Place-Thought 

Recognizing their diversity, Indigenous Peoples hold common understandings of their 

relationship with the Land or Country in the Australian context. By contrast, the Oxford 

dictionary (Stevenson, 2010) defines land as “the part of the earth’s surface that is not 

covered by water” and “an area of ground, especially in terms of its ownership or use.”  

Land in an Indigenous context is more than just a territory or a home, it is spiritual and 

relationship place grounded in interconnection, interdependency, and relationships 

(Styers & Zinga, 2013). Indigenous Peoples in Bawaka Country capture the complexity 

of this word: “…includes not just the territorial, land-based notion of a homeland, but 

encompasses humans as well as waters, seas and all that is tangible and non-tangible 

and which become together in a mutually caring and multidirectional manner to create 

and nurture a homeland” (Bawaka Country et al, 2013, p. 186). These relationships are 

also central to the design of Land-based governance systems that are manifested through 

culture, ways of life, political structures, and economies (Whyte, 2018).  

This grounding is quite distinct from Western concepts of superiority, dominance, and 

control, often neglecting the agency of the Land itself, a belief that is central to Indigenous 

ontologies and epistemologies (Watt, 2013). Watts (2013) captures this belief by 

introducing the concept of Indigenous Place-Thought, a concept that believes where you 

are located possesses thought, acknowledging that the “…land is alive and thinking and 

that humans and non-humans derive agency through the extensions of these thoughts” 

(Watts, 2013, p. 2). Hunt (2014) echoes this definition, arguing that Indigenous ontologies 

cannot be separated from Land and more-than-human thought. The benefits of 

understanding this symbiotic relationship cannot be overstated. For example, Yunkaporta 

(2019) shares teachings from his Elders describing how you must work with the land, or 

the land will move you: a reality that is facing Indigenous Peoples today as they confront 
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the implications of forced relocalization due to severe climate impacts. In this way, Whyte 

(2020) describes the simultaneous ecological and relational tipping points that must be 

addressed together to avoid climate change’s most severe impacts and the perpetuation 

of injustice.  

3.3 Materials and methods 

Broadly, this study is based on an IRP to refocus the evaluative lens on “…the 

innumerable ways in which white sovereignty circumscribes and mitigates the exercise of 

Indigenous sovereignty.” (Nicoll, 2004, p. 19). Furthermore, by centering Indigenous 

Peoples and their knowledge systems in the design, implementation, and collection of 

research, as well as in designing the Author team, we employ an IRP to counter the 

hegemonic occupation of Western systems of knowledge in the design and evaluation of 

NbS. This approach enables us to deconstruct the dominant politics underlying colonial 

interpretations of nature (and by extension climate solutions) by ‘being in’ Indigenous 

sovereignty (Nevill & Coulthard, 2019). Finally, ‘being in’ Indigenous sovereignty 

contributes to a decolonial praxis that also advances everyday practices of resurgence 

(Corntassel, 2012).  

3.3.1 Methods 

This project originated in a research partnership with the Assembly of First Nations (AFN), 

a national advocacy organization for First Nation citizens in Canada, as they work to 

develop a National Climate Strategy, as directed by the Chiefs-in-Assembly’s resolution, 

Declaring a First Nations Climate Emergency. Members from the AFN (TS, CS, JL) 

participated in the formulation of the research questions, the identification of interview 

candidates, and the analysis of the results (Wilson, 2008). Experts were identified in 

partnership with AFN based on their Indigenous identity and professional experience 

working in climate and conservation-related fields. To do this, we used a purposive 

sampling strategy to focus on identifying a diversity of Indigenous voices, including 

leaders, youth, women, technicians, and knowledge keepers from across Canada 

(Creswell et al, 2007). We expanded this through a snowball sampling technique, where 
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each Expert was asked to identify an additional 1 or 2 Experts. The term Expert is used 

to explicitly value the lived experience and knowledge that participating Indigenous 

Peoples brought to this study.   

Interviews used a conversational method to “…[honour] orality as means of transmitting 

knowledge and upholds the relational which is necessary to maintain a collectivist 

tradition” (Kovach, 2010, p. 42). In an Anishinaabe context, this approach aligns with 

traditional practice where if you wanted to know something, you would follow protocol by 

asking with an offering, which would then lead to a conversation (Chiblow, 2021). A broad 

interview guide covered 14 questions along with sub-question prompts organized into four 

general categories, described in Table 3.1. Probing questions were asked during the 

interview to dive deeper into specific areas, enabling new themes and conversations to 

collaboratively emerge.  

Table 3.1 List of Interview Questions used in this study 

Interview Questions 

Introduction 
- Can you describe where you are from? Have you observed or experienced environmental 

changes over the course of your life? If so, what kind of changes? 

Part 1: Indigenous Climate Leadership 
- What do you consider as causing these environmental changes? How should these be 

addressed? 
- What are Indigenous-led climate solutions? 
- Is Indigenous-led conservation an example of climate action? If so, how? 

Part 2. Nature-based solutions 
- How do you describe ‘nature’? How about ‘climate change’? Is there a word in your language 

for it? 
- What does this concept (nature-based solutions) mean to you? 
- How do you perceive the federal government to describe it? Are there differences with how you 

describe it? 
- How should the rights and responsibilities of Indigenous Peoples be respected in these 

solutions? 
- What needs to happen or change (political, social, cultural, environmental, or economic) to 

support these? 

Part 3: Building a framework for Indigenous-led nature-based climate solutions 
- Are there key principles that could guide the development of Indigenous-led nature-based 

solutions? If so, what are they? 
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- Should these solutions interface with ‘mainstream’ nature-based solutions? If so, how? 
- Are there frameworks that could help guide the interaction of these two approaches? 

Concluding remarks 
- Is there anything that I missed? Any additional points that you would like to share? 
- Could you share one or two people that could participate in this study? 

Although the original plan was to hold these conversations in person, COVID-19 changed 

the approach to online discussions via Zoom. Consent was given by participants either 

choosing to sign the consent forms or providing verbal consent on the online call. A total 

of 17 interviews, out of 26 invitations, were conducted in English, taking between 36 

minutes to 1.5 hours during the months of June to December 2021. Each was recorded 

(with permission) using Zoom, transcribed by one co-author (GR), and analyzed using 

NVivo, a qualitative data analysis software (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Once the 

transcription was complete, it was shared with participants to ensure their message and 

intentions were appropriately characterized, as well as, in the specific instance where an 

Indigenous language was used, the proper spelling was correct. All quotes, preferred 

affiliation, and specific Indigenous Nation was approved by each Expert prior to their 

inclusion in this study, as per research ethics (REB 21-02-017 at the University of 

Guelph).  Table 3.2 shares the specific identifying information agreed by each Expert, 

ensuring that they receive appropriate credit for their contributions.  

Table 3.2 List of Indigenous Experts Interviewed 

Code Nation 

Hetxw'ms Gyetxw (Brett D. Huson) Gitxsan Nation 

Emily McDougall Southern Tutchone and Tlingit 

Kyle  Métis 

Jocelyn Joe-Strack (Daqualama) Champagne and Aishihik First Nations  

Lisa Membertou First Nation 

Eriel Dënesųłiné 

Cree Legal Scholar Neyaskweyahk, Ermineskin Cree Nation. 

Expert 8 Anishinaabe-Métis 

Spencer Greening (La’goot) Tsimshian 

Tyson Atleo Ahousaht Nation 

Becky Cook Misipawistik Cree Nation 

Quinn Anishinaabe 

Jordyn Burnouf Nehiyaw 

Cheyenne MacDonald Sipekne’katik First Nation 

Jesse McCormick Anishinaabe 

Crystal Inuit 
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Chief Byron Syilx Okanagan 

 

In an IRP, analyzing data is also known as ‘meaning-making’ referring to a process that 

involves the spirit, heart, mind, and body (Absolon, 2011; Archibald et al, 2019). For 

example, Chiblow (2021) in describing an Anishinaabe coding process, introduces the 

concepts of bizindaage (I listen to someone), ozhibii’igi (I wrote things down), 

naanaagadawendam (I consider, notice, think, reflect, realize) and nisidotaagwad (it is 

understood). Drawing on this framework, one co-author (GR) examined each 

transcription, at least twice, to identify recurring themes, which were then analyzed, 

discussed, and modified in an iterative fashion using NVivo (Bennett et al, 2019).   

3.4 Results & Discussion  

Drawing on these conversational interviews, we sought to explore how Indigenous 

Peoples conceptualize ‘nature’ in nature-based solutions to open space for Indigenous-

led climate solutions according to Indigenous knowledge systems. Interviews included 

representation from First Nations (n=14), Métis (n=2), and Inuit (n=1), the three 

recognized Indigenous Peoples in Canada27, holding many roles in the climate and 

conservation field and trained in both Indigenous and western education. These roles 

include First Nations leadership, young leaders, women, technicians, academics, and 

knowledge keepers from across Canada (see Figure 3.1), and who work for different 

Indigenous organizations (both at the grassroots and national level), academics 

institutions, and non-governmental organizations.  

As we heard from these Experts, it became apparent that to understand these 

conceptualizations, we had to first hear their perspectives on what the root causes (or 

drivers) of the joint biodiversity and climate crisis are. This exploration is essential to 

understand how NbS proponents (and the concept itself) characterize the ‘societal 

challenges’ these solutions are working to address. Compared to an emphasis on 

 

27 We stress that even within these groups of recognized Indigenous Peoples, there is great diversity.  
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greenhouse gases emissions, our analysis identified three main drivers of the biodiversity 

and climate crisis: i) the structural legacy of colonization and capitalism; ii) a problem of 

human values; and iii) climate change as the cumulative impact of industrial disturbances. 

 

  

Figure 3.1 Geographic representation of Indigenous Experts interviewed (n=17) 
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3.4.1.1 Structural legacy of colonization and capitalism  

Experts often referenced the structural legacy of colonization and capitalism as a key 

driver of their observed and experienced environmental changes. They described the 

various efforts made by the colonial government (i.e., Canada) to remove them from their 

lands and waters, destroy their languages, cultures, and worldviews.28 A Cree legal 

scholar from Neyaskweyahk, Ermineskin Cree Nation, for example, shared the goal and 

vicious circle of the colonial project: “…with the ultimate goal of genocide by the 

disappearance of [Indigenous Peoples].” This lived reality of Indigenous Peoples is often 

actively excluded from discussions on climate change, adaptation, and NbS (Cameron, 

2012). In a similar vein, capitalism, and the pursuit for maximizing economic profit and 

growth, was seen as a major driver in our study for both the climate crisis, but also for the 

ongoing impacts on their lands, waters, and territories. Chief Byron, a Syilx Okanagan, 

rhetorically asked, “who is it that said that we have the right to destroy something simply 

for economic benefit?” Certain NbS proponents believe that NbS can respond to this 

question by helping transition away from a destructive economic model towards one that 

values nature and its’ contributions to people (Seddon et al, 2021). Others (Welden et al. 

2021), however, question this transformative ability when NbS (and their designers) are 

imbedded within a dominant economic system that maintains certain ontological 

orientations towards the natural world as commodity, property, or resource. By contrast, 

the Experts were clear in their belief that all components of the world are alive and imbued 

with spirit, aligning with Indigenous scholars (Borrows, 2002; Craft, 2018; McGregor, 

2018).   

3.4.1.2 A problem of human values  

Many Experts in our study described a series of human values, developed by those 

colonial and capitalist systems, that influence behaviours and activities which drive the 

biodiversity and climate crisis in response to questions on the causes of environmental 

 

28 For more detail, please refer to the Final Reports of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission found here: https://nctr.ca/records/reports/ and 

the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls found here: https://www.mmiwg-ffada.ca/final-report/  

https://nctr.ca/records/reports/
https://www.mmiwg-ffada.ca/final-report/
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and climate change. Spencer Greening (La’goot), Tsimshian, puts it simply: “…the 

modern world, or the mainstream Western world, has lost touch with a human society that 

values relationships with ecosystems more than its own excess.”. Knowledge Keepers at 

the Onjisay Aki Gathering echoed this point, explaining that the emergence of these 

values, such as greed, competition, selfishness, and domination, fuel destructive human 

behaviours, which in turn create severe impacts such as climate change, biodiversity 

decline, and poor health of people (Cameron et al, 2021). The artificial separation 

between humans and nature, as described by the Experts, has enabled the paradigm of 

‘progress’ and pursuit of economic growth to result in the failure of the last thirty years of 

climate policy (Stoddard et al, 2021). Kyle, Métis, shares a further tension in climate 

discussions: “…there [is] an increasing tension between how the world is supposed to 

work and how the dominant society want it to work.” He continues to describe climate 

change as “…a product of that tension… [with] those two things coming into conflict with 

each other.” Elder Dave Courchene-baa (cited in Cameron et al. 2021) captures this well: 

“climate change is really a reflection of values that are creating this imbalance that we’re 

finding in today’s world” (p. 6). Among all Experts, the restoration and resurgence of 

Indigenous knowledge systems was seen as a key priority to rebuild reciprocal 

relationships with the Land, returning to kincentric beliefs (Todd, 2016; Reo, 2019).  

3.4.1.3 Climate, cumulative effects, and industrial disturbances  

Our results demonstrated how Experts framed the biodiversity and climate crisis in a 

broader context – one characterized by a long, cumulative history of impacts on 

ecosystems by industrial development.  Building on this, Eriel, Dënesųłiné, discussed the 

tendency to focus exclusively on oil and gas as a key driver of industrial disturbances, 

which neglects the “…long history of economic drivers that have been created and forced 

upon our communities by settler society without our participation… [such as] logging, 

agriculture, and mining for multiple different types of things in our territory.” This sentiment 

was echoed by Expert 8, Anishinaabe/Métis, challenging us to avoid looking at climate 

change as this “…abstract thing that is removed from all the industrial activities within the 

territory”, continuing to urge that we take them “…as part of an equation and multiple 
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components, looked at over time, so cumulative and compounding effects over time.” 

These reflections, in line with other Experts, recognize how Indigenous Peoples have 

been concerned about ecosystem destruction and environmental change long before 

dominant society officially recognized it as a crisis (McGregor et al, 2020).   

3.4.2 Indigenous conceptualizations of ‘nature’ in nature-based solutions 

We now shift our focus to how Experts conceptualized ‘nature’ in nature-based solutions 

to shed light on Indigenous visions of NbS and discuss their implications for critiquing 

dominant framings of NbS. This exploration is not intended to provide a pan-Indigenous 

overview of ‘nature’, rather it will identify key themes and note specific examples based 

on the Expert’s specific nation, upholding the importance of relational accountability (Reo, 

2019). The themes emerged from questions related to Indigenous understandings of 

nature and nature-based solutions, broadly summarized into four categories: i) no word 

in their Indigenous language for nature; ii) the inseparability of Indigenous Peoples, Land, 

and Water; iii) humility and the responsibility of humans; and iv) the revitalization of 

Indigenous knowledge systems.  

3.4.2.1 No word in their Indigenous language for ‘nature’ 

Broadly speaking, most Experts shared that there was no direct translation in their 

language for nature. Some provided examples, such as ‘aki’ in Anishinaabemowin and 

‘Wsitqamu’k’ in Mi’kmaw but clarified that this was a poor characterization of the concept. 

Spencer Greening (La’goot), Tsimshian, explained broadly why this was the case: 

“…there isn’t really a word for [nature] in a lot of languages. And so it only becomes 

something when we other it. And so in an Indigenous sense, like, nature is just our place, 

our home, where we belong to. And you wouldn’t need to define it in that way. But in a 

Canadian or Western sense, we’re able to define it because we’ve othered it.” This point 

was echoed by Experts as they described their relationships with more-than-humans. 

More-than-humans in an Indigenous context, according to Kimmerer (2013), must be 

broadly understood as relatives, or more aptly teachers, for humans who have the least 

experience with how to live reciprocally with the world around us. Maller (2021) suggests 
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more-than-human is useful for “…[moving NbS] past anthropocentric, colonial, and purely 

functionalist framings” (p. 5).  

Experts attributed these anthropocentric framings of NbS to the noun-based nature of 

English. In contrast, Quinn, Anishinaabe, discussed how Indigenous languages are 

generally verb-based, drawing on the example of Anishinaabemowin: “…[it] is really verb 

based, so you don’t have things. The amount of verbs in the language far outweighs the 

amount of nouns so everything’s in motion…things [that] are inanimate tend to be 

animate, where in English, and the idea of Western-thinking, things are always inanimate. 

In Anishinaabemowin, things are alive, they’re more than just alive, you know, there’s 

often things that are spiritual.” Echoing this sentiment, Jordyn Burnouf, member of Black 

Lake First Nation, provides an example of how specific teachings, and the phenomenon 

they relate to, cannot be conveniently translated into English: “…there are teachings in 

language that can explain phenomenon that we can’t understand in scientific and Western 

terms, right? We can’t translate that to English because that concept of our connection, 

our kinship between creator, the spirit and the land.” The concept of ‘All my Relations’ (or 

‘sustainable relations’ according to Ferguson & Weaselboy, 2020) captures this 

interconnectedness, relationship, and reciprocity, and has been applied to describe how 

this teaching must inform how climate impacts and solutions are experienced and 

understood by Indigenous Peoples, such as by Fort William First Nation knowledge 

holders (Galway et al, 2022).  

Our results show that due to the noun-based structure of English, the term ‘nature’ 

perpetuates a separation of humans and nature. This overlooks a foundational 

understanding in Indigenous ways of knowing that see the humans, spirit, and Land as 

interconnected, relational, and reciprocal, captured in the near non-existence of nature in 

the Indigenous languages shared by the Experts.  

3.4.2.2 Land, Water, and identity are inseparable  

All Experts discussed the inseparability and deep connection between them and the Land 

and Water, though they noted how these interconnections were exercised depending on 
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the specific Nation. For example, Cheyenne MacDonald, Sipekne’katik First Nation, 

shared a Mi’kmaq word to represent interconnectedness: “...M’sɨt No’kmaq means all my 

relations, and that we’re all interconnected with each other, which kind of encompasses 

how we are all very much connected and that when something happens in one area, it 

directly impacts others.” In an Inuit context, Crystal cited the principles of Inuit 

qaujimajatuqangit (IQ principles) to describe this reciprocal relationship: “…if we look at 

avatittinnik kamatsiarniq, respecting for the land, caring for the land, the animals and the 

environment. And really being true to that, allowing the natural, or nature to do its work 

that it’s meant to do, because nature knows what they’re doing.” This can be contrasted 

with the parentage of current framings of ‘nature’ either from romantic idealism (i.e., 

nature as pristine, good, and possessed of valuable external social qualities) and 

environmental instrumentalism (i.e., nature should be protected for anthropogenic 

benefit) (Osaka et al, 2021). Eriel, Dënesųłiné, believes these framings run contrary to 

the Indigenous value system: “…we are a part of these systems in order to manage and 

maintain these systems for the rich biodiversity that they have, this requires us to be a 

part of that system and structure.”  

In this context, Quinn, Anishinaabe, also responds to the question of describing nature 

by capturing its complexity: “What is nature? You know, it’s not a thing. It’s not a noun. If 

you break it down linguistically, it’s not a noun. Nature is more than what captures nature. 

It’s the things that are connected: everything that’s interconnected.” Many Experts echoed 

this reflection, acknowledging the specific practices of their culture, language, and 

knowledge system (similar to Galway et al, 2022). Recognizing the verb-based origin of 

Indigenous languages, Experts also described how this relationship is based on ongoing 

and reciprocal practice (i.e., taking action). Eriel provides an example of this in the 

Dënesųłiné context: “…practicing those things on the daily, you start to really see yourself 

as part of these ecosystems as opposed to someone enjoying it, or benefiting from it, you 

are a part of it. And there’s no words to separate. There’s the words for animals and 

medicines and different things. But there’s no words that like say like that is nature and I 

am not.” 
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These findings countered the separation of humans and nature found in dominant NbS 

by demonstrating how Indigenous Peoples, as described by the Experts in our study, view 

themselves and the Land and Water as inseparable parts of a whole. 

3.4.2.3 Humility and the responsibility of humans 

Many Experts discussed the inherent humility in acknowledging that you are part of, not 

separate from, the Land and Water in response to questions on how their understood 

‘NbS’. Central to this recognition was the role of stopping the harmful practices and 

behaviours causing the climate and biodiversity crisis, a point echoed by many Experts 

and scholars alike (Cameron et al, 2021; Deranger et al, 2022). Specifically, Jesse 

McCormick, Chippewas of the Thames First Nation, discussed the impacts of these 

destructive systems – colonialism and capitalism – on Indigenous systems: “… [there was 

a] displacement of power that led to a diminished reliance on Indigenous systems as a 

basis for a better relationship with the land.” Agreeing with this characterization, Tyson 

Atleo, hereditary chief-in-line of the Ahousaht Nation, describes this relationship (and 

humility) as absent from decision-making: “What I found as missing from decision making 

for and about our interaction with natural systems, which has been a major part of the 

cause of the problem is, is our relating to natural systems based on a certain set of values 

and assumptions.” The absence of this is not surprising in a climate context, where due 

to the dominant paradigm of ‘progress’, worldviews that offer alternatives are 

marginalized, undermined, or ignored (Stoddard et al, 2021). 

As an example, Jocelyn Joe-Strack (Daqualama), Champagne and Aishihik First Nation, 

explained how decisions were being made “…without heart [and] without spirit…decisions 

that prioritize a theoretical system that humans have made up.” A system that, she 

continues, to “…set values and priorities that conflict with the needs of Earth and the 

needs of humanity and the needs of an individual life.” Becky Cook, Misipawistik Cree 

Nation, characterized the results of these values as the ongoing abuse of our systems 

and the ability of ‘nature’ to heal itself if given the chance: “…we can’t keep harming 

Mother Earth, keep abusing her, and abusing those resources, and expect that the 
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healing will happen. But Mother Earth does have the ability to heal herself, we just have 

to let her.” To avoid this, she described how Indigenous perspectives on NbS must begin 

with an acknowledgement of humility: “…the Earth has the solution. We are only a small 

part of creation and we do not have the control we think. We need to repair our 

relationship with the Earth. We need to bring back respect and reciprocity. We need to 

stop exploiting and remember to take only what we need.” Jocelyn Joe-Strack 

(Daqualama), Champagne and Aishihik First Nation, rationalized these destructive 

behaviours due to an inability to connect with one’s full self: “…we are walking around 

like half-a-person, we prioritize our mental and our physical. But we have this like 

emotional and spiritual element of ourselves that we have diminished and numbed 

through the practice of this culture that is dominating us.”  

Extending this further, Experts also spoke about the deep connection between violence 

against the land and violence against humans, centering the concept of a healthy 

environment and healthy communities as part of that sacred relationship.29 Eriel, 

Dënesųłiné, clearly spoke about this connection and the responsibilities that Indigenous 

Peoples carry: “…you have responsibilities to the land as well, you have responsibilities 

to all of your relations on the land. And you always have to have that balance.” These 

responsibilities are often juxtaposed against the way in which Westernized and industrial 

societies view the world for profit (M’sɨt No’kmaq et al, 2021). Experts also spoke about 

the implications of disrespecting these responsibilities and that balance, providing 

examples of the environmental and social changes happening around them. Jordyn 

Burnouf, member of Black Lake First Nation, highlighted this clearly: “…nature is telling 

us something. And it's not only a matter of listening, we can hear about it every day.” 

Furthering this point, Chief Byron described how the land would respond if we don’t listen 

and continue a trajectory of irresponsible behaviour: “the land itself will heal. We can push 

ourselves out of existence right now and have a mass extinction of our people’s species. 

But the Earth will be like, oh, in a decade, you'll see a whole new environment, a whole 

 

29 For more information, see the work of the Women’s Earth Alliance and Native Youth Sexual Health Network (2016) found here: 

http://landbodydefense.org/uploads/files/VLVBReportToolkit2016.pdf?  

http://landbodydefense.org/uploads/files/VLVBReportToolkit2016.pdf
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new land just completely resolving itself.” The operationalization of a politics of humility, 

where human resituate themselves as part of the living system, is central to addressing 

the drivers of the biodiversity and climate crisis (Stoddard et al, 2021).   

3.4.2.4 The revitalization of Indigenous knowledge systems and languages  

Experts spoke about the essential role that Indigenous knowledge systems play in 

conceptualizing NbS, and by extension all climate-related solutions. They also spoke 

about the essential work that Indigenous Peoples need to do to revitalize these 

knowledge systems for themselves, despite the structural and ongoing legacy of 

colonization. In doing this, they highlight how Indigenous knowledge systems continue to 

combat de-legitimization, disrespect, and minimization (Nadasdy, 2007; Littlechild, 2014). 

Quinn, for example, spoke about how Anishinaabe worldviews are often forced to bend 

to fit within Western systems: “Anishinaabe-inendamowin, worldview, [is] made to bend 

and curve in order to meet the need, the standard, or the validation from Western way of 

thinking”. He continues to describe the steps required for it to be understood by these 

systems: “…for it to be understood…it has to change, so what happens is the integrity of 

knowledge or the knowledge systems is bent or broken in order to be molded into 

something that's understood through a very specific lens.” These observations align with 

criticism of the ‘integration’ approach to working with multiple knowledge systems 

(Nadasdy, 2007), instead of emphasizing knowledge co-production in a process of mutual 

respect, kindness, and generosity (Reed et al, 2020b).   

Experts shared a general consensus that while an enhanced inclusion of Indigenous 

knowledge systems are central to conceptualizing NbS, it is not enough. Instead, this 

inclusion must extend towards centering Indigenous-self determination and sovereignty, 

especially in decision-making (Deranger et al, 2022). Quinn, Anishinaabe, eloquently 

summarised the role of revitalization of Indigenous, or in his context Anishinaabe, 

worldviews in Indigenous resurgence: “…helping to rebuild your family structures, which 

then help to rebuild your communities: healthy families create healthy communities, 

healthy communities create strong nations.” Unfortunately, many climate discussions 
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continue to disregard this resurgence and commodify Indigenous knowledge and action 

as “…a last-ditch effort to be integrated into a battalion of adaptive solutions to save us 

all” (Dhillon, 2018, p 2). Two examples highlight this: the Pan-Canadian Framework on 

Clean Growth and Climate Change where, despite aspirational references to Indigenous 

Peoples and their inclusion, it failed to uphold their right to self-determination (Reed et al, 

2021; ICA, 2021a); and across federal Canadian climate policy that despite a similar 

growth in recognition of Indigenous rights and knowledge, there is a clear unwillingness 

to recognise Indigenous jurisdiction and Indigenous understandings of land in 

conversations on NbS (Reed et al, 2022).  

To avoid this, Lisa, Mi’kmaw from Membertou First Nation, discussed some steps that 

Western science and decision-makers need to consider in acknowledging the legitimacy 

of Indigenous knowledge systems: “…it’s not this philosophical perspective that we 

have…it's based on years and years and centuries of knowledge that we gained through 

our own science.” She continued to discuss the difference between these systems of 

knowledge: “…the difference is like the value system that we have in terms of our 

responsibilities to the land and our relationship with the land is the part I think that needs 

to be worked on.” This difference was captured in the principles of re-Indigenizing 

conservation, where Elder Albert Marshall described a process of thinking and acting on 

biodiversity conservation that advances Indigenous resilience and resurgence for the 

wellbeing of all ecology and peoples (M’sɨt No’kmaq et al, 2021). As an applied example 

of this practice, the article identified M’sɨt No’kmaq (described above by Cheyenne) as 

lead author to “…honour the collective and to acknowledge that all stories, learning, and 

language come from the land” (p. 840). This practice, while uncommon in Canada, has 

been growing in other jurisdictions, such as by the Bawaka Collective in Australia 

(Bawaka Country et al, 2013, 2016).  

Extending this point, Expert 8, Anishinaabe/ Métis, describes the importance of expanding 

the integration of Indigenous knowledge systems to the equitable consideration in 

decision-making, in terms of both mainstream governance frameworks and Indigenous 

decision-making: “…it's not [just] having a seat at the table in a Western table, and 
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translating their knowledge into what's easily palatable from a Western perspective, but 

rather thinking about what exists outside of those tables, that is legitimate jurisdiction and 

authority being exercised, and how does that influence decision making? And how might 

Western decision making need to adapt to and not necessarily fully understand but 

provide deference to an Indigenous process?” Scholars are beginning to respond to this 

question in the context of climate change, a field that has traditionally valued western 

science and decision-making, by flipping the script and focusing on the ways that 

‘business-as-usual’ research and policy actively harms Indigenous Peoples (Cameron et 

al, 2021; Deranger et al, 2022).  

The revitalization of Indigenous knowledge systems, including Indigenous languages, 

was a clear priority stemming from the Experts. This revitalization is central to removing 

the structural legacy of colonization on Indigenous Peoples, as well as in the 

conceptualization of NbS. Our results also point to a need for a meaningful discussion 

and engagement with Indigenous knowledge systems in decision-making processes 

surrounding the implementation of NbS.   

3.5 Policy implications  

In the above, we explore how the Indigenous Experts discussed the origins of the 

biodiversity and climate crisis, as well as how they conceptualized ‘nature’ in nature-

based solutions in order to explore their implications. Based on these conversations, we 

offer four reflections for academic and policy discussions on NbS to uplift Indigenous 

ways of knowing, doing, and being for climate solutions a sustainable future. 

3.5.1 Center decolonization as an interpretative framework for NbS 

NbS cannot be separated from the structural legacy of colonization and capitalism and its 

ongoing assault against Indigenous Peoples and their rights, knowledge systems, and 

governance systems (Deranger et al, 2022). To describe this phenomenon, Whyte (2016) 

introduces the concept of ‘colonial déjà vu’ to characterize how climate injustice is 

imbedded within a cyclical, and larger, history of anthropogenic change driver by 
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colonialism, industrialism, and capitalism. This cyclical, and structural, legacy has also 

manifested in the supremacy of one knowledge system and its description of the climate 

‘problem’, blocking discussions on the root causes of the biodiversity and climate crisis 

(Stoddard et al, 2021). By contrast, the Experts describe a problem (and its root causes) 

based on Indigenous ontologies and epistemologies, oriented towards a reflexive 

examination of human’s behaviours and responsibilities (similar to Cameron et al, 2021 

and Galway et al, 2022). This examination calls on NbS scholars and policymakers to 

conceptualize NbS as political exercises that cannot be separated from colonization and 

a long, cumulative history of impacts on the ecosystems by industrial development, as 

well as the economic model that prioritizes growth and progress at all costs (Maller, 2021).  

Creating space for solutions that align with Indigenous economies was stressed by the 

Experts, as highlighted by Hetxw'ms Gyetxw (Brett D. Huson), Gitxsan Nation: “Look at 

the reciprocity we have with the Land itself. The Gitxsan economy was driven by how 

much we can give, not by how much we can retain.” In this way, we echo the call from 

scholars to shift away from frameworks upholding colonization and capitalism towards 

those that center abundance and relationality, enabling NbS to focus on healing 

relationships between people and the land (Kimmerer, 2021). Eriel, Dënesųłiné, 

summarizes this shift by calling on the removal of the colonial lens to NbS: “…[when] we 

talk about decolonization, how are we removing the colonial lens in which we look at what 

a nature based-solution is? How are we removing a lens of how, who and what nature-

based solution serve?” The removal of a colonial lens, or more aptly the application of 

decolonial lens, centers the legacy of colonization, land dispossession, and 

environmental harm in the design and evaluation of NbS to open space for Indigenous-

led decision-making and self-determination. 

3.5.2 Uphold Indigenous self-determination and participation in decision-making 

Seddon et al (2021) shared four principles to ensure NbS benefit society, one of which 

emphasizes the full engagement and consent of Indigenous Peoples. While this is a 

constructive start, it frames Indigenous Peoples as the recipients of NbS, requiring their 
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engagement while other actors – settler governments, private proponents, non-

governmental organizations – design and implement these solutions (Townsend et al. 

2020; ICA, 2021b). This stakeholder framing minimizes the ability of Indigenous Peoples 

to exercise their self-determination and neglects the role that Indigenous Peoples have 

been playing in designing ‘nature-based’ solutions since time immemorial (von der 

Porten, de Loë, & Plummer, 2015). Our Experts stressed that Indigenous NbS are 

grounded in Indigenous concepts of self-determination, rights and responsibilities, 

knowledge systems, and ceremonies (Sekulova & Anguelovski, 2017; Reed et al, 2022). 

Deborah McGregor echoed this point “…[our] own conception of what nature-based 

solutions are…being on the land…being there, understanding, hearing what the land has 

to say about what is happening” (McGregor, cited in ICA, 2021b, p. 8).  

These Indigenous conceptualizations of Land and Water need to enter NbS discussions 

in a meaningful way. As described above, the predominant model of conservation – 

captured in Principle 1 of the IUCN’s Global Standard – has been central to the eviction, 

criminalization, and dispossession of Indigenous Peoples from their ancestral territories 

(Tran et al, 2020). This ‘fortress conservation’ model has been challenged by the 

emerging concept of Indigenous Protected and Conserved Areas (IPCAs), highlighting 

“…time-honoured ways of interacting with environments that support people and places 

alike” (Artelle et al, 2019, p. 8). As a result, we encourage scholars and policymakers to 

avoid the relegation of Indigenous Peoples to the role of contributor, participant, and 

stakeholders, and instead uphold their right to self-determination as rightsholders, 

captured within the minimum standards of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples.  

3.5.3 Engage frameworks to braid ontologies and epistemologies for 
transformative NbS 

There are concerns that NbS will perpetuate a belief that the biodiversity and climate 

crisis can be dealt with technology, science, and markets alone (Welden et al, 2021). This 

is even more problematic when thinking about the overrepresentation of Western 

scientists and economics in the production of evidence assessing the effectiveness of 
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NbS, despite the projection that most NbS will occur in non-Western countries (Schulte 

et al, 2021). Under this worldview, climate action is trying to solve the problem of 

greenhouse gases emissions, which at its simplest form, avoids serious conversation on 

the political, economic, and social system that is creating those runaway emissions 

(Stoddard et al, 2021). In a similar context, proponents for the mitigation benefits of NbS 

have been criticized for their inability to discuss rapid decarbonization, and thus excuse 

business-as-usual fossil fuel consumption (Anderson et al, 2019). 

Clearly, and as our Experts shared, there is a need to critically assess how research and 

policy on NbS engages with different ontological and epistemological frameworks to avoid 

the ontological path dependency that currently exists. This act, prioritizing Indigenous 

ontologies and epistemologies, enables Indigenous resistance and resurgence against 

power imbalances in co-production research (Bang et al, 2014). Two experts, Cheyenne 

and Lisa, describe a concept, Etuaptmumk (two-eyed seeing), that could be used to 

advance this resistance as a tool that acknowledges the validity and credibility of 

Indigenous knowledge systems and westernized knowledge by framing them as lenses 

that together can create a holistic view of solutions. There are also other Indigenous-led 

approaches to knowledge co-production that could be relevant depending on where the 

NbS is:  Ethical Space (Ermine, 2007); Two-Way Knowing in Australia (Muller, 2012; 

Preuss & Dixon, 2012) and more recently, ScIQ (a term created by Inuit to describe a 

middle ground between science and Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit) in Nunavut, Canada 

(Pedersen et al, 2020). Scholars and policy-makers can work to build respectful 

frameworks of knowledge co-production and uphold the work of Indigenous Peoples to 

revitalize Indigenous ontologies and epistemologies, contributing to the transformative 

potential of NbS (Welden et al, 2021).  

3.5.4 Open space for Indigenous-led NbS  

While Indigenous Peoples have been working to reframe climate research from 

Indigenous knowledge systems, there is a recognition of the inherent limitations of trying 

to ‘fit’ these systems into mainstream climate research and policy (Whyte, 2018; Cameron 
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et al, 2021; Deranger et al, 2022). Instead, Indigenous Peoples have been calling for an 

Indigenous-led climate agenda that seeks to dismantle settler colonialism, capitalism, and 

heteropatriarchy simultaneously (Reed et al, 2021). Central to this agenda is the 

recognition that meaningful solutions stem from understanding and addressing the 

foundational question of Land, or as Behn and Bakker (2019) call “rendering sacred”. 

Deranger et al (2022) operationalize this call for scholars and policymakers by “…see[ing] 

the real inclusion of Indigenous Peoples and the respecting of our rights as not just a 

matter of justice and equity (though of course that is crucial), but also as a matter of 

designing solutions actually capable of addressing the climate crisis” (p. 19).  

In an NbS context, our Experts describe several key themes that would enable this shift: 

challenge the dichotomization of humans and nature, advance the inseparability of land 

and identity, internalize the principle of humility and responsibility, and invest in the 

revitalization of Indigenous knowledge systems. Spencer Greening (La’goot), Tsimshian, 

summarizes this by describing how NbS could flourish by a return to a relationship of 

respect and reciprocity: “…nature-based solutions are just an expression of that, of finding 

that path again, where we're in tune and receptive to our relationship within an ecosystem 

that we live in.” As the rapid uptake of NbS continues, we call for scholars and 

policymakers to make space for Indigenous Peoples to lead research, design, and 

implementation of solutions based on their ways of knowing, doing, and being.30 

3.6 Conclusion 

Despite an exponential growth in the academic and political support for NbS over the last 

five years, there have been few studies exploring the intersection of these solutions and 

Indigenous Peoples. Confronted with a reality where NbS are being developed by non-

Indigenous Peoples based on their conceptions of nature and understandings of the 

causes of climate change, we sought to address this gap by centering Indigenous 

 

30 For a constructive example of this in Canadian federal climate policy, please refer to the Environment and Climate Change Canada’s report 

Climate Science 2050: Advancing Science and Knowledge on Climate Change with a special emphasis on the section focused on Indigenous-led 
climate science and knowledge (page 9). The full report is found here: https://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2020/eccc/En4-414-2020-

eng.pdf 
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knowledge systems (ICA, 2021b). Through conversational interviews with Indigenous 

leaders, youth, women, technicians, and knowledge keepers, we identified three drivers 

of the biodiversity and climate crisis: structural legacy of colonization and capitalism, a 

problem of human values, and climate change as a cumulative impact. Building on this 

understanding, we then heard some common themes on Indigenous conceptualizations 

of the ‘nature’ in nature-based solutions: the absence of a word in their Indigenous 

language for nature; the deep connection between Indigenous Peoples, Land, and Water; 

the importance of humility and the responsibility of humans; and the revitalization of 

Indigenous knowledge systems. All told, these themes contribute to the growing body of 

work reframing climate change from Indigenous perspectives (Cameron et al, 2021; Reed 

et al, 2021; Deranger et al, 2022). Future Indigenous-led NbS research could examine 

whether or not the term NbS appropriately captures Indigenous knowledge systems, or 

whether a new term or set of principles for Indigenous-led NbS should be developed. 

Given that this was the first exploration of these concepts in the NbS literature, we then 

made a series of four reflections for academic and policy work on NbS. First, the structural 

legacy of colonization and capitalism should be used as an interpretative framework for 

NbS to avoid perpetuating the legacy of colonization, land dispossession, and 

environmental harm. Second, efforts to advance NbS should uphold Indigenous self-

determination and participation in decision-making as rightsholders, avoiding the 

characterization of Indigenous Peoples as ‘stakeholders’ or ‘contributors’. Third, based 

on the current supremacy of Western knowledge systems, academics should engage 

Indigenous-led knowledge co-production frameworks to ensure the respectful braiding of 

ontologies and epistemologies for transformative NbS. Finally, research must give space 

Indigenous Peoples to lead research, design, and implementation of solutions based on 

their systems of knowledge. These reflections are just a starting point, as deep 

discussions with Indigenous Peoples are needed to ensure their Nations’ history, culture, 

and jurisdiction are reflected in the development of NbS. We close with a call for additional 

Indigenous-led research on NbS, echoing the reflection of McGregor et al (2020) 

discussing the limitations of mainstream climate policy: “[i]t is therefore simply not rational 
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for Indigenous Peoples to rely on these global, national, and regional economic and 

political frameworks for climate justice and a sustainable future” (p. 36).  
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Preface to Chapter 4  

Chapter 3 offered the first exploration of Indigenous conceptualizations of ‘nature’ in the 

concept of NbS, situating it within the broader NbS literature. Given this, it concluded with 

four recommendations for academic and policy-makers, consistent with 

recommendations from Chapter 2: i) the use of structural legacy of colonization and 

capitalism as an interpretative framework for NbS ; ii) the importance of upholding 

Indigenous self-determination and participation in decision-making as rightsholders; iii) 

the engagement of Indigenous-led knowledge co-production frameworks; and iv) the 

creation of space Indigenous Peoples to lead research, design, and implementation of 

NbS. Chapter 4 also draws on the conversational interviews, setting out to develop the 

first set of NbS principles from the perspectives of Indigenous Peoples, while honouring 

their diverse cultures, histories, and languages. These seven principles are then used to 

develop recommendations for the meaningful consideration of Indigenous Peoples within 

broader NbS discussions, including guidance for other, mainstream principles and their 

limited consideration of Indigenous Peoples. The chapter concludes with a call to end the 

dichotomization human-nature and instrumentalization of nature, recommending the 

engagement with Indigenous conceptualizations of Land in order to actively reframe NbS 

to rebuild a reciprocal, interdependent, and spiritual relationship with Mother Earth. 

 

Research contribution: GR led the research design, collection, and analysis, as well as 

wrote the manuscript. N.B. supported the research design and provided critical feedback 

on early drafts. T.S, C.S., and J.L supported the identification of participants and provided 

critical feedback to finalize the manuscript. S.L and D.M. reviewed the manuscript and 

provided critical feedback. All authors reviewed the manuscript before publishing.   
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4 Seven principles for ‘reclaiming’ nature-based solutions: 
sharing Indigenous visions for alternative futures. 

Reed, G., Brunet, N. D., McGregor, D., Scurr, C., Sadik, T., Lavigne, J., & Longboat, S. 
(in preparation). Seven principles for ‘reclaiming’ nature-based solutions: sharing 
Indigenous visions for alternative futures.  

Potential journals: Climatic Change, Ambio, FACETS 

Abstract: A rapid rise in political and academic discussions on nature-based solutions 

(NbS) has triggered the development of several sets of NbS principles, including the 

Global Standard for Nature-Based Solutions, to support their implementation, accelerate 

research and policy development, and prevent misrepresentation of their benefits and 

challenges. Despite this growth, there has not been meaningful engagement with 

Indigenous Peoples and their knowledge systems on this topic. To address this gap, we 

draw on seventeen conversational interviews with Indigenous leaders including youth, 

women, technicians, and knowledge keepers from Canada to introduce a set of seven 

principles that seek to honour the diversity of the cultures, histories, and languages of 

Indigenous Peoples. These principles include: i) embracing humility; ii) restoring and 

expressing relationality; iii) upholding rights and responsibilities; iv) embedding 

spirituality; v) supporting reconnection; vi) incorporating interconnectivity; and vii) 

ensuring Indigenous leadership. We then apply these principles to discussions on NbS 

and their consideration of Indigenous Peoples. Our findings recommend ending the 

dichotomization and instrumentalization of nature to recalibrate the role of humans in the 

natural world. This can help embed a relational framework into NbS discussions by 

engaging with Indigenous conceptualizations of Land and Water, and actively reframing 

NbS using Indigenous self-determination to rebuild reciprocal, interdependent, and 

spiritual relationships with Mother Earth. As the first set of principles on NbS from the 

perspective of Indigenous Peoples, we believe these can support the advancement of 

Indigenous climate solutions for a just, equitable, and resilient future. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The rapid growth of academic and policy discussions on nature-based solutions (NbS) 

has largely been attributed to their potential to address societal challenges such as the 

biodiversity crisis, the climate crisis, and sustainable development (Seddon et al, 2020a; 

Girardin et al, 2021). If unaddressed and unmitigated, these societal challenges will cause 

serious, cascading impacts on humans, animals, and society as a result of unpredictable 

extreme weather events, ecosystem collapse, and rising temperatures (United Nations 

Environmental Programme [UNEP], 2021). Considering this reality, proponents of NbS, 

including the rising number of international public and private coalitions, herald their ability 

to develop interlinked solutions that advance biodiversity, climate, and societal outcomes 

(Griscom et al, 2019; Chausson et al, 2020; Seddon et al, 2021). For example, in 2021, 

a scientific outcome joint report from the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 

Biodiversity and Ecosystems Services (IPBES) and the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate (IPCC) dedicated multiple sub-sections to the role of NbS as an integrative 

solution generator, believing that “… [a] sustainable global future for people and nature 

remains possible but requires rapid, radical and transformative societal change” (Pörtner  

et al, 2021, p. 11). 

The digestible notion of ‘nature providing solutions’ has enabled the rapid uptake of 

academics, politicians, and corporations characterizing NbS as a tool for transformative 

change (Woroniecki et al, 2020). This simplicity - the perception of solutions inspired and 

supported by nature (EU Commission, 2015) - has been discussed as both a strength 

(Seddon et al, 2021) as well as a weakness, as the concept’s vagueness has also enabled 

instrumentalist framing of NbS (i.e., nature provides benefits to people) that reinforces a 

human-nature dichotomy (Welden, Chausson, & Melanidis, 2021; Maller, 2021; Melanidis 

& Hagerman, 2022). In response to this uncertainty, the International Union for the 

Conservation of Nature (IUCN) embarked on the development of a Global Standard for 

Nature-Based Solutions, comprised of eight best practices, to provide conceptual clarity 

on NbS to support effective implementation on the ground, as well as accelerate research 

and policy development (IUCN, 2020). Supplementary sets of principles have also been 
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developed for urban environments (Kabisch et al, 2022), for planning of NbS (Albert et al, 

2021), and for the assurance of societal benefit (Seddon et al, 2021).  

In particular, Seddon et al (2021) proposes four principles, including one that specifically 

references the role of Indigenous Peoples: i) NbS is not a substitute for the rapid phase 

out of fossil fuels; ii) NbS involve ecosystems wider than just forests iii) NbS should be 

implemented with the full engagement and consent of Indigenous Peoples; and iv) NbS 

should be designed to tangibly benefit biodiversity. The Global Standard includes sub-

indicators in half of the eight best practices that recognize the role of Indigenous Peoples, 

recognizing the need to uphold Indigenous rights, include Indigenous knowledge, and 

incorporate (where relevant) the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and 

the minimum standard of free, prior, and informed consent at a national level. Despite this 

modest acknowledgement of Indigenous Peoples, the overall consideration of Indigenous 

Peoples in NbS, both in policy and in practice, is limited (Townsend et al, 2020; 

Indigenous Climate Action [ICA], 2021b). Furthermore, given the history of violence, 

dispossession, and disregard for Indigenous Peoples in environmental solutions (as well 

as other ecosystem-based approaches), Indigenous Peoples are hesitant to “…rely on 

these global, national, and regional economic and political frameworks for climate justice 

and a sustainable future.” (McGregor et al, 2020, p. 36).   

In NbS contexts, Indigenous Peoples have regularly raised concerns with the 

perpetuation of a human-nature dichotomy, the devaluing of Indigenous knowledge 

systems, the disrespect of the rights of Indigenous Peoples, and the overemphasis on 

market-based mechanisms, such as REDD + (Mairena Cunningham & Araúz, 2020; 

Forest Peoples Programme, 2021; ICA, 2021a). These concerns are even more relevant 

when considering projections that many NbS projects occur in Indigenous lands (Fa et al, 

2020) and non-Western countries (Schulte et al, 2021). Others (such as Reed et al, 2022) 

believe that a shift towards Indigenous conceptualizations of NbS as systems of 

reciprocal relationships, upheld by Indigenous self-determination, is necessary to prevent 

NbS becoming another form of climate colonialism that facilitates further violence and 

land dispossession. Such an understanding is even more relevant when analyses of 
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Canadian climate policy, for example, demonstrate that despite growing recognition of 

Indigenous rights and Indigenous knowledges systems, respect for Indigenous 

jurisdiction and ontologies remains limited (Reed et al, 2021b; Deranger et al, 2022; Reed 

et al, submitted).  

Indigenous Peoples have a long history of developing ‘life-enhancing’ climate solutions, 

as well as some ontological misgivings with the current framing and approach of NbS 

(see Reed et al, 2022; Reed et al, submitted). To center Indigenous visions of climate 

solutions (and by extension NbS) and remedy the absence of Indigenous-led NbS 

principles, this paper reports on research undertaken in partnership with the Assembly of 

First Nations (AFN), a representative organization for First Nations across Canada. We 

center an Indigenous Research Paradigm (IRP) in our study through the prioritization of 

Indigenous Peoples knowledge and experiences during the design and implementation 

of the research (Wilson, 2008; Styres & Zinga, 2013) and by uplifting Indigenous 

knowledge, legal orders, and governance in the definition and design of NbS. We begin 

with a literature review, introduce the methods, and then transition into the findings. From 

our data analysis, we propose seven principles, which are intended to uphold and create 

space for the diversity of histories, cultures, and languages within Indigenous Peoples, 

rather than represent a pan-Indigenous definition. This work contributes to the growing 

amount of Indigenous-led climate research (Reed et al, 2021b; ICA, 2021a; Deranger et 

al, 2022). We end with a discussion of the research, concluding with three 

recommendations for better considering Indigenous Peoples within NbS. 

4.2 Literature review 

4.2.1 Nature-based solutions 

It is not new for humans to work with nature to address societal challenges. Indeed, 

Indigenous Peoples have used their ways of knowing, doing, and being since time 

immemorial to protect, sustainably manage, and restore land and water ecosystems 

(Wildcat, 2009). These practices are now beginning to be recognized as NbS, a concept 

that has garnered substantial interest from academic, political, and corporate actors in 
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recent years (Chausson et al, 2020; Hanson et al, 2020). The concept is an umbrella 

term, capturing numerous ecosystem-based approaches that have been around for 

decades, such as natural infrastructure, ecosystem-based disaster risk reduction, and 

ecosystem-based adaptation (Cohen-Shachem et al, 2019). The full emergence of NbS, 

as well as its scientific basis, can be found in Seddon et al (2021), and a brief discussion 

of its emergence in a Canadian climate policy context can be found in Reed et al (2022). 

The challenges and opportunities of NbS are also discussed regularly in the literature 

(refer to Griscom et al, 2019; Maller et al, 2021; Welden, Chausson, & Melanidis, 2021; 

Kabisch et al, 2022).  

During this time, several definitions of NbS have also emerged. The IUCN has developed 

one of the most common definitions, describing NbS as “…actions to protect, sustainably 

manage and restore natural or modified ecosystems, that address societal challenges 

[(e.g., climate change] effectively and adaptively, simultaneously providing human well-

being and biodiversity benefits” (Cohen-Shacham et al, 2016, p. 2). Similar definitions 

have emerged from large conservation organizations such as the World Wildlife 

Foundation, highlighting the ability of NbS to intentionally “…deliver measurable positive 

climate adaptation and /or mitigation benefits that have human development and 

biodiversity co-benefits managing anticipated climate risks to nature that can undermine 

their long-term effectiveness” (World Wildlife Fund [WWF], 2020, p. 3), and the European 

Commission (2015) emphasizing the role of nature in inspiring solutions that are “ 

“…inspired and supported by nature…[and] are positive responses to societal challenges, 

and can have the potential to simultaneously meet environmental, social and economic 

objectives” (p. 24). During the writing of this paper, an updated definition was adopted at 

the United Nations Environment Assembly building on the above components.31 While 

these definitions are each unique, they highlight the role of nature, the ability to deliver 

co-benefits, and the connection to humans and their well-being. At the same time, the 

 

31The resolution on Nature-based Solutions for Supporting Sustainable Development was adopted in Nairobi in March 2022. The full 
resolution can be found here: https://www.unep.org/environmentassembly/unea-5.2/proceedings-report-ministerial-declaration-
resolutions-and-decisions-unea-5.2?%2Fproceedings-report-ministerial-declaration-resolutions-and-decisions-unea-5_2= 
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diversity in definitions demonstrates a key flaw in the concept, an ambiguity that depends 

on the specific context (Melanidis & Hagerman, 2022) and the designer’s ontological 

orientation (Reed et al, submitted). Osaka et al (2021), for instance, criticizes the 

dominant framing of NbS for obscuring the reality that they can be “…just as risky, 

expensive, immature, and technocratic” (p. 5) as ‘unnatural’ solutions. 

4.2.2 Developing principles for nature-based solutions 

In light of this conceptual ambiguity, international organizations and scholars have 

developed sets of principles that intend to enhance public understanding of the concept, 

advance rigorous science and policy action, as well as improve the implementation and 

operationalization of NbS on the ground (Cohen-Shachem et al, 2019; Kabisch et al, 

2022). The most common of these exercises was by the IUCN (Cohen-Shacham et al, 

2019), who proposed eight principles to support the implementation, development, and 

understanding of NbS, including their benefits, evidence-base, and integrative-attributes, 

with the goal of delivering biodiversity and conservation benefits. Building on this 

momentum, Albert et al (2021) developed a framework for planning NbS that is guided by 

five principles whereas Kabisch et al (2022) share five principles to localize NbS 

implementation to the urban context, and also guide future research. Seddon et al (2021), 

in preparation for the 26th Conference of the Parties of the UN Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (COP 26), worked with researchers and conservation and development 

professionals, to clarify the necessity of rapid decarbonization, as well as call for a 

consensus on defining NbS. Taking this call to heart, the IUCN worked with hundreds of 

stakeholders to develop the Global Standard for Nature-Based Solutions, a series of eight 

principles that emphasizes the economic, social, and ecological element of NbS to 

support mainstream development of NbS, locally, regionally, and internationally. Table 

4.1 provides an overview of these principles.  
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Table 4.1 Overview of Principles for the design, implementation, and assessment of nature-based 
solutions. 

 Principles  

Cohem-Shacham et al (2019): 
Core principles for successfully 
implementing and upscaling 
Nature-based solutions 

1. NbS embrace nature conservation norms (and 
principles) 

2. NbS can be implemented alone or in an integrated 
manner with other solutions to societal challenges 
(e.g., technological and engineering solutions). 

3. NbS are determined by site-specific natural and 
cultural contexts that include traditional, local and 
scientific knowledge 

4. NbS produce societal benefits in a fair and equitable 
way in a manner that promotes transparency and 
broad participation 

5. NbS maintain biological and cultural diversity and 
the ability of ecosystems to evolve over time. 

6. NbS are applied at a landscape scale 

7. NbS recognize and address the trade-offs between 
the production of a few immediate economic 
benefits for development, and future options for the 
production of the full range of ecosystem services 

8. NbS are an integral part of the overall design of 
policies, and measures or actions, to address a 
specific challenge 

International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (2020): 
Global Standard for Nature-
Based Solutions 

1. NbS effectively address societal challenges 

2. Design of NbS is informed by scale 

3. NbS result in a net gain to biodiversity and 
ecosystem integrity 

4. NbS are economically viable 

5. NbS are based on inclusive, transparent and 
empowering governance processes 
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6. NbS equitably balance trade-offs between 
achievement of their primary goal(s) and the 
continued provision of multiple benefits 

7. NbS are managed adaptively, based on evidence 

8. NbS are sustainable and mainstreamed within an 
appropriate jurisdictional context 

Seddon et al. (2020): High-
level guidelines for successful, 
sustainable nature-based 
solutions 
(http://www.nbsguidelines.info)* 

 

 

 

 

 

*Additional information on each principle 
can be found in Seddon et al. (2021). 

1. NbS are not a substitute for the rapid phase out of 
fossil fuels and must not delay urgent action to 
decarbonize our economies 

2. NbS involve the protection and/or restoration of a 
wide range of naturally occurring ecosystems on 
land and in the sea 

3. NbS are implemented with the full engagement and 
consent of Indigenous Peoples and local 
communities, including women and disadvantaged 
groups, and should be designed to build human 
capacity to adapt to climate change. 

4. NbS sustain, support or enhance biodiversity, that 
is, the diversity of life from the level of the gene to 
the level of the ecosystem 

 

Albert et al (2021): Planning 
nature-based solutions: 
Principles, steps, and insights 

 

1. Place-specificity: NBS are always context specific, 
requiring solutions to be adapted to local conditions. 

2. Evidence base: NBS planning needs to be based on 
evidence (i.e., available information and knowledge) 

3. Integration: NBS considers thematically related 
approaches within the planning process and 
governance policies.  

4. Equity: NBS must incorporate equity into both the 
process (participation) and the planning outputs.  

5. Transdisciplinarity: NBS should include the 
systematic involvement of diverse knowledge 
holders in the co-design and implementation of the 
planning process 

http://www.nbsguidelines.info/
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Kabisch et al (2022): Principles 
for urban nature-based 
solutions  

1. Need for a systemic understanding: Urban NbS are 
integrated solutions and need to be based on a 
systems approach 

2. Benefiting people and biodiversity: Urban NbS need 
to ensure a balanced delivery of multiple benefits for 
humans and non-human 

3. Inclusive solutions for the long-term: Urban NbS 
need to be inclusively designed, planned, 
implemented, and managed to appreciate longterm 
benefits 

4. Context consideration: Urban NbS should respect 
and be planned considering the local context 

5. Communication and learning: Urban NbS should 
support mutual learning for sustainability transitions 
in cities 

4.2.3 Consideration of Indigenous Peoples within the current principles 

Despite their diversity, only Seddon et al (2021) directly reference Indigenous Peoples in 

the wording of their principles, calling for the design, implementation, and monitoring of 

NbS in partnership with Indigenous Peoples (and local communities) to generate 

processes that respect rights and knowledge while producing co-benefits. The Global 

Standard does not include Indigenous Peoples directly in any headline principle but 

includes strong language on some indicators in Principle 5 (inclusive, transparent, and 

empowering governance processes) to uphold the right to free, prior, and informed 

consent (FPIC) and Principle 8 (mainstreamed within an appropriate jurisdictional 

context) to include, where relevant, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples (UN Declaration). While these are constructive inclusions, the vast majority of 

principles do not reference Indigenous Peoples, nor do they uphold concepts such as 

conservation and ecosystem services that either directly or indirectly lead to epistemic 

violence against Indigenous Peoples. In the context of the IUCN’s definition of 

conservation – a concept that underlines the principles from Cohen-Shacham et al (2019) 

– Indigenous Peoples have long described how conservation has been central to the 
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eviction, criminalization, and dispossession of Indigenous Peoples from their ancestral 

territories (Tran et al, 2020). In another context, Kabisch et al (2022) explores the role of 

NbS in urban areas, calling for respect and consideration of the local context: a context 

that in many settler colonial settings, such as Canada and the United States, perpetuate 

the erasure and dispossession of Indigenous Peoples (Tomiak, 2017). 

4.2.4 Indigenous sets of principles 

There is a clear absence of meaningful engagement with Indigenous knowledge systems 

in the above principles. While this is not surprising given some of the criticisms of how 

NbS is typically framed (Osaka et al, 2021; Welden et al, 2021; Reed et al, submitted), 

the growing emergence of NbS would benefit from specific reflection from the 

perspectives of Indigenous Peoples. This work is essential to ensuring that NbS (and any 

proposed principles guiding their implementation) honour the specific reality, rights, and 

governance of Indigenous Peoples: a reality that is inseparable from the ongoing 

processes of colonialism, capitalism, and patriarchy (McGregor et al, 2020). To address 

this, Reed et al (2022) shared three lessons for the implementation of NbS: they must i) 

center Indigenous knowledge systems and their conceptualization of Land; ii) uphold 

Indigenous Peoples as Nations with an inherent right to self-determination; and iii) refrain 

from considering NbS outside of Indigenous-settler government relationships, including 

colonization.  

More broadly, Indigenous Peoples have a long history of codifying various kinds of 

principles (whether through ceremony or other culturally-appropriate ways) in order to 

outline key legal practices that inform governance, decision-making, and cultural 

practices (Borrows, 2018). This codification, however, has not specifically been done in 

the context of NbS. For instance, Inuit in Nunavut use the eight principles of Inuit 

qaujimajatuqangit (IQ principles) to guide territorial decision-making. Umeek (2012), in 

another context, shares the four pillars of Ahousaht culture: isaakstalth (respecting one 

another); hahuupstalth (teaching one another); ya?akstalth (caring for one another); and 

huupiitstalth (helping one another), all upheld by the concept, heshook-ish tsawalk, 
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signifying everything is one. For another example, Anishinaabe’aadziwin is guided by the 

Seven Grandfather teachings: Mnaadendmowin (Respect), Dbaadendizwin (Humility), 

Debwewin (Truth), Aakdehewin (Bravery), Zaagdiwin (Love), Nbwaakaawin (Wisdom), 

and Gwekwaadziwin (Honesty).32  Central to these principles is a deep relationship with 

the Land and Water, which Coulthard (2014) captures eloquently: “…deeply informed by 

what the land as a system of reciprocal relations and obligations can teach us about living 

our lives in relation to one another and the natural world in non-dominating and non-

exploitative terms” (p. 13). Not only would the development of Indigenous principles 

specific to NbS help center Indigenous knowledge systems, but they would also provide 

further guidance to those principles mentioning Indigenous Peoples, or those that should 

be mentioning them. 

4.3 Materials and Methods 

We designed this study using an Indigenous Research Paradigm (IRP) to empower 

Indigenous Peoples to drive culturally relevant and accountable research (Wilson, 2008; 

Kovach, 2010; Smith, 2012). As a predominantly Indigenous author team (with non-

Indigenous members that have worked with Indigenous Peoples for decades), our work 

re-centers research by Indigenous Peoples to refocus the evaluative lens on the barriers 

to the exercise of Indigenous sovereignty (Nicoll, 2004). By drawing on and embodying 

Indigenous ontologies and epistemologies, we highlighted the “…relationships within and 

between human beings and the natural world build[ing] on principles of reciprocity, 

nonexploitation, and respectful coexistence” (Coulthard, 2014, p. 11) and prioritized the 

5 “Rs” of Indigenous land-first research: relationships, respect, relevance, reciprocity, and 

responsibility (Styres & Zinga, 2013). This works emphasizes ‘being in’ Indigenous 

sovereignty to deconstruct the dominant assumptions underlying colonial systems of 

climate solutions (Neville & Coulthard, 2019). 

 

32 For more information, refer to the Wiikwemkoong Gchi-Naaknigewin, found here: https://wiikwemkoong.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2019/08/Gchi-Naaknigewin.pdf 
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4.3.1 Methods 

This research draws on a partnership with the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) to support 

the development of their National Climate Strategy mandated by the Chiefs-in-Assembly 

in 2019 (Resolution 05/2019, Declaring a First Nations Climate Emergency). The 

organization is a national advocacy organization for First Nation citizens in Canada; the 

AFN has been working on environmental and climate files for several decades, with a 

reinvigoration of interest following the election of Justin Trudeau in 2015. Co-authors and 

members of the AFN Environment, Lands & Water Branch (TS, CS, JL) participated in 

the development of research questions, the identification of Experts, and the analysis of 

results (Wilson, 2008). All Experts were Indigenous and had climate and conservation-

related subject matter expertise. A purposive sampling strategy was used to identify 

candidates that represent Indigenous leaders, women, knowledge keepers, and young 

people, and then we expanded our sample using a snowball sampling technique, resulting 

in a total of 17 interviews, out of 26 invitations. The term Expert is used to value the 

combination of professional and lived expertise that each brought to our conversations. 

Each interview was held virtually on Zoom due to the ongoing health pandemic. Experts 

provided consent either through signature or verbal acceptance on the video call. The 

interviews ranged from 36 minutes to 1.5 hours from June to December 2021, were 

recorded on Zoom (with permission) and transcribed by a co-author (GR). The interviews 

used a conversational method, organized into four main themes, to uphold oral ways of 

transmitting knowledge and building relationships between the Experts and the 

interviewer (Kovach, 2010). Specific questions relating to perspectives on NbS, 

Indigenous principles for NbS, and Indigenous examples of NbS were asked and 

captured in Table 4.2. Probing questions were used to dive deeper into specific areas, 

collaboratively generating new themes and conversations. 

Table 4.2 Select interview questions informing the discussion on Indigenous principles of nature-
based solutions 

Interview Questions 
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- What does this concept (nature-based solutions) mean to you? Do you have any examples? 

- What needs to happen or change (political, social, cultural, environmental, or economic) to 
support these? 

- Are there key principles that could guide the development of Indigenous-led nature-based 
solutions? If so, what are they? 

- Should these solutions interface with ‘mainstream’ nature-based solutions? If so, how? 

- Are there frameworks that could help guide the interaction of these two approaches? 

Upon completion, the transcripts were shared with participants to confirm the wording and 

correct any spelling of an Indigenous language, where relevant. Once the transcripts were 

confirmed, they were analyzed on NVivo, a qualitative data analysis software, through a 

process of ‘meaning-making’ which involved four steps in Anishinaabe coding (Chiblow, 

2021): bizindaage (I listen to someone), ozhibii’igi (I wrote things down), 

naanaagadawendam (I consider, notice, think, reflect, realize) and nisidotaagwad (it is 

understood). Drawing on this coding process, one co-author (GR) examined each 

transcription, at least twice, to identify recurring themes, which were then analyzed, 

discussed, and modified in an iterative fashion (Bennett et al, 2019). The identified 

quotes, preferred affiliation and specific Indigenous Nation used in this paper was 

approved by each Expert prior to their inclusion, aligning with the University of Guelph 

research ethics (REB 21-02-017).  

4.4 Results & Discussion 

Experts were First Nations (n= 14), Métis (n=2), and Inuit (n=1), trained in western and 

Indigenous educations and held numerous roles in the climate and conservation field, 

such as First Nations leadership, technicians, youth, academics, and knowledge keepers 

(Figure 4.1). Hailing from across Canada, experts work for Indigenous organizations (both 

at the grassroots and national level), academic institutions, and non-governmental 

organizations. As conversations progressed, it became clear that a single definition of 

NbS from Indigenous Peoples was inappropriate. The sheer diversity of Indigenous 

Peoples across Canada (and around the world) necessitates a recognition that relational 
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conceptualizations of NbS are required to honour the distinct history, culture, and 

priorities of specific Indigenous Peoples and Nations (Reed et al, 2022). This approach 

upholds Indigenous ontologies and epistemologies, compared to research that aspires 

for standardization and universal application (Wilson, 2008; Kovach, 2010). To honour 

this, we present a series of seven principles to enable the expression of specific 

Indigenous conceptualizations of NbS built on their specific culture, history, and language, 

or in other words, their grounded normativity (Coulthard & Simpson, 2016).  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Indigenous Experts interviews and their broad geographic location (n = 17) 

4.4.1 Set of principles for Indigenous nature-based solutions  

The seven principles for Indigenous NbS originated from interview questions focused on 

Experts’ understandings of NbS, proposed Indigenous principles for NbS, and Indigenous 
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examples of NbS. As the interviews progressed, we discussed recurrent themes and 

principles with subsequent Experts to confirm their applicability. This process resulted in 

a total of seven principles, consistent with Indigenous knowledge systems and the 

upholding of Indigenous rights, contributing an Indigenous perspective to the growing 

number of NbS principles released by academics and international organizations. The 

principles are: i) embrace humility; ii) express relationality; iii) uphold rights and 

responsibilities; iv) embed spirituality; v) support reconnection; vi) incorporate 

interconnectivity; and vii) ensure Indigenous leadership. We close with an exploration of 

their implications for the consideration of Indigenous Peoples within NbS discussions. 

4.4.1.1 Embrace humility 

In response to a question on what NbS means to them, many Experts began with a 

description of human exceptionalism, problematizing how humans overestimate their 

ability to ‘control’ and ‘manage’ the world around us, including in the development of 

technological solutions to the joint biodiversity and climate crisis. For instance, Becky 

Cook, Misipawistik Cree Nation, describes the limits of our knowledge of climate 

solutions: “…we really don’t know anything. A lot of the conversation around climate 

focuses on creating these technological solutions to climate change, such as putting a 

kind of chemical in the air to reflect the light. But that really worries me, what are going to 

be the unintended consequences of that?” Hetxw'ms Gyetxw (Brett D. Huson), Gitxsan 

Nation, furthers this point by questioning the anthropomorphism of concepts within 

climate and NbS discourse: “Nature doesn't have standards; nature doesn't make 

standards. Nature doesn't create a human measurable standard of anything. Nature is 

like water, it just moves where it can adapt to what it can.” This exceptionalism (and the 

overestimation of our role in the world around us) originated from a set of destructive 

human values that fuel human behaviours that lead to severe impacts on biodiversity, 

climate change, and people (Cameron et al, 2021a). Stoddard et al (2021) expands this 

idea by discussing how the oversimplification of the climate ‘problem’ has led to the 

exclusive pursuit of greenhouse gas emission reductions, missing the root causes driving 

the crisis: destructive human values and behaviours. 
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In response to this human exceptionalism, Experts called for more humility in human 

values, behaviours, and actions that recognize a reciprocal relationship with the Land and 

Water. A Cree legal scholar from Neyaskweyahk, Ermineskin Cree Nation, for example, 

made this clear: “…I really think that we need to be more humble in the way that we think 

about the environment and our impact on it, but also what we can do to support it and to 

support Mother Earth.” Picking up on this point, Spencer Greening (La’goot), Tsimshian, 

described how this support must originate in a place of vulnerability: “…there's this 

balance to having that belief in faith, becoming very in tune with the Land and relying on 

it to see yourself as completely vulnerable to it, that makes you humble enough to really 

make it the foundation of how you see your health. But also having faith that you can have 

resiliency to live through these changes.” Kyle, Métis, points to learning from the Land in 

developing this resiliency: “…it’s looking at the most ancient and sophisticated of 

knowledge there is, which is how the world works, and letting the world tell us how to 

solve a problem.” Borrows (2018) described an Anishinaabe teaching from Elder Basil 

Johnston, known as akinoomaagewin, meaning that “…we learn how to live well by giving 

our attention to the Earth and taking direction from her” (p. 51). These discussions also 

align with calls for a politics of humility (Stoddard et al, 2021). 

4.4.1.2 Express relationality 

Experts spoke to the essential role that relationships and relationality play in 

understanding and addressing the root causes of joint climate and biodiversity crisis, such 

as the structural legacy of colonisation and capitalism, a problem of human values, and 

climate change as a cumulative impact (ICA, 2021a; Reed et al, submitted;). A 

disconnection between humans and the world around them (discussed further above) has 

contributed to an inability to rebuild meaningful relationships between humans, the Land 

and water, and more-than humans. To support this rebuilding, and transformative NbS, 

Experts were unanimous in calling for an immediate stop of further harm to the Land. This 

was clearly articulated by Hetxw'ms Gyetxw (Brett D. Huson), Gitxsan Nation: “…when 

you talk about NbS, it's understanding that the Land will look after itself if we just stopped 

touching it. What we've done is opened up a lot of scars, we've cut open the Earth and 
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it's trying to heal. Every time it tries to heal, we go and cut a new wound.” This recognition 

aligns with emerging discourse in NbS, such as Cook-Patton et al (2021), who prioritize 

protection and improved management of ecosystems as the top of an emerging hierarchy 

for effective NbS. Experts were clear, however, that Indigenous conceptualizations of 

management are centered on re-establishing relationships with the Land and water. Lisa, 

Mi’kmaw from Membertou First Nation, for example, shared work they are doing on 

forestry management: “…we call it establishing a relationship with the forest, informed by 

the forest itself in terms of what is sustainable. How can we benefit and derive from the 

forest without overburdening it, and making sure that it's done in a sustainable way?”  

All Experts believed that the restoration and resurgence of Indigenous knowledge 

systems is a key priority for re-building reciprocal relationships with the Land and Water, 

a return to kincentric beliefs (Reo, 2019; McGregor et al, 2020). For example, Quinn, 

Anishinaabe, spoke about the connection between being on the Land with the 

revitalization of Indigenous knowledge systems: “…when people are actively harvesting, 

fishing, hunting, foraging, and being on the rivers…they will do what they can to protect 

it, working to elevate standards, even creating their own standards.” This restoration also 

supports the recognition that climate change is experienced through relationships, key to 

developing an appreciation of the culturally-specific priorities of Indigenous Peoples 

(Sheremata, 2018). For instance, two experts – Emily and Jocelyn – shared their 

experience in supporting the Yukon First Nations Youth Fellowship, where a group of 13 

young First Nations leaders are working to develop a Reconnection Vision and Action 

Plan, focused on conceptualizing climate solutions as the act of reconnection: 

reconnection to spirit, to self, to each other, and to the Earth.33  

4.4.1.3 Uphold rights and responsibilities 

In response to question three on the sets of principles (Table 4.2), a clear principle that 

emerged from the Experts was responsibility: a term used to capture the specific direction, 

 

33 More about the Yukon First Nations Climate Fellowship: https://www.yfnclimate.ca/yfnrvap  

https://www.yfnclimate.ca/yfnrvap
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in line with their specific culture, that Indigenous Peoples have to respect one another, 

the Land, the Water, more-than-humans, culture and language. A lack of responsibility, 

facilitated by an emphasis on rampant individualism and an economic system built on 

consumption, was seen by Experts as evidence of the structural legacies of colonization, 

and an important starting point for revitalizing an ethic of responsibility. Lisa, Mi’kmaw 

from Membertou First Nation, shared a Mi’kmaq word to capture this revitalization: 

“Sespite’tmnej means consciously taking responsibility for our communities, for Unama’ki 

and for Mother Earth…[which] will bring back that consciousness about that responsibility 

that's needed, that we have, with rights comes responsibilities.” This perspective aligns 

with calls from the Indigenous Caucus at the Nature-Based Climate Solutions conference 

hosted in Ottawa, Canada (2020): “…[shift] the paradigm away from a hyper-consumerist 

culture to a paradigm rooted in relationships that value the nexus of people, land and 

reciprocity”.34 

Relating this paradigm shift to climate change and NbS, Jesse McCormick, Chippewas 

of the Thames First Nation, discusses how these rights and responsibilities are often 

overlooked: “…the life that we share with all our relations is such that we have 

relationships and responsibilities that aren't always reflected in current policies relating to 

climate change. It is science-driven, but that science needs to incorporate Indigenous 

knowledge and Indigenous knowledge systems as part of the solution.” To do this, Becky 

Cook, Misipawistik Cree Nation, believes society needs to begin valuing the gifts that 

have been provided by the Creator: “…we need to be valuing all these gifts that we've 

been given in Creation and put that at the top, that's what needs to be done, start 

respecting the Land, start respecting the Water, start respecting these gifts and using 

them in the way that were intended to use them.” This valuation, far from capitalist term 

of commodification, focuses on centering abundance, cooperation, and the gift economy 

 

34 Diandra Bruised Head from the Blood Tribe First Nation, a member of the Indigenous Caucus, read the statement in the 
conference plenary. A written version of the Statement can be found here: 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Ca
ucus+Statement.pdf.  

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statement.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee67fbbfc3d2411199251b/t/5e87db456df85b022533a73a/1585961801593/Indigenous+Caucus+Statement.pdf
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(Kimmerer, 2021) in order to shift towards a system that values humans and the natural 

world, emphasizing their well-being and the well-being of future generations. Scholars, 

such as Galway et al (2022) and Deranger et al (2022), have increasingly used these 

teachings of relationship, abundance, and reciprocity to interpret climate impacts and 

solutions for, and by Indigenous Peoples. 

4.4.1.4 Embed spirituality  

Experts discussed the primacy of acknowledging that all beings – including the Land, 

Water, animals, plants, medicines, and rocks, among many others – have spirit. They 

discussed how, as above, humans hold responsibilities to ensure their protection, while 

also noting that these responsibilities has been neglected leading to a world of imbalance 

(Cameron et al, 2021b). Jocelyn Joe-Strack (Daqualama), Champagne and Aishihik First 

Nation, worried about the impact of this imbalance on humans: “…it made me a little 

fearful thinking about how desperately out of balance we are now, and how much we owe 

to rebalance. But I believe that it just starts with even just rebalancing ourselves.” 

Corntassel and Bryce (2012) center this rebalancing through the enactment of 

community-responsibilities in order to “…[spark] a spiritual revolution rather than seeking 

state-based solutions that are disconnected from Indigenous community relationships” 

(p. 160)  

Several experts emphasized the role of spirituality in decision-making; a practice that is 

often overlooked in dominant decision-making practices. To a Cree Legal Scholar from 

Neyaskweyahk, Ermineskin Cree Nation, the act of leaving spirit out of the 

conceptualization of NbS has significant implications for their transformational potential: 

“I fundamentally believe that leaving spirit out has some very significant 

ramifications…[leading to] a barrier of having blue sky thinking about being one with 

nature and [limiting] nature-based solutions from actually being impactful and effective.” 

In support of this point, Tyson Atleo, hereditary chief-in-line of the Ahousaht Nation, 

strongly recommended the reintroduction of spirituality in decision-making, while also 

seeking opportunities for Indigenous Peoples to be in those decision-making roles. He 
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illustrated this by sharing an example of the Te Awa Tupua (Whanganui River Claims 

Settlement) Act in Aotearoa New Zealand (2017), to show how it “…introduce[d] 

metaphysical elements, both physical and metaphysical elements of the river system into 

a system of governance that was co-managed by the peoples with whom the spirituality 

has come from.” Other Experts shared examples of the White Earth Band of Chippewa 

Indians codifying the rights of manoomin (wild rice) to honour the spiritual connection 

between the Anishinaabeg and manoomin as a gift from Creator, ensuring manoomin has 

legal protection to ensure its access to pure water and freshwater habitat, and the right 

to a healthy climate system.35 

4.4.1.5 Support reconnection 

Diving deeper, Experts discussed the importance of identity and language in the 

development of Indigenous-led NbS. Central to this was rediscovery and re-engagement 

with Indigenous languages, identity, and practices, following the ongoing structural 

legacies of colonization. Chief Byron, a Syilx Okanagan, for example, described NbS as 

a return to our authentic selves: “…NbS is for us to never forget who we are, what we are 

and what we stand for, but not only to reinforce that, but to ensure that that is being 

passed on to the next generation, you know, these teachings, our capt̓ikʷł, because it 

needs to be taught, protected, and nurtured.” Jordyn Burnouf, member of Black Lake First 

Nation, emphasizes how this return is interconnected to language and knowledge 

systems: “…the teachings and those principles come from our understanding of balance, 

and we understood how to maintain that. Because the solutions came from the Land, our 

language comes from the Land.” Reconnection also acknowledges the ongoing impact 

that climate change has on the ability of Indigenous Peoples to transmit their knowledge 

systems to the next generation (Lewis et al, 2020). 

 

35 The full Rights of Manoomin can be found here: 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58a3c10abebafb5c4b3293ac/t/5c3cdbfe352f53368c1449bf/1547492352265/White+Earth+Rig
hts+of+Manoomin+Resolution+and+Ordinance+combined.pdf  

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58a3c10abebafb5c4b3293ac/t/5c3cdbfe352f53368c1449bf/1547492352265/White+Earth+Rights+of+Manoomin+Resolution+and+Ordinance+combined.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58a3c10abebafb5c4b3293ac/t/5c3cdbfe352f53368c1449bf/1547492352265/White+Earth+Rights+of+Manoomin+Resolution+and+Ordinance+combined.pdf
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Experts recognized that this revitalization requires deep investments in intergenerational 

knowledge exchange. Quinn, Anishinaabe, for example, highlighted the benefits of 

investing in youth-centered programming: “…if you can start helping young people be 

aware of the responsibilities that we have, and start to see themselves as we are related 

to the Land, in direct relationship to it, even if they're not actively using it every day, that 

consciousness or way of understanding could really help [change] the frame.” According 

to Borrows (2018), this kind of thinking is also captured in Indigenous languages, using 

the example of the Anishinaabemowin word, aanikoobijigan, which describe both 

ancestors and descendants. Eriel, Dënesųłiné, picks up on this by summarizing the role 

of Indigenous teachings in fostering this balance and returning to our authentic selves (or 

total reflection according to M’sɨt No’kmaq et al, 2021): “…the relationship and what we 

were taught is that you have responsibilities to the Land as well, you have responsibilities 

to all of your relations on the Land. And you always have to have that balance.” 

4.4.1.6 Incorporate interconnectivity 

Many Experts spoke about the inseparability between Land and themselves, as well as 

the interconnection between that relationship and more-than-human beings. In this way, 

the Experts highlighted a central component of revitalizing Indigenous knowledge 

systems relating to the interconnectivity being all beings. Cheyenne MacDonald, 

Sipekne'katik First Nation, shared the word M’sɨt No’kmaq meaning all my relations, to 

describe this interconnectedness: “...we're all interconnected with each other, which 

signifies that when something happens in one area, it directly impacts others.” Kyle, Métis, 

elaborates on this point by sharing an example of fish to illustrate some of the limits to 

Western science: “…it has been calculated that a fish requires three cubic feet of water 

in order to survive, that would provide enough oxygen, enough of a food source and 

enough movement to not cause atrophy.” In describing this calculation, he questions how 

the life is diminished to its full richness: “But in water, fish need a stream to survive, and 

an ecosystem to survive and to thrive. It also needs other animals in that ecosystem, 

which thrive because of the thriving of that fish. The connectedness of all of these 

elements, to me is the part that Indigenous Peoples will bring, that's the lens that they'll 
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bring to the table that's missing now.” This phenomenon is common within climate 

discussions. Rashidi and Lyons (2021), for instance, describe how the politics of 

knowledge production, and their colonial origin, manifest within the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to diminish Indigenous knowledge systems and prevent 

their meaningful inclusion.  

Experts provided further descriptions to the concept of interconnectedness. A Cree Legal 

Scholar from Neyaskweyahk, Ermineskin Cree Nation shared some of the benefits to 

Indigenous systems: “…Indigenous systems are much more about understanding human 

roles and responsibilities, vis-a-vis those relations to aspects of the natural environment 

like water, animals, and ecosystems, [as well as] an understanding of human obligations 

in that context.” She furthered this point by calling for a full systems-change that 

emphasizes Indigenous systems. Expert 8, Anishinaabe/Métis, picks up on this point by 

cautioning against the overuse of the term sustainability, describing a difference between 

the consideration of past, present, and future multi-generational thinking within 

Indigenous thought versus one that focuses on meeting our current needs without 

compromising the ability of future generations. She clarifies that this slight difference is 

important, requiring the development of decision-making frameworks that better consider 

all our relatives in the future: “…you’re starting with: what do we need to do now to ensure 

wellness for future generations, we're not talking just about human relatives, we're talking 

about all forms of relatives into the future, and so what do we need to do now?” She 

continues to describe how this evokes an element of sacrifice that is not captured within 

current decision-making frameworks: “…what sacrifices might we need to make and how 

might we need to live differently now for that future objective?” To do this, M’sɨt No’kmaq 

et al (2021) calls for ‘re-Indigenization’ to learn how-to live-in reciprocal, circular, and 

ongoing interrelationships with all ecologies, including all peoples. 

4.4.1.7 Ensure Indigenous leadership 

Experts spoke about the specific types of Indigenous political structures that needed to 

exist to realign NbS towards Indigenous values. Jesse McCormick, Chippewas of the 
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Thames First Nation, for instance, described governance arrangements that were: 

“…locally led, Indigenous-informed and Indigenous-led.” He further clarified that “…the 

structures around which you base the decision making are extremely important.” Experts 

were consistent in calling for these structures to prioritize the inherent rights of Indigenous 

Peoples, in particular the right to self-determination, to govern themselves based on their 

culture, history, and language, all of which are connected deeply to the Land and Water. 

Quinn, Anishinaabe, shared in Anishinaabemowin the direction the Anishinaabe received 

from the Creator to govern themselves: “Debenjiged kiimiingona dedbinwe wi 

naagdowendiwin (Creator gave us sovereignty to govern ourselves).” In this instance, it 

shows the way that Indigenous Peoples are drawing on their knowledge systems and 

history to actively revitalize their governance structures and advance self-determination. 

The inclusion of Indigenous self-determination in climate research is growing (Cameron 

et al, 2021a; 2021b). Harper et al (2021), for example, discuss the paramountcy of Inuit 

self-determination, knowledge, and governance in climate change decision-making and 

assessments.   

The prioritization of community needs (both human and more-than-human) by Experts 

was seen as an important step in efforts to support self-determination. Emily McDougall, 

citizen and beneficiary of the Kwanlin Dün First Nation, calls for this link to be more active 

and community-centric: “How will this help us? How will it, with all this work and these 

plans, translate back to community at the individual level and the family level?” This reality 

aligns with the literature on Indigenous resurgence, describing the specific strategies 

Indigenous Peoples use to advance the renewal and re-emergence of Indigenous 

nations, societies, and individuals (Alfred & Corntassel, 2005; Martineau, 2015). A key 

example of this process was highlighted by Jordyn Burnouf, member of Black Lake First 

Nation, who shared the story of the White Buffalo Calf Women to illustrate the importance 

of re-matriation of Indigenous systems of governance: “…when the white buffalo calf was 

born, a great shift would happen where we would start to see that movement where 

women were coming back into places of power and reclaiming that position of leadership 

in traditional kinship models.” Combined, these approaches will help support NbS that are 
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more in line with “…Indigenous traditional values and perspectives toward the nonhuman 

world while upholding the political structures that support and enable this process” 

(Carroll, 2014, p. 38).  

4.4.2 Implications for NbS and their implementation  

In this section, we turn our attention to applying the lessons from the seven principles to 

broader NbS discussions, providing further guidance for the consideration of Indigenous 

Peoples, uplifting their role in advancing a just, equitable, and resilient world. For 

illustration purposes, Figure 4.2 uses the example of clam gardens in the Pacific-

Northwest to outline the seven Indigenous principles for nature-based solutions in action.   

Coastal First Nations in British Columbia have a long history (at least 3500 years) of using clam gardens 
as a system of mariculture, dramatically increasing the quantity and quality of clam habitat (Lepofsky et 
al, 2021). These gardens represent a complex ‘stewardship’ strategy that involved building a rock terrace 
at the low-tide line to expand the beach area and clam habitat (Augustine & Dearden, 2014). The figure 
below demonstrates a schematic of the clam garden slowly extending habitat for clams (drawn from 
Augustine & Dearden, 2014).  
 

 
 
#1 Embrace humility: First Nations, over generations, developed the understanding to use clam 
gardens based on deep understanding of ecosystem, including the tidal system. This understanding was 
grounded in a deep respect for human’s role in the ecosystem. Clan Chief Adam Dick, Kwaxsistalla, 
shares these practices from a Kwakwaka’wakw perspective in Deur et al (2015). 
 
#2 Express relationality: Based on this understanding, First Nations saw opportunities to increase 
productivity for clams improving food security, but also the opportunity to benefit more-than-humans, 
such as birds, bears, and fish, and increase biodiversity.   
 
#3 Uphold rights and responsibilities: The restoration of clam gardens is an assertion of First Nations 
jurisdiction to the foreshore area, while also uplifting First Nation knowledge systems in the development 
of any restoration approach.  
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#4 Embed spirituality: The creation, maintenance, and now revitalization of ancestral clam gardens is 
an active reclamation of First Nations decision-making practices, grounded in ceremony and spirituality. 
This revitalization reflects a deep investment in future generations  
 
#5 Support reconnection: Clam digging, and the maintenance of clam gardens, offer important 
opportunities for intergenerational knowledge transmission, language development, and cultural 
revitalization, including through culture camps.  
 
#6 Incorporate interconnectivity: The development of clam gardens was based on an understanding 
of the relationship between humans and more-than-humans, including the ways in which human actions 
could support abundance within the ecosystems. In this context, clam gardens provided biodiversity, 
food security, and habitat for many species including birds, bears, and fish.  
 
#7 Ensure Indigenous leadership: First Nations leadership in Clam Garden is essential. For one such 
example, please refer to the Metlakatla Cumulative Effects Management’s Clam Monitoring Program: 
http://metlakatlacem.ca/phase-2-clam-monitoring-program/.  
 
For more information about Clam Gardens, refer to the Clam Garden Network: https://clamgarden.com/  
 

Figure 4.2 An application example of the seven Indigenous principles for nature-based solutions – 
Clam Gardens cultivated by Coastal First Nations 

4.4.2.1 End the human-nature dichotomization and the instrumentalization of 
nature 

The principles, embrace humility and support reconnection, offer important lessons for 

the specific problems Experts and scholars have identified with the ontological orientation 

of NbS; namely, their perpetuation of an artificial separation between humans and nature, 

and the conceptualization of nature as a tool, technology, or service for exclusive human 

benefit (Osaka et al, 2021; Welden et al, 2021; Melanidis & Hagerman, 2022). One 

concrete example of this is Principle 7 of the IUCN Global Standards, which explores how 

NbS can balance immediate economic benefits with the long-term development of 

ecosystem services. This concept has been criticized for its instrumentalist framing of 

natural systems as existing for people (Costanza et al, 2017). To address these concerns, 

Experts saw how these principles could be used to motivate a wider recalibration of 

human systems wherein people recognize themselves as one component of the natural 

world, facilitating a return towards a politics of humility (Stoddard et al, 2021). To do this, 

Experts proposed making space for Indigenous Peoples culture, language, and legal 

systems within discussions on NbS, and by extension climate policy. This would help shift 

the narrative to focus on Indigenous systems as solutions in themselves. Chief Byron, a 

http://metlakatlacem.ca/phase-2-clam-monitoring-program/
https://clamgarden.com/
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Syilx Okanagan, for instance, calls on Indigenous Peoples to recognize this themselves: 

“…we, as Indigenous Peoples, need to recognize that we are a solution, with our rights, 

our title, and our experience: we're not observers to this, we're active participants.”  

This leadership lens has also been increasingly recognized within national and 

international climate policy, as highlighted by the Canadian government’s commitment to 

Indigenous Climate Leadership in their latest climate plan, A Healthy Environment and A 

Healthy Economy (Reed et al, 2022). In this way, and in response to the overestimation 

of the role of humans within the natural world and the oversimplification of the climate 

‘problem’, we encourage scholars, policymakers, and advocates to think critically about 

the underlying assumptions informing your academic or policy NbS project, including the 

role of humans in their conceptualization and implementation. By doing this, we see great 

potential in advancing truly transformative NbS: solutions that emphasize Indigenous 

understandings of the relationship between humans, spirit, Land, and Water, and which 

contribute solutions that are multi-dimensional, interconnected, and interrelated. 

4.4.2.2 Advance a relational framework of NbS 

While some scholars (Welden et al, 2021; Maller, 2021) believe that NbS could support 

a new human-nature relationship, our Experts were not convinced that this could happen 

without fundamentally reframing our relationship with, and responsibility to, the natural 

world. A key priority was the immediate cessation of destructive development practices. 

In 2016, over one hundred Elders came together in Fort St. John to release a statement 

on the climate crisis, highlighting this point clearly: “Mother Earth is in a climate crisis. We 

therefore insist on an immediate end to the destruction and desecration of the sacred 

elements of life based on the human obligation to care for the Land and for future 

generations.”36 These human obligations were captured in two principles - express 

 

36 The full Elders’ Statement of the Assembly of First Nations’ Advisory Committee on Climate Action and the Environment can be found in Annex 
1 of the Joint Committee on Climate Action report found here: https://www.afn.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/21-0015-JCCA-Annual-Report-

EN.pdf  
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relationality and uphold rights and responsibilities - that Experts believed could help with 

the rebuilding of interactions between humans, the Land, and more-than humans. Central 

to these principles is engagement with Indigenous conceptualizations of Land and Water, 

not as a geographical place, but as systems of reciprocal, non-dominating, and non-

exploitative relations and obligations (Coulthard, 2014) that acknowledge the “…world of 

spirit is interconnected with the world we see and interact with on a daily basis” (Styres & 

Zinga, 2013, p. 295). Applying this to NbS, Deborah McGregor described “…[our] own 

conception of what nature-based solutions are…being on the land…being there, 

understanding, hearing what the Land has to say about what is happening” (McGregor, 

cited in ICA, 2021b, p. 8). 

To operationalize this within an NbS context, we point to Indigenous expressions of Land 

and Water ‘management’, centered on the re-establishment of those sacred relationships. 

One example, highlighted by Lisa in 4.4.1.2, uplifts the growing presence of Indigenous 

Protected and Conserved Areas (IPCAs). These models of Indigenous governance 

challenge the model of fortress conservation to highlight a future where Indigenous 

governments themselves determine the objectives, boundaries, management plan, and 

governance structures for Indigenous-led conservation. Other conversations, such as 

those occurring at the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Post-2020 framework 

as well as the growing emergence of Indigenous guardians (Reed et al, 2021a), offer new 

opportunities to embed the teachings of Indigenous-led conservation into mainstream 

discussions on the joint biodiversity and climate crisis. We therefore recommend NbS 

practitioners partner with Indigenous Peoples to understand how NbS can center 

abundance, cooperation, and relationships in their design, generating a future focused on 

well-being for current and future generations.  

4.4.2.3 Uphold Indigenous self-determination in NbS research, implementation, 
and decision-making 

NbS cannot be separated from the structural legacy of colonization that has led to the 

dispossession, assimilation, and criminalization of Indigenous Peoples in their territories. 

Experts are concerned that without the appropriate protections, NbS may replicate some 
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of these injustices, highlighted by the reality most will occur in Indigenous lands (Fa et al, 

2020), in non-Western countries (Schulte et al, 2021), and avoid meaningful engagement 

with the need for deep decarbonization, a long-standing priority for Indigenous Peoples 

(Seddon et al, 2021). Experts pointed to three principles - prioritize Indigenous-

leadership, incorporate interconnectivity, and embed spirituality - to address these 

concerns in NbS research, implementation, and decision-making for three reasons. First, 

Indigenous self-determination is foundational to the implementation of Indigenous 

governance, re-affirmed within the minimum standards of the UN Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Second, Indigenous knowledge systems, and the lessons 

they hold for understanding the interconnection and interrelatedness of all things, assist 

in the revitalization of governance structures that have always been based on close and 

reciprocal relationships with the Land and Water. Third, Experts emphasized the absence 

of spirituality in dominant decision-making frameworks, which was incongruous with 

Indigenous systems of governance and self-determination. Combined, these principles 

call for an active reframing of NbS to advance the self-determination of Indigenous 

Nations, and build climate action based on a reciprocal, interdependent, and spiritual 

relationship with Mother Earth (Tully, 2018).  

4.5 Closing remarks  

The rapid growth of support for NbS has triggered the development of principles to 

support their implementation, accelerate research and policy development, and prevent 

misrepresentation of their benefits and challenges. This review has shown that only one 

principle from Seddon et al (2021) and several sub-indicators as part of the IUCN Global 

Standard (2021), out of a total of 30 NbS principles (captured in Table 4.1), directly 

reference Indigenous Peoples. This highlights a problem identified by Whyte: “[t]hese 

solutions are being designed by non-Indigenous People[s] based on their conceptions of 

‘nature’, and their understandings of the causes of climate change” (Whyte, cited in ICA, 

2021b, p. 13). To address this gap, we introduced seven principles for Indigenous-led 

NbS to support the shift towards NbS as systems of reciprocal relationships, advance the 

sustainable self-determination of Indigenous Nations, and uphold expressions of 
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Indigenous climate solutions (Wildcat, 2009; Reed et al, submitted). The principles are 

not intended to represent a pan-Indigenous definition of NbS, rather they aspire to honour 

the diversity of cultures, histories, and languages by opening space for Indigenous 

Nations to further refine and apply them. Combined, they contribute to a growing body of 

work reclaiming climate solutions from the perspective of Indigenous Peoples (Cameron 

et al, 2021a; Deranger et al, 2022; Reed et al, 2022). Future research led by Indigenous 

Peoples, scholars, communities and leaders is necessary to better understand how these 

principles can be applied and their linkages to Indigenous-led climate action more 

broadly. 

This was the first effort to develop a set of NbS principles from the perspective of 

Indigenous Peoples. As such, we closed with some recommendations for the meaningful 

consideration of Indigenous Peoples within broader NbS discussions, including guidance 

for existing principles and their limited consideration of Indigenous Peoples. First, we see 

great promise in ending the way that mainstream NbS dichotomizes human-nature and 

instrumentalizes nature, in order to recalibrate human systems towards a recognition of 

themselves as one component of the natural world. Second, we encourage engagement 

with Indigenous conceptualizations of Land and Water as systems of reciprocal relations 

so as to embed a relational framework into NbS discussions. Finally, we center 

Indigenous self-determination to propose an active reframing of NbS focused on building 

a reciprocal, interdependent, and spiritual relationship with Mother Earth. All NbS 

research, implementation, and decision-making should uphold Indigenous self-

determination and the rights re-affirmed within the UN Declaration to do this. We conclude 

by echoing the calls from Indigenous scholars (Cameron et al, 2021a; Reed et al, 2021b; 

2022 Deranger et al, 2022) to urge that addressing the climate and biodiversity crisis 

(detailed in this work)  requires deeper and meaningful conversations with Indigenous 

Peoples and Nations.  
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Preface to Chapter 5  

Chapter 5 departs from the specific focus on NbS literature to explore peer-reviewed 

literature on Indigenous guardians in Australia, Canada, Aotearoa-New Zealand, and the 

United States. The review characterizes their emergence and explores whether these 

approaches are representative of Indigenous approaches to environmental governance. 

Indigenous guardians represent an important opportunity to support the efforts of 

Indigenous Peoples to stand up for their lands, waters, and territories (i.e., Indigenous 

NbS), especially within the context of non-Indigenous environmental governance 

frameworks. The chapter reveals that, within the literature, Indigenous guardians may 

indirectly create challenges for Indigenous self-determination and knowledge systems 

when embedded within these frameworks. For Indigenous-led NbS, this is particularly 

important as we discuss the true implications of Indigenous-leadership and self-

determination, recommendations that arose from Chapters 2, 3, and 4. The chapter 

concludes with a discussion on the concept of Indigenous Protected and Conserved 

Areas (IPCAs), recommending the further examination of the intersection between 

Indigenous guardian programs and IPCAs as an approach to re-assert Indigenous 

governance over land, resources, and territory: governance that has been recognized 

internationally for its benefits for conservation, self-determination, and, perhaps most-

directly related to this conversation, climate change mitigation. 

Research contribution: G.R and N.B designed the systematic review search parameters 

and the analytical framework. G.R. conducted the systematic review and analysis, writing 

the manuscript first draft for feedback. N.B, D.N, and S.L., reviewed the draft and provided 

feedback to finalize the manuscript. All authors reviewed the manuscript before 

publishing.   
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5 Indigenous guardians as an emerging approach to 
indigenous environmental governance 

Reed, G., Brunet, N. D., Longboat, S., & Natcher, D. C. (2021). Indigenous guardians as 
an emerging approach to indigenous environmental governance. Conservation 
Biology, 35(1), 179-189. 

Abstract: Over the past 3 decades, Indigenous guardian programs (also known as 
Indigenous rangers or watchmen) have emerged as an institution for Indigenous 
governments to engage in collaborative environmental governance. Using a systematic 
review of peer-reviewed literature for research conducted in Australia, Canada, Aotearoa-
New Zealand, and the United States, we sought to characterize the emergence of 
Indigenous guardians in the literature and explore whether guardian approaches are 
representative of Indigenous approaches to environmental governance. Using a multistep 
relevance-screening method, we reviewed 83 articles published since 1995 that report 
on, critique, or comment on Indigenous guardians. Our findings indicated that most 
articles on the topic were published in the last decade (88%), focused on Australia (65%), 
and were in a social science discipline (53%). The lead author of the majority of articles 
was an academic, and only half of the articles included an Indigenous scholar or member 
of an Indigenous group or organization as a co-author. Finally, 11 articles were on 
research of guardian programs that were locally led and only 5 exemplified Indigenous 
governance, based on 2 well-known community-based monitoring typologies. Our 
findings indicate that more research is required to understand the implications of current 
guardian programs for Indigenous self-determination, particularly when such programs 
are embedded in a broader western environmental governance structure. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Over the past several decades, Indigenous Peoples have used various mechanisms, 

such as the settlement of comprehensive land claims in Canada and the determination of 

Native Title in Australia, to reassert their nationhood and authority over ancestral 

territories (Borrows, 2002). In those cases where title to ancestral territories remains 

unrecognized or contested by the state, Indigenous nations have pursued other political 

strategies, such as enacting forms of consensus decision making with state authorities 

and constructive conflicts (Maclean et al, 2015). The strategies chosen by Indigenous 

nations ultimately depend on the politics of state recognition (Coulthard, 2014) and the 

dynamic institutional settings that govern natural resource management in their 

respective ancestral territories (Armitage, 2005). Irrespective of the exact strategy, 

Indigenous-led conservation drives socially-just increases in conservation (Artelle et al, 

2019), reduces species loss, better protects landscapes (IPBES, 2019), and reflects 

locally relevant stewardship practices embedded in the culture, laws, and history of their 

given Indigenous nation (Tran et al, 2020). One such strategy is reflected in the 

emergence of indigenous guardians, also known as indigenous Rangers or Watchmen. 

Although the concept of environmental monitoring is not a new practice for Indigenous 

peoples, it has been used increasingly as an Indigenous-led effort to reassert jurisdiction 

over their ancestral territories (Kotaska, 2013; Zurba et al, 2019). Mainstream 

environmental monitoring programs have increasingly sought to include Indigenous 

peoples (Thompson et al, 2019), drawing on their knowledge and ways of being (i.e., 

Indigenous knowledge systems) to understand the interactions between the land, 

animals, water, and air (Bowie, 2013; Whyte et al, 2015). Efforts have ranged from the 

integration of Indigenous knowledge systems and science (Bohensky & Maru, 2011) to 

the continuation of Indigenous subsistence and cultural activities that include monitoring 

indicators (Heaslip, 2008), to the development of appropriate protocols for data 

management (Pulsifer et al, 2012). Critics of these programs have, however, noted that 

there has been inadequate consideration of Indigenous nationhood in the design of 

community-based monitoring (CBM) programs (Alfred, 2009; Coulthard, 2014; Wilson et 
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al, 2018; Reed et al, 2020a). Rather, Indigenous Peoples are too often treated as 

stakeholders who, although they can “bring a wider range of knowledge to understand 

ecosystem change” (Berkes et al, 2007, p. 145; Reed et al, 2020b), lack governing 

influence in decision-making. Despite this, scholars increasingly recognize Indigenous 

community-based monitoring (ICBM) as an exercise of Indigenous self-determination and 

jurisdiction (Wilson et al, 2018; Reed et al, 2020a). Indigenous Guardians, through the 

strategic reversibility of power (Foucault, 1991), exemplify how Indigenous resistance can 

reconstitute power relationships and thus support Indigenous governance.  

As community-based environmental stewards, Indigenous Guardians are responsible for 

a variety of functions, including design of land and sea management plans (Griffiths & 

Kinnane, 2010); intergenerational knowledge sharing (Peachey, 2015); and monitoring 

activities occurring in their lands and territories (Dehcho First Nations et al, 2016). 

Recently, there has been an upsurge in attention in the political and academic discourse 

due to the growing sophistication of Indigenous Peoples in the communication, marketing, 

and implementation of Indigenous Guardian programs to partners, including the state 

(e.g. Indigenous Leadership Initiative, 2019);  new federal investments in Indigenous 

Guardian programs, such as an additional $102 million over 7 years (2021 - 2028) to 

support  Indigenous rangers across Australia and a new Indigenous Guardians Pilot 

Program ($26 million over 4 years) to support the development of Indigenous Guardian 

programs in Canada; and growing recognition of Indigenous controlled territories, such 

as those known as Indigenous protected and conserved areas (IPCAs) (Indigenous Circle 

of Experts Report [ICE Report], 2018; Moola & Roth, 2018; Zurba et al, 2019). Indigenous-

controlled territories have tangible benefits for conservation, climate mitigation, and 

Indigenous self-determination (Artelle et al, 2019; IPBES, 2019; IPCC, 2019; Schuster et 

al, 2019). As this concept continues to gain traction in community and political 

discussions, it is a good time to take stock of trends in the Indigenous Guardian literature.   

We examined the evolution of Indigenous Guardian programs through a systematic 

review of peer-reviewed literature on research conducted in Australia, Canada, Aotearoa-

New Zealand, and the United States. We sought to characterize the emergence of 
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Indigenous Guardians in the literature and explore whether those Guardian approaches 

are representative of Indigenous approaches to environmental governance. Using a 

multistep relevance screening, we reviewed articles published since 1995 that report on, 

critique, or comment on Indigenous Guardians. We also considered the origins of 

Indigenous Guardians and their contributions to conservation policy and practice.  

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Indigenous guardians 

Indigenous Guardians are community-based environmental stewards who practice their 

cultural and traditional teachings on the land. These activities, although varying in design 

and operation, include responsibilities to monitor activities on their lands and territories 

(Dehcho First Nations et al, 2016); assist in the design of land and water management 

planning (Griffiths & Kinnane, 2010); support cultural revitalization and intergenerational 

knowledge sharing (Peachey, 2015); and support wildlife and harvest monitoring (Garnett 

& Sithole, 2007). Broadly, an individual Guardian program reflects the culture, laws, and 

history of a given Indigenous Nation in how they design, combine, and implement their 

activities. In Canada at least 30 programs exist. The best known is the Coastal Guardian 

Watchmen Network, which has been run by eight First Nations since 2005 on Haida 

Gwaii. However, the history and institutional frameworks of settler states have also had 

important implications for their design and implementation. We focused on four countries: 

Australia, Canada, Aotearoa-New Zealand, and the United States. These countries, also 

known as CANZUS, were the only countries to register votes against the adoption of the 

United Nation’s Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN Declaration) 

(Lightfoot, 2016). Their opposition, ironically in the context where federal support 

(Australia and Canada) has been provided to Indigenous Guardian programs, was related 

to land rights, self-determination, and the minimum standard of free, prior, and informed 

consent (Lightfoot, 2016). For this reason, we believe each country would illustrate the 

tensions, and intersections, between Indigenous governance and western environmental 

governance. Each case, including the history of guardian programs, is described in more 

detail in Supporting Information. 
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5.2.2 Search Strategy  

We conducted a systematic review of the peer-reviewed, published literature on 

Indigenous Guardians. We drew on the methodologies outlined by Berrang-Ford et al 

(2015), Kouril et al (2016), and Pullins and Stewart (2006). This involved a thorough 

analysis of Guardian-related literature through the use of a restriction of parameters and 

materials in the search terms (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). To guide our review, and 

selection of the appropriate analysis of the trends and gaps, we asked the following 

questions based on our original objectives: How is the emergence of Indigenous 

Guardians represented in the literature? Are guardian approaches discussed in the 

literature representative of Indigenous approaches to environmental governance? 

The literature search was finalized on 5 April 2019. We searched 5 databases: EbscoHost 

(GreenFILE), Web of Science (Core Collection), ProQuest (Agricultural and 

Environmental Sciences and International Bibliography of the Social Sciences), 

Engineering Village (Geobase); and CAB Direct. We used these databases to cover the 

breadth of peer-reviewed literature that Indigenous Guardians could be implicated in, 

such as agriculture, biology, natural resource management, sociology, policy, and 

environment. Search restrictions were placed on the language (English only), location 

(Canada, Aotearoa / New Zealand, Australia, and the United States), and period (1995 – 

2019, reflecting the creation of the first Caring for Country program in Australia). Using 

the Boolean logic operators “AND” and “OR,” only source types from target literature were 

retained. The keywords reflected the diverse Indigenous Peoples in all four countries and 

the various synonyms for Indigenous Guardians (Table 5.1). 

Table 5.1 Search terms for systematic review of peer-reviewed literature on Indigenous Guardians 

Main terms  Expanded terms 

Guardians  (steward* OR guardian* OR kaitiakitanga* OR watch* OR ranger* OR 

community-led OR monitor*) 
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Indigenous (Aborigine* OR Aboriginal* OR “Torres Strait” OR Māori OR American 

Indian* OR North American Indian* OR Indian* OR Alaska* Nativ* OR 

Native Hawaiian OR Hawaii Nativ* OR Native American OR Inuit OR 

Aleut OR Metis OR First Nation* OR Indigenous)† 

†Source for Indigenous search parameters: https://www.ccnsa-nccah.ca/docs/context/RPT-
ReviewResearchDesigns-Saini-EN.pdf 

5.2.3 Citation Management and Screening Approach 

All citations were imported into the software DistillerSR (Evidence Partners, Ottawa) in 

which G.R. and  N.D.B. collaborated on a multistep relevance screening. First, duplicate 

citations were removed using the DistillerSR duplicate removal function, and then 

confirmed by G.R.. Second, titles were screened using a review of the titles and abstracts 

based on the following inclusion criteria: articles refer to Indigenous guardians or 

community-based and led programs; articles are related to the management, 

conservation, monitoring, and governance of ecosystems, resources, and species; 

studies on which articles are based were conducted in Canada, Aotearoa/ New Zealand, 

Australia, or the United States. 

Third, all articles that appeared applicable went through a full-text review with an 

analytical framework devised by G.R. and N.D.B. To test for reviewer bias, we (G.R. and 

N.D.B.) independently reviewed the full text of 83 articles, confirmed results, and met 

throughout the screening process to discuss relevant uncertainties.   

5.2.4 Data Extraction and Analytical Framework 

Using the DistillerSR program, we created an analytical framework (with Levels and 

Forms) to capture both quantitative and qualitative data related to the research questions 

(Table 5.1). The type of descriptive information extracted from the full-text selections 

included country where the study was conducted, publication year, discipline of study, 

primary author affiliation, and whether any authors were Indigenous Peoples, 
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organizations, governments, etc. (analytical framework inspired by Brunet et al, 2014). 

To determine Indigenous participation, we used a multi-step process. First, we examined 

each author’s affiliation and organization. When affiliation was unclear, we sought 

information on authors’ biographies. Second, we counted whether the opportunities and 

cobenefits of Indigenous Guardian programs were explicitly mentioned in the abstract and 

whether the economics (e.g., cost, distribution of benefits, financial sustainability, reliance 

on exogenous actors) were considered. Third, we counted the type of barriers mentioned 

in the abstract, aiming to determine how certain authors articulated their concerns with 

the success of Indigenous Guardian programs. Fourth, for more specific detail on 

Indigenous Guardians and their relation to Community Based Monitoring (CBM), we 

created specific questions on how each article related to the typology proposed by 

Danielsen et al (2009) (ranking local participation in monitoring programs from externally 

driven to autonomously driven) and Wilson et al (2018) (ranking Indigenous engagement 

in community-based monitoring from settler governance to Indigenous governance) 

based on approaches from other CBM-related systematic reviews (Table 5.2) (Lam et al, 

2019). Finally, for those full-text articles (n= 24) identified as worth a second complete 

reading, we reviewed them with a content analysis (focusing on the themes outlined in 

the count data, i.e. opportunities and cobenefits, economics and financial sustainability, 

and barriers) and emerging themes focused on Indigenous governance and knowledge; 

ontological conflict; and a linking or brokering role for Indigenous Guardians.   

Table 5.2 Framework for analysis of peer-reviewed articles (n = 83) related to Indigenous 
Guardians 

Study characterization Count Data (yes, no) Community-based monitoring 
typologies 

Country of publication 

Publication  

Year 

Discipline of study (social 
sciences or humanities, natural 

At least 1 author identified as 
and/or represented an 
Indigenous group, program, or 
community 

Abstract highlights opportunities 
of guardian or community-led 

Type of program, case, 
management, stewardship, or 
governance strategy is 
described in the article 
according to the Danielsen et al. 
(2009) typology: externally 
driven, professionally executed; 
externally driven with local data 
collectors; collaborative 
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sciences, life sciences, physical 
science, interdisciplinary, 
Indigenous) 

Authorship as represented by 
the primary author affiliation 
(university, private organization, 
non-governmental organization, 
federal government, Indigenous 
organisation or government) 

 

programs for Indigenous 
Peoples 

Abstract highlights economics of 
Guardian and community-based 
programs 

Abstract highlights barriers for 
Indigenous Peoples associated 
with Guardian and community-
based programs 

monitoring with external data 
interpretation; collaborative 
monitoring with local data 
interpretation; or Autonomous 
local monitoring.  

Type of program, case, 
management, stewardship, or 
governance strategy is 
described in the article 
according to the Wilson et al. 
(2018) typology: Settler 
governance; Settler-driven co-
governance; Indigenous-driven 
co-governance; or Indigenous 
governance 

5.3 Results 

A total of 10,959 were identified through the initial search. Following the removal of 

duplicates and articles based on a title screening, 218 articles were selected for an 

abstract review. Using the criteria outlined above, additional texts were removed and 

several articles based on a reference review (n = 12) were added, leaving 83 articles for 

full-text review and analysis. Figure 5.1 provides a visual representation of the article-

selection process. 
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Figure 5.1 Flow chart of the selection of studies that explored Indigenous Guardians for analysis
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5.3.1 Geographic Area of Studies 

The majority of studies were conducted in Australia (n=54), followed by Canada (n=13), 

Aotearoa/ New Zealand (n=10), and the United States (n=2). Several studies were 

conducted in multiple countries (n=4). Although the Australian Caring for Country was 

launched in 1995, there were few articles published on it before 2009 (n=10). From 2010 

onwards, the number of publications grew exponentially, almost tripling their previous rate 

of production (n=73), and the majority were conducted in Australia (n=46) and Canada 

(n=11). 

5.3.2 Journals Representation 

The greatest number of articles was published in Ecology and Society (n=12) , Ecological 

Management and Restoration (n=10), and Biodiversity and Conservation (n=4) (Fig. 5.2). 

Several journals had three articles (Australasian Journal of Environmental Management, 

Environmental Management, and Geoforum), but most had only 1 or 2 articles. Fifty-three 

percent (n=44) of articles were based in the social sciences and humanities, followed by 

disciplines characterized as interdisciplinary (30%, n=25) and Indigenous (10%, n=8). 

Only 6% of articles were from the natural sciences, and 1% of articles were from the 

physical and life sciences, respectively. 

5.3.3 Primary Authorship and Opportunities and Barriers 

The majority of articles (n=68) was led by university researchers, followed by national 

governments (n=4), non-governmental organizations (n=4), and Indigenous 

organisations or governments (n=3). The percentage of articles that were led by university 

researchers (n=68) was higher in Australia (87%) and Canada (85%) than in New Zealand 

(50%). Over half the articles included an author who represented an Indigenous person, 

community, or group (n=43). Those that were primarily authored by an Indigenous 

organisation or government were all on research conducted in New Zealand (n=2) and 

Australia (n=1).  
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Figure 5.2 Distribution of journals (n = 46) in which reviewed articles (n = 83)  on Indigenous guardians were published. Numbers in the 
squares represent the number of reviewed articles in each respective journal
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In the abstract, opportunities and barriers were discussed in 63 and 45 articles, 

respectively, whereas economics and financial considerations are discussed less (n=24). 

5.3.4 Indigenous Participation in Guardian Programs 

Relative to Danielsen et al.’s (2009) typology, we found there were clear variations in the 

level of Indigenous participation in Indigenous Guardian programs. Most articles referred 

to some level of collaborative monitoring, including programs with external interpretation 

(n=31) and collaborative data interpretation (n=25). This was followed by studies 

characterised by externally driven data collection (n=13). The fewest number of programs 

were autonomous and locally led (n=11), and  only 1 study had no local involvement 

(n=1). Those that were locally led occurred most often in Canada (n=3) and Australia 

(n=3), followed closely by Aotearoa-New Zealand (n=2) and multiple countries (n=2).  This 

is consistent with other CBM-related systematic reviews  

Relative to Wilson et al’s (2018) typology (adapted from Hill et al, 2012) , we  found that 

most Guardian programs referenced co-governance arrangements. Forty-four were 

settler driven, and 24 were Indigenous driven. In total, only four (5%) studies presented 

examples of Indigenous governance. These four studies were conducted in Aotearoa / 

New Zealand (n=2), United States (n=1), and Canada (n=1). 

5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 Emergence of Indigenous Guardians in the Literature 

The growth of publications related to Indigenous Guardians is on the rise since the first 

Caring for Country unit was created in 1995, aligning well with other studies related to 

CBM (Kouril et al. 2015; Lam et al. 2019). The majority of articles were based in Australia, 

most likely a result of the history and recognition of the Working on Country program. 

Given the relative infancy of the federally funded program in Canada (2018), it is possible 

that publications based in Canada will increase within the next 5-10 years. In both 

Aotearoa-New Zealand and the United States, there was a clear dearth of literature of 
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Indigenous Guardian programs, likely due to the lack of a formal, federally-funded 

guardian or ranger program.  

Only half of the articles led by university researchers included an Indigenous person, 

group, or community as a coauthor. While this is disappointing, it highlights a genuine 

concern that non-Indigenous scholars may have with misrepresenting the other when 

engaging with Indigenous Peoples. However, Shaw et al (2006) suspect there is also a 

dimension of “the politics of indifference.” This hesitancy to engage with Indigenous 

Peoples (and their knowledge systems), may entrench colonial modes of knowledge 

production (Blaser, 2013). As a result, scholars call on those researchers working with 

Indigenous Peoples to respect and engage with their unique ontologies, including through 

the development of co-designed and collaborative projects (Ens et al, 2016; Austin et al, 

2019). Efforts to cultivate respectful relationships in the research process (Brunet et al, 

2016) and to coproduce scalable two-way indicators for managing Indigenous country 

and conservation must be central to co-designed research (Austin et al, 2018). One 

promising example of a two-way approach is known in Warlpiri (language of Warlpiri 

people, Australia) as jarnku mirni; that is, “… Indigenous and non-Indigenous people 

equally and actively sharing their different, yet often complementary, knowledge systems 

and skill sets towards a joint goal” (Preuss & Dixon, 2012, p. 3). Another, presented by 

Austin et al (2019), explores how Indigenous-led approaches to maintain the health of 

Saltwater Country used a regional scale collaboration between Indigenous knowledge 

systems, local knowledge systems, and western science. Still, few studies offered 

tangible pathways to overcome persistent challenges with the integration of knowledge 

systems, which have been well documented in the literature on CBM (Lam et al, 2019; 

Reed et al, 2020a). 

Nonetheless, many articles emphasized the opportunities, or co-benefits, of Indigenous 

Guardians programs for Indigenous-led outcomes, such as addressing intergenerational 

trauma, language, and culture (Holmes & Jampijinpa, 2013; Muller, 2014); improving 

health outcomes and clinical indicators (Mackie & Meacheam, 2016); and supporting 

Indigenous presence and use of country (Pyke et al, 2018). One article from the United 
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States, for example, speaks to the process of land reclamation as an act of healing: “…to 

reclaim stolen lands are not solely political projects…but means for healing 

intergenerational trauma” (Carroll, 2014, p. 38). Emphasizing the role of intergenerational 

knowledge exchange, Sherman et al (2010) explored how working with youth on the Pine 

Creek Indian Reservation offers “…hope for future generations of Lakota people to re-

establish their relationships with local reservation ecology” (p. 507). Such reflections are 

useful to inform not only how the benefits of Indigenous Guardians are framed (i.e., more 

than just an economic benefit), but also to articulate the various co-dependencies that 

could be answered by these programs and the support for Indigenous-led outcomes. 

More research is required to explore how best to capture such co-benefits in the 

evaluation of Guardian programs (Bach et al, 2019). 

Within the reviewed articles, there was frequent discussion of the economic and financial 

considerations of Indigenous Guardians. Major themes included the economic benefits 

and employment options that Indigenous Guardians provide (Preuss & Dixon, 2012; 

Mackie & Meacheam, 2016) and  the chronic underfunding of programs and the challenge 

of financial sustainability (Fache, 2014; Austin et al, 2018). Often, these two themes 

related to one another in contradictory ways. For example, the original purpose of the 

Working on Country program in Australia was to improve Indigenous welfare, rather than 

protect the environment. Quite paradoxically, however, Guardian programs are often 

lacking the economic arrangements to ensure Indigenous welfare, resulting in “…narrowly 

defined, short-term, piecemeal, non-investment oriented, cross-agency funding” 

(Woodward, 2008, p. 248). In this situation, the provision of financial, institutional, and 

political resources reinforces an imbalance of power that perpetuates the politics of 

recognition, whereby Australia, in this case, uses the provision of funds to sustain 

systems of domination (Alfred, 2009) and contributes to the reproduction of the “…very 

configurations of colonial power that Indigenous Peoples’ demands for recognition have 

historically sought to transcend” (Coulthard, 2014, p. 52). On the Pine Ridge Indian 

Reservation, structural barriers at the tribal, state, and federal levels prevent the 

establishment of community-based institutions (Sherman et al, 2010). The Indigenous 
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Guardians Pilot Project in Canada has not been reviewed; however, early indications are 

that the funding announced ($26 million over 5 years) is insufficient for the Guardian’s 

long-term financial sustainability (ILI, 2019) 

As a result of underfunding and structural barriers to revenue generation, Indigenous 

Guardians are required to actively fundraise with exogenous funding partners, either 

universities or institutional investors (Austin et al, 2018). This role, sometimes referred to 

as a broker, plays an important part in community-based conservation success, 

particularly in those situations where “…local knowledge is based on a different 

epistemology and worldview to government science” (Berkes, 2009, p. 5). Many reviewed 

articles discussed the role that Guardians play as mediators between their community 

and the multitude of actors involved in environmental stewardship (Sherman et al, 2010; 

Fache, 2014; Muller, 2014). There were two unique tensions discussed in the articles 

from Australia worth mentioning: overreliance on an individual coordinator for linkages to 

external funders (Woodward, 2008) and the growing tension between Guardians and the 

Indigenous nation, landowners, and the broader local community as the state increasingly 

relies on the Guardians for funding arrangements (Fache, 2014; Fache & Moizo, 2015). 

Future research in other contexts would add to understanding of whether these tensions 

are unique to Indigenous rangers in Australia (cf. Indigenous Guardians). 

Tensions also manifest with regard to the approaches to environmental management 

commonly used by Indigenous Guardians. Carroll (2014) used the emergence of tribal 

parks to discuss how the maintenance of Guardian (or other stewardship related 

programs) requires “…reconciling resource control with traditional teachings that seek to 

uphold unique tribal relationships with the land and all life” (p. 37). This reality was echoed 

by several articles describing the context of fire management in Australia (Bach & Larson, 

2017; Bach et al, 2019), where Western approaches to fire ecology have created a social 

tension between the Ngukurr ranger group community members and Elders. One such 

example was captured by Fache and Moizo (2015) as they described an interaction 

between a young ranger and an older female ranger: “…the male ranger [said], “If we 

don’t burn, we won’t get the money for this fire project.” [The older woman replied] “You’re 
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worried about money; I’m worried for the country”” (p. 174). Associating continued 

financial support with certain practices within these programs can reveal, reproduce, or 

create power relationships at the expense of Indigenous Peoples, contributing to the 

“…invisibility of power of dominant cultures” (Muller, 2014, p. 64). The recent 

implementation of Indigenous Guardian programs in Canada, for instance, can likely 

avoid such pitfalls because they reprioritize management approaches to value 

Indigenous-led co-benefits. Our review results indicate that financial autonomy and 

sustainability are an essential step in this journey. 

5.4.2 Guardians as Representative of Indigenous Environmental Governance 

Exploring whether Guardian approaches are representative of Indigenous approaches to 

environmental governance offers an interesting conundrum. Indigenous environmental 

governance is an emerging discipline that could be captured within a continuum of 

“resource-based” and “relationship-based practices” (Carroll, 2014). This is captured in 

the literature on environmental governance where Indigenous Peoples are often 

relegated to stakeholders or participants in decisions pertaining to environmental matters 

(Reed et al, 2020a). In an Indigenous governance context, the recognition of Indigenous 

nationhood and self-determination is paramount (Wilson et al, 2018). Therefore, when 

considering the objective, one must first ask, what is the dominant policy paradigm that 

Indigenous guardian programs are operating under?  

In the contexts of formally established Guardians programs (such as those in Canada 

and Australia) and tribal-based efforts for community-based institutional development, the 

dominant policy paradigm, and thus barriers, remains in the control of the state 

government, creating a sort of “colonial entanglement” (Dennison, 2012) for those 

participating Indigenous nations. Even in Aotearoa-New Zealand, where the Treaty of 

Waitangi, and thus the concept of kaitiakitanga, is embedded in federal legislation such 

as the Resource Management Act (Morad & Jay, 2000), there are still limited examples 

of where Māori have been given equitable or primary responsibility for the environment 

(Taiepa et al, 1997; Newman & Moller, 2005).  In all circumstances, we stress though that 
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Indigenous participation is generally better than the alternative to avoid programs or 

stewardship efforts becoming a prescribed or “deep colonising” management approach 

(Rose, 1995). Indigenous Guardians, and the nations they are supporting, are not only 

balancing these dual and often conflicting roles, but they are also using all opportunities 

to advance their rights and jurisdiction with or without state recognition (Rist et al, 2019; 

Reed et al, 2020a). For example, the Girringun Aboriginal Corporation has evolved from 

modest beginnings (i.e., limited statutory Indigenous rights) to scaffold co-management 

arrangements and joint ventures to “compensate for the absence of clear and strong 

statutory Indigenous rights” (Zurba et al, 2019, p. 1141). Due to the strategic reversibility 

of power (Foucault, 1991), Guardian programs can empower Indigenous resistance to 

reconstitute power relationships and thus support Indigenous governance (Wilson et al, 

2018).   

This reality is consistent with the tension articulated in history of the designation of the 

names CANZUS (Australia, Canada, Aotearoa-New Zealand, United States). As the only 

countries to register votes against the UN Declaration, often due to the supposed 

uncertainty with the language around free, prior, and informed consent (Lightfoot, 2016) 

it is not surprising that Indigenous Guardian programs are often caught in a cycle of 

colonial entanglement (Dennison, 2012). Often the environmental management regimes 

simultaneously require Indigenous participants to “resist and contribute at the same time 

to the proliferation of bureaucracy…” (Fache, 2014, p. 283). These types of systems, or 

the politics of recognition (Coulthard, 2014), use recognition (or settler co-governance) as 

a tool to sustain systems of domination over Indigenous Peoples (Alfred, 2009), instead 

of providing greater Indigenous authority and self-determination over ancestral lands. 

Muller (2014) articulates this tension well: “…until there is a ‘space’ created for Yolngu 

self-determination, that is resourced and institutionally acknowledged (rather than 

operating in the margins of funding contracts) then self-determination will always be 

forced into a prescribed, predetermined context” (p. 139).  

In Australia, for example, one Ngukurr leader captured this predetermined context well, 

describing the ranger program as a “new system introduced by the government” (Fache, 
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2014, p. 282), serving to “…extend state power into the very communities that it is 

supposedly empowering” (Fache, 2014, p. 282). In such light, Indigenous Guardian 

programs – particularly those in Australia and Canada – must be analyzed under a critical 

lens to understand whether or not they are preventing, or supporting, sustainable self-

determination (Corntassel, 2008). This supports further consideration for the reconciling 

of Indigenous governance arrangements with colonial governance arrangements (Alfred, 

2009; Hunt, 2010; Hill et al, 2012). Future research should explore Indigenous Guardian 

literature in non-CANZUS states to determine their presence, emergence, and results. 

5.5 Path Forward  

The emerging literature of Indigenous protected and conserved areas (IPCAs) (also 

known as tribal parks) is indicative of a growing movement to address the colonial history 

of environmental governance, park and conservation area creation, and the 

dispossession of land from Indigenous Peoples (Carroll, 2014; Rist et al, 2019; Zurba et 

al, 2019; Tran et al, 2020). The model of IPCAs challenge the “fortress conservation” 

model (Domínguez & Luoma, 2020) and provide a framework for “…evolved 

conservation…by exemplifying time-honoured ways of interacting with environments that 

support people and places alike” (Artelle et al, 2019, p. 8). In Canada the recent report 

produced by the Indigenous Circle of Experts (2018), as part of the domestic work on 

fulfilling Target 1 of the Aichi Targets, We Rise Together, captures this evolution in 

defining Indigenous-led IPCAs, where Indigenous governments “… have the primary role 

in determining the objectives, boundaries, management plans and governance structures 

for IPCAs as part of their exercise of self-determination” (ICE Report, 2018, p. 36). This 

approach could provide a “…means for local Indigenous Peoples to re-assert control over 

Country that was disrupted by settler colonialization, by reinstituting traditional custodial 

and cultural responsibilities and building livelihoods based on natural and cultural 

resources” (Austin et al, 2018, p. 374). As such, we believe that future research should 

examine the intersection of Indigenous Guardian programs and the growing emergence 

of IPCAs, as an approach to re-assert Indigenous governance over land, resources, and 

territory (Moola & Roth, 2018; Rist et al, 2019; Tran et al, 2020). Clearly, however, our 
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review  points to a systematic lack of local Indigenous control over the funding and in 

some cases the design and implementation of Indigenous Guardians programs.  

Further understanding of Indigenous Guardians specifically – and its linkages to 

Indigenous-led conservation more generally – would also benefit from studies that review 

literature broader than just peer-reviewed, such as our own. We recognize the 

methodological limitations implicit within the present study, particularly in an emerging 

field characterized by Indigenous leadership. Indeed, we echo the calls of Ban et al (2018) 

and Artelle et al (2019) to decenter research away from the academy and toward those 

Indigenous leaders on the ground. We hope our review can catalyze future research on 

Indigenous Guardians, particularly as these programs solicit increasing attention in 

Canada and Australia, in a culturally appropriate, respectful, and collaborative manner. 

Although academic coverage heralds Indigenous Guardians approaches as possible 

pathways to addressing numerous environmental crises, our study revealed that further 

efforts are needed to understand the implications of Guardian programs for Indigenous 

self-determination as well as Indigenous decision-making institutions and knowledge 

systems when embedded within broader Western environmental governance structures. 

In particular, we suggest that governments use their acceptance of the UN Declaration 

and the minimum standard of free, prior, and informed consent to catalyze domestic 

conversations intended to decolonize conservation policy and practice (Tuck & Yang, 

2012: Domínguez & Luoma, 2020). In doing this, we see great opportunity for current 

conversations at the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Post-2020 framework to 

highlight the contributions and leadership of Indigenous-led conservation and, by 

extension, Indigenous Guardians. Although few functional solutions to these complex 

issues are currently proposed in the literature, we are confident that engaging with 

Indigenous governance is fundamental to achieving conservation and climate targets. 

5.6 Supporting Information 

A history of Guardian programs in CANZUS countries (Appendix S1), a list of the full-text 

reviewed articles (Appendix S2), and the authors’ biographies and affiliations (Appendix 
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S3), are available online. The authors are solely responsible for the content and 

functionality of these materials. Queries (other than absence of the material) should be 

directed to the corresponding author. 
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6  Conclusion 

The overarching question in this thesis was: What are Indigenous Peoples visions of 
nature-based solutions? To respond to this, four objectives were identified:  

- To understand and deconstruct how the federal government’s 

conceptualization of nature-based solutions support, or prevent, Indigenous 

sustainable self-determination (Chapter 2).  

- To explore Indigenous conceptualizations of nature, nature-based solutions, 

and the joint biodiversity and climate crisis (Chapter 3). 

- To develop a set of principles for advancing Indigenous approaches to nature-

based solutions, and by extension climate policy, at the federal scale (Chapter 

4).  

- To explore how Indigenous Peoples advance and navigate their own nature-

based solutions drawing on the example of Indigenous guardians (Chapter 5). 

In this section, I provide a summary of each paper, their implications for research and 

policy, discuss limitations, and propose some future areas for research. To close the 

chapter, I reiterate the call that this is a starting point and additional research based on 

deeper and meaningful conversations with Indigenous Peoples and Nations is needed.  

6.1 Chapter overviews and key findings   

Chapter 2 used a four-dimensional sustainable self-determination policy lens to review a 

total of nine federal climate policy, planning, and science documents. Despite a growing 

recognition of Indigenous rights, knowledge, and participation, the analysis showed an 

unwillingness to recognise Indigenous jurisdiction and Indigenous understandings of land 

as systems of reciprocal relations. The chapter closed with a recognition support for self-

determination of Indigenous Peoples within NbS will require a fundamental reframing to 

create space for Indigenous visions of NbS. 

Chapter 3 drew on conversational interviews with Indigenous leaders, including youth, 

women, technicians, and knowledge keepers to discuss Indigenous conceptualizations 
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of ‘nature’ in NbS and identify three drivers of the biodiversity and climate crisis. The 

chapter showed that a shift towards Indigenous conceptualizations of NbS would require 

the ending of the dichotomization of humans and nature, mainstreaming the inseparability 

of land, water, and identity, internalizing the principle of humility and responsibility, and 

investing in the revitalization of Indigenous knowledge systems. Four reflections for 

academics and policymakers were shared to close the chapter. 

Chapter 4 introduced the first set of seven principles for Indigenous-led NbS: i) embrace 

humility; ii) restore and express relationality; iii) uphold rights and responsibilities; iv) 

embed spirituality; v) support reconnection; vi) incorporate interconnectivity; and vii) 

ensure Indigenous-leadership. These principles were juxtaposed to other principles of 

NbS, such as Global Standard for Nature-Based Solutions, which reflect only limited 

engagement with Indigenous Peoples and their knowledge systems. Based on these 

problems, the chapter concluded with a recommendation to end the dichotomization and 

instrumentalization of nature, embed a relational framework into NbS discussions, and 

reframe NbS using Indigenous self-determination.  

Chapter 5 approached the research objectives from a different angle, exploring peer-

reviewed literature on Indigenous guardians in Australia, Canada, Aotearoa-New 

Zealand, and the United States in order to characterize their emergence and explore 

whether these approaches are representative of Indigenous approaches to environmental 

governance. The chapter revealed that, within the literature, Indigenous guardians may 

indirectly create challenges for Indigenous self-determination and knowledge systems 

when embedded within these frameworks. For Indigenous-led NbS, this is lesson is 

important as we discuss opportunities within a relational, and self-determined framework 

of NbS. 
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6.2 Research contributions 

Indigenous Peoples have not been well represented within the literature on NbS (Reed & 

Gobby, 2021; Indigenous Climate Action, 2021b). Apart from an editorial by Townsend et 

al (2020), Chapters 2, 3, and 4 represent the first detailed academic review of NbS from 

the perspective of Indigenous Peoples, focusing the analytical lens on ‘being in’ 

Indigenous sovereignty (Neville & Coulthard, 2019). As an increasing number of 

academics, international organizations, and non-governmental institutions advocate for 

the uptake of NbS, discussions must not lose sight of this fact. Combined with the 

systematic review of Indigenous guardians, this work offers tangible contributions to the 

literature on NbS, as well as its implications for their policy adoption and implementation. 

The three contributions that arise from this thesis are: i) the use of colonization as an 

interpretative lens for understanding the design, planning, and implementation of NbS; ii) 

the opportunity of engaging with Indigenous conceptualizations of Land, counteracting 

the tendency for NbS to dichotomize and instrumentalize nature; and iii) the design, 

planning, and implementation of NbS must uphold the rights and responsibilities of 

Indigenous Peoples, including their right to self-determination. Each of these contributions 

are discussed in turn.  

6.2.1 Decolonization must be centered as an interpretative lens for the design, 
planning, and implementation of NbS  

NbS do not exist outside of the broader Indigenous-state relations, including the presence 

of an ongoing legacy of colonization, land dispossession, and environmental harm. This 

reality is especially important as the majority of NbS are projected to occur in Indigenous 

lands and non-Western countries (Fa et al, 2020; Schulte et al, 2021), risking the potential 

of propagating a form of climate colonialism that avoids meaningful engagement with 

Indigenous Peoples (Seddon et al, 2021). An alternative, centering decolonization as an 

interpretative lens, would improve analysis of the design, evaluation, and implementation 

of NbS, creating institutional space for Indigenous-led decision-making. This alternative 

has also been increasingly recognized as important in decolonial approaches to climate 
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change research (Cameron, 2012; Cameron et al, 2021; Deranger et al, 2022), as well 

as throughout the Chapters within this thesis.  

Chapter 2, for instance, reviews federal climate policy, planning, and science documents 

on NbS, highlighting an institutional unwillingness to engage with, and recognize 

meaningfully, notions of Indigenous jurisdiction within Canada. This unwillingness arises 

from a legacy of colonization that renders invisible Indigenous jurisdiction, focusing 

exclusively on the interactions between federal, provincial, and territorial jurisdiction. The 

inability for federal climate documents to reconcile the deeply political nature of NbS, as 

inherently Land-based activities, demonstrates a key gap within climate discourse and an 

overemphasis on climate as exclusively about greenhouse gas emission reductions. 

Experts, captured in Chapter 3, echo these reflections by describing three key drivers of 

the climate and biodiversity crisis, one of which is about the structural legacy of 

colonization and capitalization. As a pair of crises that NbS is aspiring to solve, it is clear 

that NbS cannot be separated from these structural legacies and the ongoing assault 

against Indigenous Peoples, their rights, knowledge systems, and governance systems.  

Recognizing these realities, Chapter 4 and 5 begin to point to solutions to address these 

legacies with the conceptualization and implementation of NbS. Out of the seven 

principles articulated within Chapter 4, three principles directly apply to Indigenous 

responses to the structural legacies of colonization. In particular: prioritize Indigenous 

leadership, incorporate interconnectivity, and embed spirituality. These can help 

counteract the reality of dispossession, assimilation, and criminalization facing 

Indigenous Peoples by emphasizing efforts to uphold Indigenous self-determination. 

These principles are understood as key elements of Indigenous assertions of governance 

and self-determination, creating space for Indigenous-led NbS. This line of reasoning was 

strengthened in Chapter 5 by providing examples of how Indigenous Peoples are 

reasserting their authority and jurisdiction. The concept of Indigenous Protected and 

Conserved Areas (IPCAs) were discussed as key efforts by Indigenous Peoples to 

address the colonial history of environmental governance, especially park and 

conservation area creation, while creating space to recenter conversations back to the 
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Land, jurisdiction, and power. Chapter 5 alluded to future research concerning the 

connection between IPCAs and Indigenous guardians as an important area of future 

work.  

To summarize, the use of a decolonial lens in the design, planning, implementation, and 

evaluation of NbS will be central to understanding and remedying the legacy of 

colonization, land dispossession, and environmental harm. This will improve the analysis 

and implementation of NbS, as well as open space for Indigenous-led self-determination, 

all of which are identified as key priorities across all Chapters.  

6.2.2 Engage with Indigenous conceptualizations of Land and Water to avoid the 
dichotomization and instrumentalization of nature in NbS  

The predominant ontological orientation of NbS has been identified as a problem by 

community leaders, land defenders, and scholars, as well as in this thesis. These 

problems, principally the perpetuation of a separation between humans and natures (a 

dichotomization) and the conceptualization of nature as a tool, technology, or service 

exclusively for the benefit and use of humans (Osaka et al, 2021; Welden et al, 2021; 

Melanidis & Hagerman, 2022), limit the transformative potential of NbS. This limitation is 

especially relevant when NbS is embedded within a framework of thinking, or worldview, 

that has created the problems NbS is aspiring to solve. To enable these new human-

nature relationships, as discussed by Welden et al (2021) and Maller (2021), this thesis 

discussed how Indigenous Peoples, when engaging ethically with their knowledge 

systems, can offer alternative and transformative conceptualizations of NbS by beginning 

with a knowledge system that re-centers the concept of Land, and human relationship 

with that Land, as reciprocal, interconnected, and relational. Land, in this context, was 

explored in detail in Section 1.5.  

To demonstrate this, Chapter 2 unearthed a reluctance in Canadian climate policy, 

science, and planning documents to discuss the concept of Land, and by extension the 

reciprocal relationships held by Indigenous Peoples, perpetuating a framing of climate as 

a techno-managerial activity. Instead, the Chapter highlights how lessons from 
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Indigenous-led climate approaches can be used to address the simultaneous problems 

of colonialism, capitalism, and decarbonization. In Cameron et al (2021), the climate and 

biodiversity crisis were identified as outcomes of the underlying root problem: the set of 

human values and behaviours that are accelerating unsustainable relationships with the 

natural world. Picking up on this root cause analysis, Chapter 3 analyzed the concept of 

‘nature’ in NbS to unpack certain dominant assumptions that inform its application in 

policy and practice. For instance, NbS that believe humans and nature are separate will 

result in proposals that contribute to solutions that could disproportionately remove 

Indigenous Peoples from their territories in the pursuit of pristine conservation areas. 

Experts, in Chapter 3, then made specific recommendations on how to avoid these 

scenarios and enable truly transformative NbS: end the dichotomization of humans and 

nature; advance the inseparability of land, water, and identity; internalize the principle of 

humility and responsibility; and invest in the revitalization of Indigenous knowledge 

systems. Combined, these were seen as essential factors in prioritizing rebalancing 

reciprocal relationships with the land, water, and more-than-human beings.  

In a similar context, several principles out of the seven in Chapter 4 were relevant for this 

recommendation. The principles, embrace humility and support reconnection, called for 

a transition away from the instrumentalist framing of nature towards one that 

acknowledges humans as part of the living system. A specific teaching, captured in 

Borrows (2018), used an Anishinaabemowin word, akinoomaagewin, to describe the 

practice of living well by giving attention and taking direction from the Earth. Examples of 

this in practice was shared in Chapter 3, where experts discussed efforts of Land and 

Water ‘management’ that is centered on the re-establishment of sacred relationships, 

such as the Mikmaw forestry initiative and the clam gardens (see in particular Figure 4.2). 

The prospect of using Indigenous guardians to help with this was discussed in Chapter 

5, with specific references to Indigenous fire management practices in Australia (Bach & 

Larson, 2017; Bach et al, 2019). These were used to highlight the importance of 

prioritizing approaches that value Indigenous-led co-benefits, while supporting financial 

autonomy and sustainability.  
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The dichotomization of humans and nature, as well as the tendency to instrumentalize 

nature within NbS literature, were seen as impediments to truly transformative NbS. 

Instead, this thesis pointed to a need to fundamentally reframe our relationship with, and 

responsibility to, the natural world, beginning with conceptualizations of Land and Water 

based on Indigenous knowledge systems.  

6.2.3 The design, planning, and implementation of NbS must uphold the rights and 
responsibilities of Indigenous Peoples, including their right to self-
determination. 

As discussed throughout this thesis, there has been limited interest in engaging 

Indigenous Peoples’ leadership in mainstream NbS discourse, especially in the context 

of the development of principles guiding the design, planning, and implementation of NbS. 

The exception to this incorporation is a single principle out of four in Seddon et al (2021) 

and two sub-indicators in the Global Standard for NbS (IUCN, 2020). In these examples, 

there is limited reference to them as rights-holders, distinct from discussions on the 

consultation and incorporation of civil society and stakeholders. Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 

offered further examples of this reality. In Chapter 2, despite a growing inclusion of 

Indigenous rights, participation, and knowledge systems in federal climate policy, 

planning, and science documents, there was limited reference to their participation as 

decision-makings and jurisdictions, limiting the ability of them to exercise their self-

determination. Experts in Chapter 4 also captured these challenges, describing the 

problem further as an absence of Indigenous spirituality (as embedded within Indigenous 

knowledge systems) in dominant decision-making frameworks, such as those governing 

natural resource development. This, in conjunction with the structural impacts of 

colonization, were seen as key limiting factors for the exercise of Indigenous systems of 

governance and self-determination. In a similar context, Chapter 5 described how 

Indigenous guardians, often embedded with non-Indigenous environmental governance 

frameworks, faced challenges in enforcement, financial sustainability, and equitable 

knowledge co-production as a result of this absence.  
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To address these challenges, Experts in Chapter 3 made a clear recommendation: avoid 

the relegation of Indigenous Peoples to the role of contributor, participant, and 

stakeholders. The centrality of upholding the rights of Indigenous Peoples was discussed 

within the context of NbS, as well as the requirement to uphold the minimum standards 

of the UN Declaration. Chapter 4 also discussed this reality, using the seven principles to 

call for an active reframing of NbS to enable the self-determination of Indigenous Nations, 

and build climate action based on a reciprocal, interdependent, and spiritual relationship 

with Mother Earth (Tully, 2018). This reframing was extended, both in Chapter 2 and 3, 

to support for Indigenous Peoples to lead research, design, and implementation of 

solutions based on their ways of knowing, doing, and being. Indigenous guardians, 

described in Chapter 5, are one example of Indigenous Peoples leading research, as they 

are often responsible for monitoring, evaluation, and enforcement on their lands, waters, 

and territories.  

In summary, all research, implementation, and decision-making on NbS must uphold 

Indigenous self-determination and the rights affirmed within the UN Declaration to prevent 

any potential violations and infringements. Further, when Indigenous self-determination 

is centered, NbS can be reframed to build a reciprocal, interdependent, and spiritual 

relationship with Mother Earth.  

6.3 Recommendations 

To meet the aims of this research, I present three recommendations to ensure NbS are 

more reflective of, and responsive to, the diverse needs, perspectives, values, and 

knowledges of Indigenous Peoples. These recommendations, although directed at NbS 

scholars, practitioners, and supporters, can be extrapolated to climate policy more 

broadly.  
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1. Scholars, policymakers, advocates, and practitioners should take pause to 

reflexively unpack the assumptions implicit within certain words such as ‘nature’ 

before adopting them. This exercise will help avoid the path dependency of current 

climate discussions – heavily dependent on technologies and markets – to refocus 

work on the human values and behaviours driving these crises. This would help 

unlock the ‘transformative’ potential within NbS, captured in their potential to 

reframe human-nature relationships.  

2. Direct resources (financial and technical) towards support for Indigenous-led 

climate and biodiversity research. This work, grounded within Indigenous 

knowledge systems, would build research capacity to develop Indigenous climate 

change studies, assessments, and projects. Reconceptualizing the problems, and 

potential solutions, of the joint biodiversity and climate crisis holds great promise 

in assisting mainstream society reconcile their flawed system with one that is just, 

equitable, and resilient. Equal work needs to be directed towards unpacking the 

inadequacies of dominant systems and structures to open space for truly justice-

oriented work.  

3. Support Indigenous Peoples in the design, implementation, and communication of 

additional studies on the implications of NbS for Indigenous self-determination, 

especially when those solutions are embedded within broader Western 

environmental governance structures. The unwillingness to discuss the political 

and Land-based nature of NbS will have negative effects on Indigenous decision-

making and knowledge systems. To counter this, Indigenous Peoples must be 

positioned to drive their own research to understand the opportunities and 

challenges of any proposed NbS project. 

There are additional recommendations contained throughout the four results chapters; 

however, they only represent starting points for the reconceptualization of NbS to honour 

Indigenous Peoples and their knowledge systems. As with other Chapters, I stress that 
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additional work, led by Indigenous Peoples and Nations, must be conducted to reflect 

their unique histories, cultures, and languages in any group of recommendations.  

6.4 Study Strengths and Limitations 

This section identifies the strengths and limitations of this thesis. To begin, a clear 

strength of this research is the focus on ‘being-in’ Indigenous sovereignty, also known as 

an Indigenous Research Paradigm, which guided the design, framing, and 

implementation of the research objectives and questions. As an Anishinaabe-European 

scholar who works within the national and international climate movement, I felt deeply 

connected to the topic, while also benefiting from understanding the broader context of 

the research and its direct application to the policy and practice sphere. In practice, this 

contributed to my ability to review policy documents (many of which I had seen before 

public release), as well as the ability to work closely with the Assembly of First Nations 

(AFN) in guiding the interviews discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Furthermore, many of the 

conversations I had would not be available to individuals without in-depth relationships 

with the Experts who participated in this study. These conversations also functioned at a 

deeper level due to the shared awareness and understanding of the realities facing 

Indigenous Peoples within Canada, a reality that may not be the same for all researchers 

in this field. This also supported the application of an interdisciplinary lens.  

Methodologically, many Indigenous-led studies focus on specific cases and communities, 

employing community-specific participatory processes. There is enormous value in this 

work, however, given my professional capacity and my research partnership with the 

AFN, I chose to take a higher, mesa-level analysis that approaches the issues at a 

national level, rather than a regional or local level. This was a strength of the study as it 

enabled the development of a key, but common, principle that acknowledges the diversity 

and specificity of Indigenous Peoples. To reiterate, Indigenous Peoples are highly 

diverse, in culture, language, history, and governance. The common experiences and 

principles described in the thesis may make it applicable to other Indigenous Peoples 

around the globe, but only by upholding the recognition that it will inevitably change 
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depending on who, and what group, is writing and conceptualizing the concepts 

discussed within. My work, at its core, is about opening up space for Indigenous Peoples 

to lead their own solutions, but that will only happen if we unshackle the constraints 

layered on by the ongoing structures of colonization and structural racism. As such, 

additional research led by those communities is drastically needed. At the same time, 

work needs to be done to make sure that those research efforts are respected and 

incorporated meaningfully in mainstream, federal and international climate discourse. A 

key starting point is at the conceptual level, because of the ways in which this level  

influences the assumptions that then guide the development of solutions. When climate 

change is framed exclusively as the reduction of greenhouse gases, the solutions follow 

that approach. When it is framed as a problem of human values, the solutions change 

accordingly.  

I have also experienced this transformation personally. Over the course of this thesis and 

my work at AFN, having been exposed to Indigenous Peoples throughout Canada and 

the globe, the depth of my understanding of these issues has also changed. This is a 

tangible benefit of the learning-by-doing approach, as well as the operationalization of my 

positionality as an Anishinaabe (and a learning Anishinaabe at that, given my own family’s 

history). In this way, a strength of this thesis is on one hand the reclamation of NbS and 

climate solutions by Indigenous Peoples, while on the other, the personal reclamation of 

that identity. This does not mean that I don’t engage with my English, Scottish, and 

German ancestry – which in different ways has also taught me about the work – but it 

does position this work at a deeper and more meaningful level: an act of personal 

reconciliation.  

As described in the opening, it would be remiss to avoid referencing the impact that 

COVID had on the overall thesis. Although the interviews on Zoom were much more 

convenient for travelling and recording, they lacked much of the context that would have 

been created if these discussions were in more familiar and context-based environments. 

Furthermore, the learning-by-doing aspects of the study (i.e., participant observation) was 

greatly impacted as I participated in all events, apart from COP 26 in Glasgow, online. 
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Although this was a necessary precaution, discussions on NbS and the Land with 

Indigenous Experts would have been more respectful and context-specific had they been 

on the Land itself. The level of conversation suffered because of COVID-restrictions and 

is undoubtedly a limitation of the study. COVID also had minor impacts on the writing 

process when, at times, I felt overwhelmed with the depth of problems facing us. When I 

felt this way, I often got outside and walked in Pacific Spirit Regional Park – a great 

escape within the city limits of where I lived for most of this process. 

Another limitation is the sample size of interviews conducted with Indigenous Peoples. 

The number of individuals in this sampling frame was relatively small in comparison to 

the number of Indigenous Peoples across the country working in climate and conservation 

fields. I also actively avoided discussions with individuals who were non-Indigenous and 

employed by a non-Indigenous government or organization. Due to my commitment to 

centering Indigenous Peoples and their voices, I decided not to conduct interviews with 

federal or international governmental officials for the purposes of this research. A 

comparative study may be in the future works, but to respond to this limitation, I focused 

Chapter 2 on reviewing federal climate policy, planning, and science documents that were 

able to capture the broad frame of government conceptualizations of NbS. This was also 

strengthened by my learning-by-doing approach, which drew lessons from my 

professional experiences and interactions with federal officials at the Joint Committee on 

Climate Action and working as co-chair for the Thriving Natural Environment table as part 

of the National Adaptation Strategy. 

6.5 Future directions 

As the first academic review of NbS from the perspective of Indigenous Peoples, there is 

significant opportunity for future research, both in terms of additional literature and 

implementation of NbS, as well as an application of the thesis methodology to climate 

discussions currently occurring, such as the elusive concept of net-zero emissions. To 

focus this section, four areas of future work are discussed.   
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First, the seven principles of Indigenous-led NbS should be confirmed by current 

examples of Indigenous-led NbS to review their applicability and adjust or make additions 

as needed. The seven principles for Indigenous-led NbS were intended to open 

conversations so that Indigenous Peoples can help re-conceptualize NbS as systems of 

reciprocal relationships. As elaborated in Chapter 4, these principles were not intended 

to be pan-Indigenous; rather they aspire to honour the diversity of Indigenous cultures, 

histories, and languages. To do this, future research can use these seven principles as a 

starting point for Indigenous Nations to assess, adapt, and add principles that would help 

frame the future of what their Indigenous-led NbS entail, advancing Indigenous self-

determination within conversations on climate solutions. Further, future research could 

dive deeper into a comparative analysis between existing NbS principles, such as the 

IUCN Global Standard (2021), to determine their differences and opportunities through a 

framework of ethical space (see section on Conceptual Framework).  

Second, as this was a review of the conceptualization of NbS from Indigenous Peoples 

across Canada, specific case studies of Indigenous Peoples practicing their own NbS 

would be constructive. This aligns closely with the recognition that Indigenous Nation- 

and location-specific research should be prioritized (McGregor et al., 2020). Future 

research led by Indigenous Peoples, Nations, and leaders is essential to understand the 

Land-based nature of NbS. These case studies could also be used in comparative 

studies, juxtaposing Indigenous conceptualizations of NbS with those of non-Indigenous 

entities. A specific focus, given the conceptual ambiguity, could be to explore these 

conceptualizations in specific instances of projects to create space for shared 

understanding and ethical knowledge co-production.  

Third, the work of decolonizing climate policy, planning, and research from the 

perspective of Indigenous Peoples is just beginning. This area of work confronts the 

reality that the majority of presently cited climate change knowledge and policy is 

generated from the models of human-nature relationships that have caused the joint 

climate and biodiversity crisis, as described by the Experts in this study. Instead, 

Indigenous climate leadership, supported by the decolonization of climate policy and 
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practice, centers Indigenous knowledge systems, governance, and self-determination to 

redefine the problem and thus the solutions. This work has begun (see Assembly of First 

Nations, 2020; ICA, 2021a, 2021b;), but additional support is greatly needed to amplify 

the aspirations of Indigenous Peoples, including in areas of resistance such as Land 

Back.  Furthermore, the approach taken in this thesis (being in Indigenous sovereignty) 

offers opportunities to advance the theoretical foundations of this work by engaging with 

and documenting Indigenous intellectual and legal traditions, as well as languages in 

relation to the joint work of decolonization and decarbonization. Finally, the sustainable 

self-determination policy lens can be used to reflexively examine how, and in what 

capacity, climate solutions consider the rights of Indigenous Peoples, as required by the 

Paris Agreement and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples. 

Finally, the role of Indigenous Protected and Conserved Areas (IPCAs) and their 

connection to Indigenous guardians, as examples of Indigenous-led NbS, could be 

explored further to understand their interactions and potential contradictions. These 

efforts to re-assert Indigenous governance over land, resources, and territory are central 

to solutions for the climate crisis, despite efforts to prevent this. A future area of work that 

looks at the opportunities for IPCAs to make space for Indigenous environmental 

governance would be beneficial.  
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APPENDICES 

1. Letter of Support from the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) 
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2. Letter of Invitation / Consent Form 

 
 

DATE: MAY 2021 
REB #: 21-02-017 

        
Letter of Information and Consent Form 

 

Student Researcher: Graeme Reed, PhD Candidate, University of Guelph, Guelph, 

Ontario. Email: Greed01@uoguelph.ca  

Supervisor: Prof. Nicolas Brunet, Department of Rural Planning & Development, 

University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, nbrunet@uoguelph.ca 

 

Contact Information: Tel: 514-915-8382 
 

You are invited to take part in a research project, entitled “Indigenous climate futures: 
Developing alternative visions for nature-based climate solutions”. This project is 
being conducted by Graeme Reed, doctoral candidate at the University of Guelph, in 
partnership with the Assembly of First Nations (AFN). Funding for this project has been 
provided by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council and the University of 
Guelph.  
 
Purpose of this project: Despite aspirations for achieving net-zero greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2050, there is little to suggest that without drastic changes, Canada will be 
in a position to meet this target. Indeed, given that the last thirty years of climate efforts 
has failed to meet any climate target, now is the precise time to imagine an entirely new 
approach to climate that simultaneously addresses colonialism, capitalism, and 
(de)carbonization. Indigenous Peoples have not only been demanding for other worlds 
based on their sustainable self-determination, but also advancing ‘life-enhancing’ climate 
solutions that are multidimensional, interconnected, and interrelated. The objective of this 
project is to explore one overarching question: What are Indigenous Peoples visions for 
nature-based climate solutions? In doing this, nature-based climate solutions – and by 
extension climate policy – can enable Indigenous solutions, grounded in Indigenous 
knowledge, legal orders, and governance, to generate self-determined futures in the face 
of catastrophic change. 
 
What you will be asked to do: You will be asked to participate in an interview to discuss 
the definitions, opportunities, and tensions in pursuing Indigenous “nature-based climate 
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solutions”.  Interviews will take place virtually, either by video conference or telephone, 
and will last between 30 minutes to 1 hour. Each interview will be recorded (with 
permission) and transcribed, so that your words may be included in future reports about 
this research. While the recording is be taken by the videoconferencing software, you 
may choose to turn your camera on or off.   
 
The recordings will not be used for any other purpose such as radio or film recordings, 
unless expressly agreed upon. Following the interview, a copy of the transcript will be 
sent to you via e-mail to review for accuracy and content. A comment section will also be 
included in case there is additional information you would like to provide.  If three weeks 
following the receipt of the transcript have passed without a response, we will assume 
you are satisfied with its accuracy and content.  
 
Participation and Confidentiality: Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you 
may choose not to participate, to withdraw at any time or refuse to answer any question 
for any reason. During the interview, if you do not want to provide an answer or do not 
know the answer during the interview you do not have to. You may be able to withdraw 
from the study up to two months after your interview has already been completed, or until 
the publication has been submitted for review. You will be notified three weeks in advance 
of this submission to confirm you are comfortable with the usage of your comments. Your 
decision to stop participating, or to refuse to answer questions, will not affect your 
relationship with the researcher. In the event you withdraw from the study, all associated 
data collected will be immediately destroyed. All audio recordings collected with 
Indigenous participants will adhere to OCAP (Ownership, Control, Access, Possession) 
Best Practices. 
 
Should you choose to participate, your identity will be kept confidential unless you 
explicitly consent otherwise. You will be identified as ‘Participant #’ in all documents, 
including the thesis and written notes. At no time will your employment, affiliated 
organizations, or institutions be disclosed. Only the Faculty Supervisor and I will have 
access to any identifiable information. Though confidentiality cannot be guaranteed while 
data are in transit over the Internet, all data will be secured on my password protected 
and encrypted laptop with anti-virus software, and on an encrypted USB locked in a 
cabinet in my home that only I have access to. You will receive an email following my 
graduation (likely December 2021) to confirm that your identified data will be deleted in 
one year. De-identified data will be retained in a password protected and encrypted laptop 
for ten years after publication.  
 
Benefits and risks: There are very limited anticipated risks from this research, including 
online privacy which will be mitigated using password protection.  You may choose to skip 
any questions you would prefer not to answer or stop participating at any time. Although 
there is no direct benefit to you by participating in this research, the potential benefits of 
participation include informing Indigenous visions of nature-based climate solutions, 
contributing to the development of a framework aimed at advancing Indigenous 
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approaches equitably in federal efforts to address the climate crisis. This knowledge will 
support advocacy led by the Assembly of First Nations, including in the development of 
an AFN National Climate Strategy.  
 
Study results: This study is expected to be completed by December 2021. The results 
will be published in multiple manuscripts as part of my doctoral dissertation. This, as well 
as the data, will be shared with AFN and members of the Environment, Lands, and Waters 
Branch will be invited as co-authors. If you would like a summary of the results, the draft 
peer-reviewed article, or the full thesis, please indicate in the interview and it will be sent 
by December 2021, or when completed. 
 
Questions and contact information: This project has been reviewed by the Research 
Ethics Board for compliance with federal guidelines for research involving human 
participants. If you have any questions regarding your rights and welfare as a research 
participant in this study (REB #), please contact: Manager, Research Ethics; University 
of Guelph; reb@uoguelph.ca; 519-824-4120 ext. 56606. Please note that you do not 
waive any legal rights by agreeing to participate in this study. 
 

 
Consent 

I give permission for the audio recording of my interview   Yes No 

I consent to be identified in publications about this project Yes No 
I agree that direct quotes from my interview may be included 
in publications about this project 

Yes No 

I want to be mailed / emails project updates and outputs Yes No 
 
I have read the above information and I agree to participate in this study. 
 
Name: 
 

Date: 

Signature: 
 
 

Researcher Signature: 
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3. Semi-structured interview questions  

Introduction 

Can you describe where you are from? Have you observed or experienced environmental 
changes over the course of your life? If so, what kind of changes? 

Part 1: Indigenous Climate Leadership 

What do you consider as causing these environmental changes? How should these be 
addressed? 

What are Indigenous-led climate solutions?  

Is Indigenous-led conservation an example of climate action? If so, how?  

Part 2. Nature-based solutions 

How do you describe ‘nature’? How about ‘climate change’? Is there a word in your 
language for it?  

What does this concept (nature-based solutions) mean to you?  

How do you perceive the federal government to describe it? Are there differences with 
how you describe it?  

How should the rights and responsibilities of Indigenous Peoples be respected in these 
solutions?   

What needs to happen or change (political, social, cultural, environmental, or economic) 
to support these?  

Part 3: Building a framework for Indigenous-led nature-based climate solutions   

Are there key principles that could guide the development of Indigenous-led nature-based 
solutions? If so, what are they? 

Should these solutions interface with ‘mainstream’ nature-based solutions? If so, how? 

Are there frameworks that could help guide the interaction of these two approaches?  

Concluding remarks  

Is there anything that I missed? Any additional points that you would like to share?  

Could you share one or two people that could participate in this study?  


